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BELFAST,

Ruth Perkins, and when a small child
came t.
Belfast to live with the late*Mr.
and Mrs
1
Thomas Lthen Shute died at 2:10 a. ro.t May Thomas Condon, whose name he always bore
9th at his home in East Belfast. He was born For years the family lived on the corner o
Miller streets, where
I in the Shute
the Publii
homestead, June 25,1849, the only High and
Library now stands. He assisted Mr. Condoi
son of Captain Thomas R. and Azubah Ann
in
the
business
and
trucking
later engaged ii
(Decrow) Shute. He had been in failing health
for about a year and was unable to work the that work by himself. He had been an invalic
for
from
a
years, suffering
past winter. He attended the city governcomplication of dis
He is survived by his
ment meeting May 6th as alderman from Ward eases.
widow, formerly
5, participated in the regular business, and re- Miss Addie Hutchins of Islesboro, who arrivet
mained until the close of the meeting, after 11 in Belfast on the 9.60 train Monday from Rea.
lands, Calif., where she spent the winter, anc
o’clock, but complained of not feeling well
when he reached home. The following day he
by their son, Asaph T. Condon, with whom he
lived. Their only daughter died when
was about, but was on the couch most of the
very
time. Tuesday night his physician was called young. One brother, Samuel True Perkins oi
East
Bucksport, three sisters. Miss Louise Perand did everything possible for his relief, but
he suffered severely with intestinal ob- kins of East Bucksport, Mrs. Maria Wood
struction until the end.
He realized his con- bridge of South Penobscot and Martha H., wif<
dition, and as the family stood near him his of Mathew W. Welch of Belfast, also survive
last words were, “God bless you all.” He was him. The funeral was held at his late home
last Tuesday at 2 p. m., Rev. D. B. Phelan
an active and interested member of Waldo
Lodge, I. 0. O. F., and attended the special pastor of the Methodist Church, officiating
services at the Universalist church May oth. The interment was in Grove Cemetery.
He had served several terms in the city coun(
Elijah L. Moore died suddenly at his home
cil and as a member of the school committee,
on Spring street at 5 a. m.
and last March was elected alderman from
Tuesday, May 14th
after an illness with heart disease
Ward 5.
dating
In the discharge of his
duties
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n, D. C., May 9, 1912, A avorauthorized by the Senate Comn niittee today on the Gardner bill to
rue ted a lightship at a cost not to
7 >.000 and to place it near Monheat the entrance to Penobscot Bay.

passed,

as

trust it may

we

be,

result of continued agitation of

the
.nil
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men ior a

The late

more.
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quarter

Capt.
always

oi a

Ingra-

Otis

was

conscientious and faithful

to

his

in every sense of the wrord,
and honorable in all things, with the

vived

for aids to

by

his

widow, formerly

Miss

man

was

particularon one oc-

on

and Cedar
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were

neral services

introduced

tathe committee

on

a

bill

on

commerce.

held at his late home Sat-

Rev. Arthur A. Blair, pastor of the Universalist church, officiated, and Messrs.E. S. Bowker, L. E. McMahan, Ezra L. Talbot and Ira T.
Clough of Waldo Lodee were the bearers. The
interment was in the family lot in Grove cemetery. Among the many beautiful floral offerings were the following: A broken wreath from
the neighbors; basket from the Odd Fellows;
pillow with the word “Husband” from the
wife; wreath with the word “Papa” from the
children; wreath from the Waltham watch factory; piece from the stitching room of the
Leonard & Barrows shoe factory; spray, Mr.
and Mrs. D. H. Strout; spray, Mr. and Mrs.
John Ryder; spray, Mrs. Eastman and Miss Sue
Shute; spray, H. E. Bradman; spray, Mr. and
Mrs. Ashworth, Waltham, Mass.; spray, Mr.
and Mrs. M. C. Decrow; basket, Ralph Thorndike and Everett Smith.

Sen.

un being notified asked the committee
the bill back to the lighthouse board,
done, and he went to work to inter-nipping interests. He secured a hearboard April 10 and
re the lighthouse
tent effort got a strong representation
of
this
bill
to place a safeportance
the most dangerous point on the
aast. The presentation was made so

were

urday afternoon at 2 o’clock, under the auspices of Waldo Lodge, I. O. O. F., the members
of the city government attending in a body.

Feb. 20,
a lightship to be placed off
gar. island. This bill went to the comn commerce and was in turn referred
ghthouse board, who made an adverse
Gardner
viding for

r

1

:

|

the board was impressed with the !
of the demand. The representauded men from some of the leading
;i companies, vessel owners and well I
sea-faring men and the hearing re- j
a reversal by the secretary of comd labor of the findings of the light- j
ard that “the bill be not passed” and
A'ing recommendation was sent to the !
lee on commerce of the Senate and the
ee on interstate and foreign commerce !
House.
after further investigation of the I
he department concludes that the
nent of a light vessel off Monhegan
>uld be of material benefit to navigaAndrew J. Donnell died
it has, therefore, recommended to the
age of 86 years, 5 months
.mittees mentioned that the bills be
wife died November 25,
r

.•

j

.nice
■

|

service

was

held

George Hartshorn,

DO COUNTY POMONA GRANGE.

Grange met May 7th
Grange The meeting
by W orthy Master Howes

Pomona

uth Montville
-d to order

pro tem officers were apV. Martin, Overseer; B. F. Foster,
E. A. Denslow, Chaplain; Del. Paul,
George Sprague, Gate Keeper; B. F.
ecretary; Pomona and Flora, Sisters
..nd Foster. After the opening exer-

following

A.

of

..s

three

were

The
the

visiting patrons

were

well cared

-■

nittee

reported the next meeting to
Grange, Belfast, June 4th.
cuing exercises; confering fifth
on recess; music; address of wel•aside

•M

rs.

Elijah Ritchie,

response

by

Mrs.

topic for discussion, What is the
atness for a man’s character? to be
A. D. Hayes; remainder of the pro;

iost grange.

Hit

had

:

MIKADO” BY ROCKLAND
AMATEURS.

>

■
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v

Saturday

|

the

Lawrence, Mass., May 7th, were brought tc
Belfast May 9th for interment in the familj
lot in Grove cemetery. He had been ill foi
some time, death resulting from heart failure
induced by a complication of diseases. He
was born in East Belfast in 1842, the eldest
son of the late Alvah and Amanda Shute Page
He was twice married. He is survived by his
widow, by one son, Harry Page, who lives ir
the west and by a brother and sister, Waltei
and Sarah

Page

of

Lawrence,

Mass. His

youth

e^rly manhood were spent in East Belfast,
where he was employed in the Russell papei
mills, and for many years he wras engaged in
the same work in Lawrence. He was a cousin
+

«

TVinmoo T.

Edward F. Spear,

a

ter Montville, died at
aged about 72 years.
of the Civii War and

respected citizen of Cenhis home there May 6th,
Mr. Spear was a veteian
saw

much active service

ome

in Ells

in Belfast

was

Harold Condon of Shreveport, La
ing his brothers in this city:

is visit-

George W. Burkett has returned from an exvisit in Boston and vicinity.
I_Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Simonton of Rockland are
in Boston, the guests of Dr. and Mrs. Ernest
Young.

tended

na

Miss Millie M tchell has returned home from
several weeks in Massachusetts and
Vermont.

a

visit of

Hon. A. I. Brown arrived from Augusta last
to spend a few days at his home on
Miller street.

Saturday

Nathaniel J. Pottle of Howard, R. I., arrived
Sunday to join Mrs. Pottle in a visit with
Belfast relatives.
last

|

Mr. Frank Yates, who has been ill at the
Stewart house for some time, was taken to the
Waldo County Hospital last Saturday.

Frank A. Knowlton and daughter Edith
Fairfield arrived last Monday and are the
guests of Mr3. Charles H. Walden, Court street.
Jerry Hayes is in Dark Harbor, where he
Mrs.

of

will be employed about two
telephone exchange ready

weeks
for

getting the

the

summer-

business.
Mr. and Mrs. Seth B. Moore and three chilAllstcn, Mass., arrived last Sunday
morning, called here by the last% illness of Mr.
E. L. Moore.
dren of

Louis Shiro spent the past week in Boston on
business and during his absence his father,
^Qmnul

High

RKirri

f

Pnnirni*

tn/1

<\4

street store.

Julia H. Wardwell, who spent the winSouth Framingham, Mass., has arrived
at The Battery to spend the summer with her
brother and sister, John R. and Miss Margaret
A. Dunton.
Mrs.

ter in

Mrs. C. S. Eastman of Westbrook,Miss Susan
Melrose and Miss Florence Shute
of Waltham, Mass., were called to Belfast last
Friday by the death of their brother and father.
Mr. T. L. Shute.
W. Shute of

Mrs. Emily Hyams, of New York, who haa
been in Belfast for several weeks settling the
estate of her father, the late Arnold Harris,
returned to New York last Saturday. She wilt
return later for a visit.
The

friends of Miss Vesta Shute will br

ry to learn that she has been
count of ill health, to resign
clerk in
t he

Carle &

summer

Jones store.

at her home

on

sor-

obliged, on acher position as
She will spend

Waldo

avenue.

Smalley went to Portland last Monday
to meet Mrs. Stephen Pierce, who arrived
there Monday night from Reno, Nevada, with
the remains of her daughter, Maude E. They
arrived here on the Tuesday morning train.
C. M.

Capt. and Mrs. A. B. Mazrall moved their
goods to Bangor last w*eek and have
taken up their residence in that city. Capt.
Mazrall, who commands the schooner, N. E.
Ayer, sails out of Bangor and now makes that
his home port.

household

Mrs.

James H. Howes returned last Satur-

day frem Detroit, Mich., where she was called
by the death of Mr. John M. Hinchman. It is
expected that Mrs. Hinchman will arrive in
June to make her home with her

mother, Mrs.

Margaret S. White.
Mrs. George Kent entertained the two parties
Eridee Mondav afternoon. Dainty refreshmerits were served.—Madison Bulletin.
Mr. and Mrs. Kent were residents of Belfast

at

for

was

the

West, who has been

em-

several years, when

drug clerk

Mr.

at A. A. Howes &

Miss Sarah Edith

Kent

Co.’s.

stenographer in the office of The
Youth’s Companion since graduating from the
ployed

as

school of Miss Mary E. Pierce in Boston, was
recently offered two very lucrative positions,
but the management of the Companion made
it worth her while to remain with them.

reading,
Miss Carrie E. Gilmore left yesterday to
Carnation,” Mrs. Evie Wright; reading,
with the prevailing distemper.
"A Fellow’s Mother,” Charlie Getchell; quota- visit in Boston, Lynn and Lawrence
Dr. E. E. Brown of Bangor sailed Tuesday
Mrs. Henry Collins and little daughter Doris
Some distemper similar to the epizootic is tions, in charge of Miss Lena Sanborn; readfor several
on the Franconia from Boston
Mother’s
Face,”
Miller;
ing, "My
Emily
music, have returned home from a visit with relatives
prevalent among the horses here.
months’ study abroad in London and Germany.
“When My Life Work is Ended,” school.
in Searsport.
Galen Forbes had another ill turn la t week j
Dr. Brown succeeded Dr. Butler on the staff
and has not fully recovered from it.
"Is it any wonder thatself-respecting men,al- I
Mrs. John Billings of New York was a re- of the Eastern Maine General hospital as e\ e,
cent guest of Mrs. H. E. McDonald and is now
He was in
The spring’s work is retarded by the weath- though they honor the ministry and feel its
ear, nose and throat specialistcall to service, hesitate before they enter its with relatives n Castine.
er and crops will undoubtedly be late this seapractice in Belfast for a time, coming here
ranks?” asked Rev. Charles Harbutt of Portson.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. C’ushirg, who spent the from Bangor on certain days of the v.eek.
land, May 8th, while making his report as winter in California, arrived Monday at their
Walter Mitchell, who has been at home from.
Dick Farwell and wife, nee Mabel Bessey, j
Lydia J., widow of Frank Ham, died May
State superintendent at the annual conference summer home at
Citypoint.
The remains were
10th in Everett, Mass.
were in town last Sunday with their autoNewport, R. I., for a ten days’ furlough as the
of the Congregational churches of Maine and
Mr. Frank M. Baih y and daughter Marjorie guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. L.
brought to Monroe and funeral services held mobile.
Maine Missionary Society. The question folare visiting his daughter Marian in New York.
Mitchell, returned to the naval training station,
May 15th at the home of Mrs. Frank Chase.
Farmers are planning to plant at least the i lowed his statement that there are some 32
there on Thursday, and will in a few days be
They will also visit in Boston and vicinity.
of
but
usual
the
will
be
in
quantity
potatoes,
crop
Congregational pastors
Maine, receiving
I
SECRET SOCIETIES.
Mrs. Robert P. Coombs and daughter Isabel assigned to some government vessel and eni late in the seeding.
$600 or less a year, several of them preaching
went to Waterville Monday to visit Mrs. Louis gage in cruising this summer. He is enthusAt the regular communication of Phenix
W. B. Ingersoll of Belfast was in Brooks last i in moi e than one place and being obliged to
Poliard and will also visit Mrs. Coombs’ old iastic over naval life.
lodge, F. and A. M., last Monday evening, there | week to look after the interests of the estate maintain a horse at a cost of at least $125 a
h ome in Vassalboro.
Miss Blanche M. Hill left last Saturday for
of the late Abbie A. Roberts, of which he is : year. "In the city of Portland,” he said, "a
was work in the Fellow craft degree.
her home in Hartland. She will continue her
was in Belfast last MonMr.
Horace
receives
Chenery
from
to
administrator.
a
$850
policeman
$1000
year
A special meeting of King Solomon Council
9th Grade work at home and return to Belfast
on business, returning to Boston by the
Roscoe E. Webber and Edwin Godding each j and a fireman, from $850 to $1200, and both of day
was held last Tuesday night, when Royal, Sethe
at
night boat. He will come May 25th with his in June for the examinations and graduation
65
and
the fireman at
policeman
lect and Super Excellent degrees v/ere worked, have one of the new.winnowing machines that | them,
to occupy his residence on Franklin exercises. A number of her school friends
leave the seed grain free from foul seed. M. ; 60, may be retired on pension, while in the family
A banquet was served.
when a man is old he must retire street and will move his office from Main gave her a “send-off” party Friday evening
ministry
Dow
is
J.
for
them.
agent
At the Masonic meetings in Portland Iasi
without financial assistance.” The report was street to the Colonial Theater block May 25th and she was presented with a Colonial picture
M. J. Dow is having the fence repaired
week Wilmer J. Dorman of this c ity was apas a souvenir of her Belfast schoo days.
followed by a spirited discussion in which the and 26th.
pointed as grand conductor of the Grand around his famous pasture on the Sprout Hill Conference members agreed with
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Shea had expected
F.
Dunton
Messrs.
Robert
and
I.
Morse
HarSupt.
Ralph
Council of Royal and Select Masters, of which farm, where in former years many animals
butt and thought there should be some system returned last Saturday morning from Georges’ to spend the summer on the Pacific coast and
from Brooks to Unity have come out fat in the
Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Bangor, formerly ol
to provide better salaries. The matter was reLake, Liberty, with two salmon, weighing re- to come to their Northport cottage, Ferndale,
fall. Only young stock will be pastured this
this city, is the grand chaplain.
'
ferred to a committee for investigation.
spectively 12£ and 15£ pounds. They were on in September, but Mr. Shea has been suffering
Among the appointments in the Masonh season.
exhibition in Bramhall’s market. A few days from the effects of cold contracted during
Maine
The
Congregational conference in
Grand Lodge in the closing session at Portlanc
Mrs. A. B. Roberts of Belfast, who is spendbefore Hon. L. C. Morse had caught a huge his last visit here that necessitated a change in
session at Brunswick May 9th adopted the folMay 9th were the following: District Deputy ing a few weeks with her daughter in Thorntheir plans. After a short trip to Canada they
salmon.
resolutions:
Grand Masters, Ernest S. Wing, Searsmont dike, was in Brooks one day last week and lowing
will come here for the summer.
"Resolved, that in view of the impending
nf kap
friamla kn.n
Augustus D. Hayes, Belfast; Grand Chaplains oollod linnn
State campaign whose paramount issue is the
EAST BELFAST.
Mrs. Charles Bradbury, who with Mr. BradRev. R. B. Matthews, Ellsworth, Rev D./L
family were for some years residents of this maintenance of the prohibitory law in constiis spending several months in New York
bury
tution and statutes or its modification in
Wilson, Belfast.
Miss Phebe Staples has returned home from
village.
writes of a most delightful May breakfast
rection of some form of the license system,
i.
Salem, where she has spent a part of the win- piven bv the Rubinstein Club of that city in
canton rauas, t.
We are sorry to learn that Capt. Cheney local option or other; and in view of the
r.f at tneu
prevregular meeting Wednesday evening conferre< 1 Higgins,late of the Philippines, was taken very ious experience of the failure of political par- ter.
the grand ball room of the Waldorf-Astoria,
the military degree on one candidate, Thi
sick last week in Bangor, where he and Mrs. ties to keep faith with the people in the fulfilMrs. G. A. Leavitt is visiting her daughters at which she was a guest of Mrs. Harvey Self,
ment of platform and campaign pledges touchwork was followed by a banquet. It was votei I Higgins were visiting, and was operated upon
ing the enforcement of the prohibitory law, we Mrs. Perley Stanley and Miss Lucy Leavitt in of New York, formerly Miss Kate Bickford of
to accept the invitation of Major Orrin J
for appendicitis last Friday at Russell’s Pri- earnestly and emphatically reaffirm our beliel
Belfast. More than 1000 ladies were present*
Cranberry Isle.
in the righteousness and expediency of the
the
Dickey to spend Memorial Day at his cottage s vate hospital.
Oscar Olson, U. of M. returned to Orono last A delightful musical program followed
maintenance of said prohibitory laws, in the
at Temple Heights.
breakfast.
The ladies of Silver Crown lodge, Pythian constitution and statutes of the State; and, tc Sunday after a few days visit with his
parents,
Sisterhood, had a very nice time last Thursday this end, urge our ministers and churches tc Mr. and Mrs. Peter Olson.
The many friends of Capt. and Mrs. FreeSardine Packers Meet Competition.
exert every effort to elect such legislators and
mont Arey are very glad to welcome then:
evening. Several of the Sir Knights were other officials
Mother’s Day was observed last Sunday in
qs shall stand pledged to sustain
back, after an absenc of three months. Mrs
present, ice cream and cake were served and and enforce such laws.
The Maine : ardine packers, who have here
Tri nity Reformed church and a very able ser- Arey spent most of that time in New Bedford
at the close of the work sociability was in“We,
moreover, hold it to be a self evident
Mass., while Capt. Arey has been in Santa Barmon was delivered by the pastor, Rev. Wm.
tofore had pr.etically a monopoly of thebusi
and incontrovertible fact that the long standbara, Calif., with John Borden and a party of
dulged in. All hands voted it to be a very
ness, will this year have to face a very stroni
ing and extensive nulification of this law has Vaughan.
friends from that place. They made frequent
tended to break down respect for law in gencompetition which will very likely cause | pleasant occasion.
Capt.
The Ladies Aid of Trinity Reformed church whaling trips to Santa Cruz Island.
Eben Young has a new runabout and is evi- eral and to create a socially destructive tem- will meet with Mrs. Roscoe Black
downward tendency in prices.
Arey had charge of these trips, and would
A compan; T
tomorrow,
per in the people; and that the keystone in
have remained several weeks longer,
probably
with a capital of $1,000,000 has been formed a t dently taking much satisfaction in running it. the arch of ‘nulification' has
been
the
Friday. The Circle are making plans for a but owing to the death of one of their party,
There are at least six automobiles owned right toleration of various clubs and fraternities
Montreal with such men on its board of direc
they were obliged to change their plans. Capt.
supper and a short entertainment, on Friday
of men
—constituted
here
in
connected
the
hub
highly
of
the
and
five years
tors as Sir William Van Horne, Vice Presiden [;
village,
Arey will have charge of C. F. Hofer’s yacht
and influential in the business and so- evening May 24th.
was
Zara, this summer, as the Borden family are
see
mad to
ago everybody
one driven past
Bosworth of the Canadian Pacific and W. F
cial life of their communities—which have viMiss Florence Shute arrived home last Frinot coming to Camden this year.—Camden
Nclnnes of the same road. The headquarter , the corner. Yet the prices for horses are still olated the spirit as well as the letter of the
Herald.
called here by the death of her
soaring. A break is coming Stand from under. law against liquor selling—notoriously and day morning
for the new industry will be at Camcook, thre
with impunity, under all political administra- fat her Thomas L. Shute, whose obituary apThe joint private meetings of the literary
miles west .of St.'.Andrews, N. B., where a bij
tions hitherto, thus encouraging by example pears in another column.
She was accom- societies of the Kent's Hill Seminary were held
At the regular meeting of Aurora Rebekah and influence all other violators of
packing plant will be erected in time for thi ,
said law tc
panied by a friend, Mr. Everett Smith, who last Friday evening in Bearce Hall, th&
persist in their evil practices.
season’s catch. The most modern methods an< |. Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., last Tuesday evening a
“We, therefore, urge all ministers and returned to Waltham, Mass., Monday. Miss Eromatheans meeting with the Literati Sowas
at
served
6.30
will
be
picnic
o’clock
supper
installed
l
in
the
am
machinery
by Christian citizens, irrespective of
plant
political affi- Shute will remain with her mother for the ciety, and the Adelphians with the Calliopearv
Messrs. Samuel Adams, Wm. K. Keene, E. L. liations or
over 600 men and women will be employed
personal views touching the law week.
Society. In the Eromathean-Literati meeting,
A.
under
J.
to
Cook,
and
E.
S.
demand
the
with Charles Haycock and F. P. McCol, former
Bowker. The menu
consideration,
Clary
impartial,
the piano trio by Helen Edith Cobb, Searsmont,
continuous and thorough enforcement of the
was
baked
beans, escalloped clams, fancy
ly of the Seacoast Packing Company of East
The annual Field Day of the department of Marcia Eleanor
the regularly elected offiprohibitory
law,
Bragdon, Franklin, and Mary
by
cakes, pies, coffee and milk. The gentlemen cials, exempting no
port, in charge.
person, club, society, Maine, Patriarchs Militant, I. O. O. F., is to be Frances Cobb, Searsmont, was especially well
did the soliciting, serving and dish
fraternity, association, corporation or organi- held at Brunswick early in June. Members of rendered. Another
washing
pleasing feature of the
Impure blood runs you down—makes you ai and the sisters could not find fault with
zation whatsoever from said enforcement, sc
any of
the Canton from all over the State will be
Burdocl \
easy victim for organic diseases.
program was a vocal duo by Helen Edith Cobb,
long as the law stands unrespected.
arrangements. tA class of seven was given
Blood Bitters purifies .the .blood—cures th >
The
annual meeting of the order is
“We, finally, declare that the time has come present.
Searsmont, and Jesse Newall Mills, Southwest
the degree.
cause—builds you up.
when ^Christian men and church member* aUo held at this time.
Harbor.

in Louisiana. The funeral from his late residence was largely attended. Mr. Hollis M.
Howard officiated. The manager was Hon. L.
C. Morse of Liberty, a comrade in arms, who
also spoke fitting words, paying a tribute to
the departed. Beside a widow Mr. Spear is
survived by five children, Mrs. May Hall and
Mrs. Ida Woodbury of Knox, Mrs. A. T. Jackson and Mrs. E. B, Bean of Montville, and by
\ one son, George, who lives at home.

Sullivan’s famous opera “The
be presented in Rockland May
-Kt and 22nd, under the musical and
j
direction of Clarence A. Pendleton, by
L'.ckland amateurs, assisted by Miss Marie
f Castle Square Stock
Company, Bos1 :.e cast is as follows:
*
Mikado of Japan,
Mr. W. O. Fuller
I oo. His Son, disguised as a wan't-ring minstrel, and in love with
V urn-Yum,
Mr. Edward R. Veazie
’. Lord
High Executioner of Titipu,
Mr. A. Ross Weeks
l ord High Everything Else,
Mr. C. A. Pendleton
Miss Maude Elene Pierce died May 9th in
[ URh. a Noble Lord, Mr. Richard S. Fuller
She was born in Belfast,
Reno, Nevada.
/•m, Pitti-Sing, Peep-Bo, Three
•Sisters, Wards of Ko-Ko, Mrs. Cote- November 17, 1885, the daughter of Stephen
loward, Miss Nettie Bird, Miss Dorothy and Ada Pierce. Her school
days were spent
K.
here and for a short time she worked in
an
Elderly Lady in love with
uk -Poo,
Miss Marie Loring Leonard & Barrows shoe factory, later going
aorus of School Girls, Nobles, Guards
to Waltham, Mass., where she was employed
and Coolies.
in the watch factory. About two years ago
,;i
scenery and a full equipment of
tuberculosis developed and she made a brave
costumes nave
been received and
to regain her health, sleeping out of
Wl'l he left undone that will contribute struggle
doors, and living fora time in Bingham and
enirg of enjoyment. The opera is
u
under the auspices of the Rockland later going to the Sanatorium at Hebron.
About one year ago she went west, where she
huol Athletic Association to provide
had been with her father, mother and brother.
the annual season of base ball and
1
Everything possible was done to prolong her
Pr'ce of admission is
only 50 cents for all
but in vain. She was a bright, attractive
'->“The Mikado” has been presented life,
and lovable girl and her death brings sorrow
fast by local talent, no doubt
of
many
1
to many outside of the family circle. For sevusieai people will attend this performeral years she was engaged to Phillip Allen of
,n °ur sister
city.
Portland and their marriage was postponed on
Palermo.
account of her ill health. She is survived by
j-KUht lfYoung has gone to Saskatchewan, her parents, two sisters, Mrs. Florence S. Sylprospects are favorable his family vester and Blanche L.
wi;
Smalley, both of Belfast
Mrs. Fred Vose and children
uf Kn
alfcr,r
are
vl8itinET her parents, Mr. and Mrs. and one brother, Kingsbury S. J3he was a
H
v
son
Harry Chadwick was a busi- member of and interested in Aurora Lodge, I.
er ,n ;*
Mr, f
,Waterville Saturday_Mr. and O. O. F. and the Daughters of Pocohontas.
Mr? ue„orge Crommett of Branch Mills visited The remains arrived in Belfast Tuesday and
hanson!®8^ burner Sunday-Mrs. Hattie the funeral was held at the home of her sister,
weeit VM,tetl Natives in Augusta the past
dauifhi' «T, Abbie Lamson and grand- Mrs. Smalley, on High street, Rev. Arthur A.
reedom are the guests of her Blair
bistJr
mI
officiating. The interment was in the
’A o*,.8* W..A. Nelson-Mr. and Mrs. G,
60
his father, George Belden, family lot in Grove cemetery.
Sunday
Tvl®ite<*
Rowe of China is visiting his
a;ater in
Arnold-Mr. and Mrs.
Adoniram Judson Condon died at the home
Henry r arr Carles
iiundav ^l88Albion visited relatives in town of his son. A*'**'
don, No. 8, Bay View
Edith
^«rice Were business Nelson and brother street, Mofii^
callers in Augusta
May 13th. He was
born in Cas
e son of Josiah and
&

is to

of

and

r.ne

Music; address of welcome by Mrs.
>rth; response by B. F. Foster; the
uesolved, That the grange should
.11 law of ail the elective officers
d ly Brothers
Bowen, Martin,
ter, Keene and Denslow; recitation
■i-whall; dialogue, and a declamation
Martin. A vote of thanks was exst grange for courtesies,

son

The remains of John L. Page, who died ir

of
he sold his place

died .Tune V.t 1X00
The father
nf
first pioneers in the now town of Searsmont,
then called “Hanaan” with his axe and gun as
aid to life and support. Indians frequently
called at his mansion to get food. It was constructed from the trees of the forest, the roof
thatched with spruce Loughs, the door hung
with wooden hinges.
Bears, raccoons and
other wild game were plentiful in the primeval
forest. Thus he made his home, and resided
on the same during life.
Eliza was born November 28, 1806, and married Job Lamb of Lincolnville February 15, 1827. Samuel was born
January 2, 1808, and married Eliza Wyman of
Searsmont. Joseph T. was born October 28,
1809, and marrieii Roxana Wyman of Searsmont. He died April 18, 1888. Daniel was
burn August 25, 1811, and died May 26, 1814.
Rachel was born June 12, 1813, and married
Noah M. Gould of Lincolnville. Abigail was born
December 20, 1814, and died June 12, 1868. She
married John Geyerof Friendship, Me. George
was born Dec. 12, 1816, and died Oct. 6, 1860.
He married Eunice J. Brewster of Belmont.
David P. was born Jan 1, 1820
Mary J. was
born Apiil 17, 1822, and married Benj. Lamb
of Lincolnville.
Harriet E. was born Oct. 27,
1823, married Chandler Knight of Northport,
was left a widow and then married Miles L.
Creamer of Northport. Andrew J. (myself)
was born Nov: 25. 1825, married Josephine D.
Lamb of Searsmont and resided on the old
homestead until March 4,1870, when he bought
and moved on to the Benj. Poor farm in Belmont, Oct. 26, 1870. One child was born to
them, Phelia E., Nov, 8, 1860. who died Nov.
14, 1892. The subject of this sketch from the
year of his majority has held many public
trusts and offices, superintendent of schools in
Searsmont and Belmonl; 16 years selectman of
Belmont, from 1873, excepting a few years, to
1896; held justice commission from 1870 to 1895
nearly. A member of Quantabacook Lodge of
F. & A. M., was a firm believer in spiritualism,
always charitable to the needy, and firmly
taught and practiced the Jeffersonian principles of government.

grange. After dinner the grange

■

-IViondo

house and
Mr. Moore

Montreal, who helped
graph line in Canada.

Was born in the town of Searsmont November 25, 1825, the 11th child of a family of 12
children—all born in the town of Searsmont;
namely, Eliza, Samuel, Joseph T., Daniel,
Rachel, Abigail. George, David P., Mary J.,
Harriett E., Andrew J. and Lucy.
They were
born to Joseph T. Donnell, who was born in the
town of York and who died October 8, 1840
He married Abigail Pottle of Lincolnviile, who

At the roll call of granges eight
recess for dinner was then

c.

the

Harold Parker of Bucksport
last Thursday on business.

j
j

late Orrin S. Wood of
to lay the first teleand was associated with Samuel F. B. Morse, the inventor
of the telegraoh.
Mr. Wood was born in
Montreal in 1859. He had been retired from
active business life for some years. Two sons,
Orrin G. and Philip H., both of Boston, survive.
His wife, formerly Miss Alice Grout of Detroit, Mich., died last October.
Mr. Wood was a large stockholder and later
sole owner of the Duplex Roller Bushing Co.
property and negotiations for the sale of this
property, it is understood, were not completed
at the time of his death, which will defer, at
least, the proposed utilization of the plant bj
local industries.
was

lowing autobiograghy:

instructed in the

mnnv

Hon. Eugene Hale is at his l
worth for the summer.

j'G.

■

9th from the home

to whom

The regular meeting of North Waldo PomoGrange was held with Morning Light
day night; preaching service Sunday morning grange, Monroe, May 8, 1912. The meeting
at 10.45; Sunday school and Men’s Club at
was opened in due form with Worthy Master
noon.
H. York, presiding. Upon the roll-call of
Services will be held at Mason’s Mills next
Sunday at 10.30 a. m., followed by Sunday ! officers, three were found absent and temporary
were made as follows:
school. Preaching services at
Overseer,
Trinity Re- j appointments
D. M. Kimball; Steward, A. Stinson; Assistant
formed church at 2.30 p. m. followed
by Sunday school. Rev. Wm. Vaughan will preach at Steward, Wyman Evans. The records were
read and delegates from the subordinate
both places.
; granges reported. Star of Progress, Jackson;
The services for the week at the
Baptist
Morning Light, Monroe; Granite, Searsport;
church will be as follows: this,
Thursday, even- | Northern
Light and Sunrise, Winterport; Hillthe
ing
prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10.45, j
i
morning worship, Sunday school at noon; side, Thorndike,and Comet, Swanville were re! ported in excellent condition. Among many
C. E. meeting at 6.80 p. m.;
evening service articles for discuFsion in the
regular business
at 7.30 p. m.
j
routine was one regarding the purchase of
There will be no services at the First Parish |
i new regalia for the officers, and the grange
church (Unitarian) on Sunday, May 19th. The
! voted to buy the same and Worthy Master
minister will be away attending the Maine
York was authorized to procure them. Voted
State conference of Unitarian churches at ;
; that a committee be appointed to prepare a
Kennebunk and for the meetings of Anniverprogram for memorial hour at the June meetsary Week in Boston.
ing, and t’. e following were appointed: Edna
The services in the church at North Belfast I
CARLTON DOAK, ESQ.
Harquail, Abbie Jewett and Cora Blaisdell.
Republican Candidate for County Attorney, j will be as follows every Sunday until further I Worthy Lecturer Webb stated that he was renotice: Morning service at 10.30 a. m. with
quested by members of Sebasticcok grange to
sermon by the pastor, Rev. C. E.
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Walsh; Sun- ask the Pomona Grange to invite Senator Gardday school at 11.45 a. m.; preaching service in ner to. be present and address the meeting at
Members of Morning Light grange were the evening at 7 o’clock.
Sebasticook Grange, Burnham, Sept. 11,1912.
entertained by Northern Light grange last
Voted to invite Senator Gardner as requestedocmico
a.1.
me nuuu ciiurcn win
De
Thursday evening. A few members were as follows: this, Thursday, at 7.30 p. m. the
As there was no degree work, a recess was
declared and dinner announced. Although it
present from other neighboring granges.
prayer meeting; morning worship Sunday at
At a recent meeting of Seven Star Grange, 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E. prayer was fully understood that there would be a
Troy, the program consisted of recitations by at 6.30 p. m.; a cordial invitation is extended to basket picnic dinner, yet the ladies of Morning Light Grange furnished beans and coffee
Laura Pratt and Marguerite Danforth, an agri- the public to attend these services.
and attended to the serving of the dinner to
cultural lecture by J. W. Luce, readings by F.
The services for the week at the First
the visitors. After a pleasant social hour the
W. Bisbee, piano solo by Phyllis Estes, and
Methodist church will be as follows: this,
grange was again assembled in the fifth decharades.
Thursday evening the prayer meeting at 7.30
gree and D. M. Kimball welcomed the patrons
Mrs. Lottie McFarland united with Union p. m.; Sunday at 10.45 morning worship; Sunin a very cordial manner. W. J. Matthews
Harvest Grange last Saturday evening by a day school at 12 m.; Epworth League praybriefly responded in behalf of Pomona. A
demit from Freedom Grange. Enoch F. An- er meeting Sunday evening at 6.30 p. m.
reading by Mabel Ritchie and a solo by Nettie
inwere
Praise
and
derson and wife and Viola Carter
Evangelistic service at 7.30 p. m.
Billings, accompanied by Viola Conant on the
each Sunday evening.
structed in the third and fourth degrees.
piano, were much enjoyed. A. Lincoln BlaisDid it ever occur to Bro. Harbutt, as to mat- dell,
Comet Grange, Swanville, held an open
proprietor of Pleasant View farm, Winter of pay for the ministers, that but for the
was introduced and presented a very
grange May 6th, and the children furnished incessant
calls upon the congregation lor terport,
the program. Ice cream and cake were on sale
good argument in favor of co-operation and
money to be sent away for benevolences inand the evening was much enjoyed by all. The numerable, there'd be more for the now scantunion among the farmers. The question. Reweather was very threatening, which kept ily compensated pastor? Charity is said to be- solved, That the centralization of the rural
at home; but that isn’t true, these days.—
gin
quite a good many at home.
schools is a benefit, was ably opened by J. H.
Bridgton News.
At the last meeting of Star of Progress
McKinley, followed by many of the members.
Rev. Francis Southworth, for many years It was practically a one-sided argument, as
Grange, Jackson, there was a large attendance,
with Worthy Master Cook in the chair. After pastor of the Seamen's Bethel church in Port- few of the progressive people found at
the usual routine of business a recess was land, and known to many seafaring men, died such a meeting believe in retrogression in
The question was closed
called and ice cream and cake were served in May 9th at the age of 88 years. He was born any movement.
the dining room. A short program was pre- in Winthrop and went to Portland in 1862, and new business resumed. The Grange voted
when he became pastor of the old Bradley to hold its annual field meeting at Windermere
sented, followed by remarks from the memmeeting house. The present Bethel church Park, Unity, on Wednesday, August 14th. J.
bers. Closed in form.
was rebuilt by Mr. Southworth after the fire of
H. McKinley, Eliza Matthews and Abbie JewBurnham Grange, No. 509, observed Ladies'
1866.
ett were appointed to make all necessary |ranight at their regular meeting Thursday evenfor the meeting and it was afterThe Men’s Club of the Universalist church rangements
ing, May 2nd, and there were about 70 in atward voted that Worthy Master York act with
tendance. The following officers werefin the held its last meeting of the season last Sunday
the committee in procuring speakers and in
chairs: Maude E. Mudgett, master; Ethel M. in the church auditorium. There was a good
manner that will be of assistance.
Allen, overseer; Susie B. McKechnie, lecturer; attendance. The Club has been a great success any
A rising vote of thanks was extended to Mr.
Vina Cole, steward; Ardra Berry, assistant during the past winter, a great many different
Blaisdell and to Morning Light Grange for the
steward; Hattie Cole, lady assistant steward; men availing themselves of the opportunity to
Lizzie McAllister, chaplain; Bina Tilton, secre- attend and discuss the social questions of the special invitat ion to meet there and for hospitalities shown. The Grange closed with the
tary; Blanche Proccor, gatekeeper; Blanche day. The average attendance has been beMerrithew, Ceres; Sisterly Proctor, Pomona; tween thirty and forty. Much interest has j usual ceremonies.
The next meeting will be with Northern
Mabel Drake, Flora. The following program been manifested in these meetings and the
when
was carried out: Singing by the choir; reading,
men are already looking forward to even more ; Light Grange, Winterport, June 12th,
navf f-,11
Worthy State Master Stetson is expected to
Lizzie McAllister; duet, Agnes Call and Susie I (Mio/Xioeflll
be present. There will be short memorial exMcKechnie; reading, Maude E. Mudgett; readThe Methodist Episcopal church observed
ing, Hattie Cole; question for discussion, How "Mother's Day’’ last Sunday with an
appro- 1 tains a
question for discussion if time perI Would Farm if I Were a Man, was opened by
priate sermon by the pastor, Rev. D. B. Phelan mits, “Is federal aid and supervision in the
busie McKechnie and was discussed by nearly
in the morning. A large bouquet of pinks in
construction and maintenance of roads desirall the ladies present; reading, Vim. Cole; readmemory of one mother who had "passed on” able?" to be
opened by A. L. Blaisdell. Reing, Mabel Drake; instrumental music, Mr. and graced the
pulpit. The Ladies Auxiliary and mainder of program by host grange.
Mrs. Wallace Pomroy; recitation, Bina Tilton; < a few Sons of Veterans
attended in a body.
recitation, Blanche Merrithew; instrumental During the Sunday school hour the following
PERSONAL.
music, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Pomroy.
program was given: music, "I Need Thee
Every Hour,” school; Scripture reading and reM ss Isabel Ginn went to Boston hist Saturmarks on “Mothers Day,” Mrs. Annie M. Frost;
The News of Brooks.
a two weeks’ visit.
“The day for
prayer, Rev. D. B. Phelan;

The Boston Transcript of May 11th has the
following obituary:
Hamilton Holton Wood, who died last night
at his home, 58 Welch Road, Brookline, Mass.

May 7, 1912, at the
and 12 days. (His
1907.) The funeral

lived for the last five
years. Mrs. Ella S. Gray officiated in a very acceptable manner.He was buried beside his wife
and daughter in East Searsmont. He leaves a
large number of relatives and friends to mourn
their loss. Mr. Donnell had written the foland with whom hi

County

May

and had mad**

PERSONAL.

North Waldo Pomona.

The services at the Universalist church for
the week will be as follows: K. O. K. A. Satur-

is survived by his wife, formerly Miss Mima
A. Braley of St. Albans, by three sons, Seth B,
of Allston, Mass., and Silas P. and Kenneth
Moore, who live with their parents, and by one
brother, Cyrus Moore of New Hampshire. The
family have the sympathy of all who know
them in their sudden and severe bereavement.
The funeral will be held at the late home
this, Thursday, morning at 10 o’clock, and Rev.
D. B. Phelan, pastor of the Methodist church
will officiate. The interment will be in
Frankfort.

Clara

and

follows:

as

;

streets,

year ago they bought the
doing well in their business.
a

leadership

and example in removing the gravest peril to our republican institutions viz., the
weakening of respect for lew
because of the partial and discriminating
application of law in favor of individuals, corporations or combinations of
men, who in actual
experience, prove their power to evade the
just restraints of our laws and the just penal-

ties of their violation.”

morning
at 11 o’clock and Wednesday
evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are welcome.

family moved to Belfast in January, 1910
from Swanville, where they lost their home by
fire. Since coming here i-r. and Mrs. Moure
had conducted a boarding house in what is
known as the Angier house, corner of Spring

■

i

evening. j

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday

The

Perry of Rockland; by two sons, Alfred E.
Leon T.; by two daughters, Nina S.
n
making a daylight passage down and Florence of Waltham, Mass., and by three
sisters, Mrs. Ellen A. Strout of Belfast, Miss
is ton
ran in close to Monhegan and
■i
the situation there to interested Susan W Shute of Melrose, Mass., and Mrs.
The later history of this move- C. S. Eastman of Westbrook, Maine. The fu.-rs.
the Maine coast,

<d in this movement and

n

's

Rev. C. D. Hazelton, pastor of the
Baptist
church in Oakland, occupied the Belfast
Baptist pulpit last Sunday morning and

devoted to his wife and children.

and

NUMBER ^0
should give

The Churches.

from May 9th. He was boro in
Phillips, Maine,
Sept. 22, 1850, the son of the late Silas and
Clarissa Luce Moore. He was a team, ter by
trade, was always a hard-working, energetic

trusts,

good citizen

honest
love and respect of all who knew him.
In
early life he followed the sea and for a short
time commanded a vessel in the coastwise
trade. For a number of years he was quartermaster on the steamers running from Boston
to Bangor and from Boston up the Kennebec.
In later years he was employed in the mauufacturies of Lawrence, Waltham and Holvoke.
Mass., and his last work was in the Leonard & Barrows shoe factory.
He is sur

t was

ill is

MAINE. THURSDAY, MAY 16, 1912.

M. J. Dow has four horses in

his stable sick

White

j

onma

1

er than five miles.
They had never seen the yean of age July 21st, and that she made the
farm they bought until they arrived on the round trip on foot, a distance of four miles, al
[Deferred.1
spot, but are delighted with their new home though her friends would gladly have convey
TROY
and the surroundings....Mrs. Frances Gushee ed her. If our school children were as ligh
Eber L. Cook, a former popular Troy boy,
and daughter Fannie are at their home for the on the foot as she the problem of transports
now a resident of Palmyra, visited his brother
where Fannie is a tion of pupils would not be so complex.
summer from Portland,
Truman Sunday. He was accompanied by his
teacher in one of the city schools-Two can- Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Gay attended the veteran’
son George, who for some time has been in
didates received the Rebekah degree in Golden meeting in Freedom last Friday.... Mrs. Gree
Government employ in Washington, and will
Rod lodge, I. O. O. F., at their last meeting. ley of South Freedom has been assisting Mrs
an
leave for Panama May 15th, having secured
There will be an initiation at the next meeting Volney Thompson with her spring work the
appointment by examination... Mr. ard Mrs. of the same number of candidates... Lois K., past ten days ...Mr. John Tibbetts and wife
Charles Knight of Etna visited at George
wife of Addison R. Davis, died April 28th at attended the funeral Sunday of his father,
W’ard’s last week... Walter Hill and little son
the age of 84 years. Funeral services were Mr. Benjamin Tibbetts of Palermo. Mr, Tibof Bath, visited relatives in Troy recently.
held at the house Wednesday and interment betts was nearly 95 years old_Mr. and Mrs.
Cornelius Whitcomb spent last week with hei
was in the family lot in Pine Grove cemetery.
WEST FRANKruRT.
She is survived by two daughters, Mrs. Evie sister, Mrs. Jackson of Belfast. This week
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Moore returned May 4th
they have gone to Rockland to pass a week
M. Perry
of Appleton and Mrs. Addie E.
fmm a visit with relatives in Massachusetts.
Hawks of New York, and by one son, Albert, with their daughter-in-law and grandson
_Miss Ethel Sellers of Brooks visited rela
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron McFarland spent Sunday
of Boston, who were present at the funeral.
lives and friends here last week.... Raymond
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Morang have moved to with Mrs. Ramsay and her son Embert, whc
Howard has been confined to the house the
Chelsea, where Mr. Morang will have charge was at home from the M. C. I. of Pittsfield foi
past week with the mumps-Mrs. Fred of
a large farm... Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence a few days, returning last Monday_Mr. and
Mrs.
Fred
Jerrett
with
Thayer spent Sunday
Ames have moved into the house recently Mrs. Ephraim Thompson of Belfast spent Sunin North Searsport..
Miss Florence Benson
with relatives in town
Mr. John Tibbets
bought of Mrs. Grace Shuman Bliss-There day
is at work for Mrs. Charles Walker in Swanhas bought a fine riding
wagon of Mr. Volney
was a large attendance of grangers at the
ville_Miss Gussie Knowlton of Monroe
Pomona meeting, held May 1st with Georges Thompson. Mr. Thompson is getting out the
visited at the home of her aunt, Mrs. Fred
usual number and variety of
carriages this
Valley
grange_Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Bills
•Stevens, last Sunday.
season and they are
ready for sale.... Mr. Edarrived Monday from Belfast, where Mrs.
Bills was matron of the Girls' Home. The ward Spear, a Civil War veteran, passed away
NORTH MONTVILLE.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Vose, who have been at many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Bills were glad Monday morning, after a long and distressing
the Girls’ Home in Belfast for the past two to see them back in their former home-Ad- | sickness....Mrs. Rebecca Poland lost a cow
last week. In some way she broke her leg in
weeks, returned home Saturday-Mr. and dison R. Davis died three days after his wife I
the pasture and they were
obliged to have her
Mrs. Eugene Perry have moved to Palermo, died and on the afternoon of her funeral. Mr. |

County Correspondence.

For TheWoman
Hakes Cooking Easy

|

...

...

where Mr. Perry has employment in a mill....
Claude Nutter is taking a trip to Bath, Gardi.Nathan Vose, road comner and Waterville
missioner for this section, has been repairing
the road the past week... Mrs. Lizzie Jackson
visited her brother, George Choate, and family
Sunday_E. F. Banton has been working on
the telephone line to South Freedom the past
..

week.
PROSPECT FERRY.

Percival of
Worcester, Mass., arrived on last Sunday’s
'boat to spend several weeks with Mrs. R.’s
??arents, Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Ginn-Mr. pad
Mrs. H. L. Berry arrived from Boston May
■5th and will spend several weeks at the Berry
Cottage.... W. D. Harriman and Fred Bowdoin
were in Sandy point on business May 5th....
Charles Moody and wife of Winterport were
5n town last Friday-Mrs. Evelyn Harrison
and Mrs. Kate Harriman visited Mrs. Jennie
Dow last Friday in Bucksport-L. H. and
R. A. Harriman have gone to work at Mt.
'Waldo.
Mrs. Edwin

Ridley and

son

'SEARSMONTA. K. Paul of Boston has bought J. Frank
Hall’s farm_Frank Bryant has bought the
property and after repairing the house
opened to the public-D. L. Craig
is building a large refrigerator for Cobb &
hotel

it will be

Paine... .QuantabacookLodge.F. & A. Masons,
conferred the third degree upon two candi- I
•dates last Saturday night. Visiting members
were present from Belfast, Liberty, Lincolnville

and Appleton... .The Epworth League

will give
'May 17th,

a

public

supper

Friday evening,

ivi

Buy a Glenwood and get the smoothest iron, finest
construction and the best baking range in America,

Mitchell $

Hake* Cooking Ea*f

oi
l^ioeriy IS
and Mrs. Albe.t Davis had just left for Rock- I
land on their way to their home in Boston, j shearing sheep in this vicinity_The demon-

Trussell, Belfast

miner

CANDIDATES FOR COUNTY OFFICES.

stration on grafting, pruning and
spraying in
they were intercepted by telephone at
Mr. Will Foye’s orchard last week by A. B.
South Hope and returned to the home. AddiGardner and Mr. Sweetser of Belfast was
quite
son R. Davis was born July 12, 1832, had alwell ^attended, but there were
many more who
ways been a resident of Appleton, and was one
did
not respond to the invitation who
might
of our most highly esteemed citizens.... Mrs.
have found it a profitable investment of a few
Sarah E. Robbins visited friends in Searsmont
hours time.J. W. Wentworth bought a cow
and Belfast last week....Mrs. Annie Tuell of
of Frank Cushman last week_James ClemWest Upton, Mass., was a guest of Mrs. Robent has sold the Frank Allen farm on the
bins, Wednesday.
Plains to T. B. Thompson of Passadumkeag.
George Lowell sold a yoke of steers last week
WHITE’S CORNER. (Winterport).
Mrs. C. W. Nealey and Mrs. R. C. Nealey to G.L.Edmunds.Charles Kirkup has moved
visited Mrs. Charles Durgin in Dixmont re- from Darius Cain's to South Montville into the
cently_Wm. Rogers of Belfast was at Mer- William Pottle house_Leslie Thompson has
He will move his house- taken the contract to transport the
ton Haley’s Friday.
pupils to
hold goods to Belfast, where he has employ- the Centre school.... Millie Hannon is
working
ment_J. W. Jewett spent last week in Jack- for Caro Gordon, cleaning house.Elmer
He was there to attend to the hauling of Daggett of Liberty bought a horse of
son.
Bert
his hay and the pruning and grafting of his Baker last week... .George Edmunds is rehave
Mr.
Mrs.
I.
White
and
G.
orchard....
pairing Walter Poland’s automobile.Fred
moved to their new home at the village, and Allen had a dance at his hall on May night_
W. Chase and family, who recently lost their Mrs. Agnes Luce returned home last week
home by fire, have bought and moved to the from Augusta, where she had been
caring for
Captain Brackett farm in West Winterport. her father, George Parks, who is very
....E. Webber Bartlett has returned to his il!.Mel
Rogers and family went
home, having completed the two year’s agri- to Morrill last Thursday to visit his father,
cultural course at the U. of M. He has been Henry Rogers-Embert Ramsay of Pittsfield visited his mother, Mrs. Huldah
an enthusiastic and persevering student for
Ramsay,
a
few days last week.... Frank Cushman
one so young, and has been especially interested in everything pertaining to orcharding. bought a horse of Ralph Clement of ThornBefore returning home he went to the farm of dike last week....Arthur Buck sold his farm
W. B. Smith in Orrington to assist in pruning last week to James Clement for Charles
and spraying his orchard. Mr. Bartlett is one Penney-Earle Howes has gone to
Taunton,
of the three students who won the cups for Mass., for employment.
the college at the New England Fruit Show in
Boston last fall, in the packing and judging
W. C. T. U. NOTES.

BELFAST

when

which all are cordially invited.
Price 15 cents... Mrs. Arabella Cunningham j contest.... Mrs. C. B. Jewett with Mrs. G. L.
Clarke of West Winterport visited in Stillis visiting friends in Belfast.
water recently.... Mrs. C. M. Conant attended
UNITYthe funeral of Mrs. Emeline Bartlett in MonThe pew owners met in Union church, Saturroe.... W. L. West, who bought the W. D.
day, May 4th, and elected the following officers:
farm, has a crew of men under the
Thompson
E.
D.
and
Treasurer,
Chase; Trustees, ]
Secretary
direction of Mr. Atwood, an expert horticulturJ. R. Taber, F. A. Bartlett. Bert Fogg, George I
trees. He is also emTaylor and E. D. Chase... .The funeral of Mrs. ist, planting 5,000 apple
a force of men in improving the house,
1
B. J. Woods was held Saturday, May 4th, Rev. ploying
all of the modern conveniences and
J. S. Anislie officiating. The interment was in j installing
is having a house built for his help_C. C.
Lake View cemetery.An effort is being I
Clements has begun repairs on his buildings
made to buy a chemical fire engine for this vil- ;
and when completed will have one of the modtage. The Fairbanks fire, which at one time
ern farm homes of Waldo county_Mrs. G.
threatened the entire village with destruction
H. York entertained the Ladies’ Club of twelve
causes the people to think it is time that we
with Mrs. Mary Haley, Mrs. Emma
dad some kind of apparatus for fighting fires. recently,
Haley, Mrs. Emma Stevens and Mrs. Annie
NORTH SEARSMONT.
York as invited guests. Home-made candy and
miugcnaiti, ivia&a.,
pop-corn were served.... Mr. and Mrs. Frank
;S with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. C. ProcTasker entertained at whist last Saturday
tor for a short vacation-Mrs. Mary E. Packevening. There were guests from Monroe as
for
sometime
has
been
with
ard,who
her sister, well as this town and a
very enjoyable evenMrs. Hunt, has gone to Castine to be with her
ing was spent. Sandwiches, cake and coffee
daughter, Mrs. H. D. Crie....Mrs. Levi Greer were served at the close of the
game.
is gaining fast since the operation_The Larkin Soap Club met May 4th with Mr. and Mrs. W1NTE-PORT.
4
The Methodist Circle, which met on TuesGeo. Thompson. There was a large gathering
day afternoon and evening, was well attended
and a fine supper was served.... Miss Bertha
Woodbury of Morrill will cook for the Paul and a very pleasant social time was enjoyed.
Bros’ and began her work May 6th_Mr. and Mrs. James Freeman and Miss E. M. Hall were
Mrs. Harry Paul will have a room with Mr. the matrons-Mrs. Edwin Cook has underdnd Mrs. W. S. Poland.... Mr. and Mrs. Mil- gone quite a serious operation for an abscess
bury Hunt and daughter Imogene called on behind the ear. It was successful and she is
doing well.... Mrs. Charles McDermott has
relatives in Lincolnville May 5th.
been very ill, but is improving_Mr. Charles
MONROE CENTER.
Grant, a former resident of this place, was in
-Rev. Frank S. Dolliff preached here at 11 a. town recently for a brief visit. His many
friends were much pleased to greet him. His
m. last Sunday and the Sunday school was organized... Arthur Smith has rented the farm present home is in South Ryegate, Vt. He
was the guest of his cousin, Miss Etta Grant
of Miss Annie York for the season.The
Webber brothers, recently bought of R. E. while here....The Waldo Co. Veteran Ass’n
"Murphy the farm known as the Elder Walker met in Union Hall May 2nd. There was a
goodly number present and it was a very
farm.... H. S. Webber has bought R. E. Murphy's mare and Westbrook Thayer of Swanville pleasant and interesting occasion. They had a
fine program, and a nice dinner and supper
has bought his one-year-old colt-One of
were served for them.
There was a band conForest Knowlton's team horses met with quite
While being led’ cert and dance in Union Hall in the evening.
a serious accident last week.
-F. W. Haley recently lost a valuable horse.
co water he jumped, pulling the halter from
the man’s hand and ran, coming in contact with He was driving down the Frankfort hill when
the horse stepped into a hole, and was thrown
a wire fence. This threw him and cut his forein such a way that he turned a complete
leg near the knee with the shoe of his hind
and broke his back. He lived only
J foot,
tearing it nearly to the ankle joint. Dr. t somersault
a
few hours....Mr. Charles E. Campbell,
iltep&ng of Belfast was called and took over 20
whose birthday occurred May 2nd, was greatly
stitches. It is now doing fairly well.
surprised and much pleased by the receipt of a
WEST WINTERPORT.
post card shower from his veteran comrades
Wellington Chase of White’s Corner has pur- and other friends. He received about 120
the
owned
and
homestead
by
the
farm
chased
cards... .There was quite a chapter of accilate Capt. John Brackett.... Mrs. Nelson F. dents
May 2nd. Mr. Joseph H. Carleton was
his
home
at
son
Edward
| out
Weed is visiting her
when his horse took fright and ran
driving
bn Dover, Me... Maynard Crooker is working
Mr. Carleton was thrown out and quite
away.
for C. Albert Campbell-Mrs. Ralph Larraseriously injured. Mrs. Jere Holmes slipped
‘bee, nee Miss Bernice Campbell, and daughter while
going down stairs and fractured her leg
boat
on
were
Saturday’s
Thelma,
passengers
just above the ankle. The fire alarm was
to
Larrabee
Mrs.
spend
Boston.
expects
for
given in the afternoon for a forest fire near
all or part of the summer at Neponset-Miss
the home of Charles Clement.
The Hose
for
several
has
weeks,
Lottie Pendleton, who
company quickly responded and after a good
been in the employ of Mrs. Abbott Campbell,
deal of hard work succeeded in extinguishing
has returned to her home in Monroe.Miss
it without great damage_A game of base
Katherine Bridges of Bucksport is in the em- ball
Saturday afternoon between the Winterof
Mrs.
George
Campbell.Daniel
ploy
port High school and the Frankforts resulted
most of his repairs
has
completed
L'ampbell
in a victory for the home team_Mrs. Hattie
and improvements on his residence. His sisto
be
his
is
ter, Mrs. Ada Campbell Weeks,
visit last, week-W. H. Dunham arrived on
housekeeper,. Bert R. Chandler was the Sunday's boat for a two weeks' visit with his
on
Sunday.
guest of his aunt, Mrs. John Fields,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. 1. J. Dunham. Mr. Dun_Charles E. Campbell was the recipient of a ham has had his motor boat painted and put in
it being fine order
for the summer.
post card shower on Saturday, May 4,
his birthday anniversary. Mr. Campbell reCENTER
MONTVILLE.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
cards....
ceived in all about 120
Charles Penney has bought the Arthur Buck
C. A.'. McKenney passed through here Sunfarm....Mrs. Joseph Perry was the guest of
car on their way to Swan
their
touring
in
day
Mrs. F. A. Cushman last week_C. B. CushLake, where they are expecting to spend sev- man is lame
from the effect of a rusty nail
has
Littlefield
Oscar
purchased
eral days...
his foot... .Barn swallows arrived
penetrating
formerly
the farm of Harry McLaughlin,
bright and early April 30th. For a time they
tknown as the Gorham Grant homestead
perched on the telephone wire and.sang "To
Miss Leila Marden was the recipient of a post the
Sweet Sunny Soath Take Me Home.” Then
card shower on her birthday. May 7th.... Mrs.
the flies thawed out and they had breakfast
Lucy N. Dyer is spending several days at the and
inspected last year’s rents.... Mr. and Mrs.
residence of J.'F. Hussey, who returned from
C. ;M. Plummer of Halldale were at W. B.
on May 6th... .The fire on
Florida,
"Cassadaga,
Jaquith’s Sunday.Embert Ramsay was at
tfche /arm of Ellery Bowden, Esq., and Elmer home from
Pittsfield from Friday to Monday.
much
caused
2,
58.Clemente, on Thursday, May
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Banton of Knox were
is
Much
expressed
regret
-excitement here.
of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Tasker.
Clements that his Sunday guests
among the friends of Mr.
Mrs. John Cornforth and Mrs. Allen Cornmagnificent woodlot was destroyed.
forth of Knox visited Mrs. W. P. Jones FriMrs. W. C. Thompson and her daughday.
APPLETON.
Mr. and Mis. Charles Harris arrived Tuesday ter, Miss Evelyn, of Howard, R. I., are guests
of the of Mrs. Elisa G. Waterhouse....Mrs. Charles
from Canada and have taken possession
fann they recently bought of Perley Perry. W. Talbot visited Mrs. C. E. Howard April
from their for- 30th. What makes the incident worthy of
’Obey were five days an route
near- note is the fact
that Mr*. Talbot will be 92
‘W«r home, where they- had no neighbors
to
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Have you asked,
gressman to vote

by letter

Following is

list of the Waldo coun-

ty candidates to be voted for at the
aries, Monday, June 17, 1912:
REPUBLICAN.

County Attorney—Reuel W. Rogers,
Belfast; Carleton Doak, Belfast.
Judge of Probate—Frederick Brown,
Brooks; Geo. E. Johnson, Belfast.
Register of Probate—Chas. P. Hazeltine, Belfast.
Sheriff—Frank A. Cushman, Montville; Frank I. Mortland, Searsport.
County Commissioner—Edward Evans,

The

J.

Belfast.

Pattee,

Representative to Legislature—Arthur
Ritchie, Belfast; Frank R. Keene, Belfast; Edwin T. Reynolds, Unity; Frank
I. Pendleton, Searsport; Chas. M. Howes,
Liberty; Washington D- Harriman, Prospect.

reasurer—r

ranx

The

Littlefield,
u.

or

our

Onn

irnuarnns

Times the

Vacuum

Register of Probate—Arthur W. Leonard, Morrill; Frank I. Wilson, Belfast;

Efficiency.

Cleaner.

Daniel B. Plum-

C. R.

Monroe.
Sheriff—Fred H.Cunningham, Monroe.
County Commissioner—Charles E. Bart-

lett, Winterport.
County Treasurer—Willard A. Calderwood, Lincolnville.
Representative to Legislature —D. H.
Heal Lincolville; William E. Plummer,

prodigal home, opened many a closed
lives, and brought kind
ministries to forlorn and needy mothers. The
Belfast W. C. T. tl., the M, E. church, and
Monroe.
doubtless others, will take notice of the day.
a

sweetened sad

and women,

philanthropists, educators,

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

doings

of

Washington, May 8. The report of
the conference of the two houses of
Congress on the general service pension
bill was agreed to Tuesday by the Senate. The bill will necessitate an average
increase of appropriations of $22,000,000
a year for the next five years. The greatest increase will occur next year, when it
will reach $35,000,000.
The House
Washington, May 10.
agreed today 173 to 57 to the conference
report of the general pension bill pro-

Congress.

Great efforts are making to lessen the numof saloons in the National Capital. The
children of a High school, a Manual
Training
school and two other scnools in
going to or
ber

from

home,

or

Probably

the public library, must
four blocks on a direct line.

to

pass 23 saloons in
an

viHimr

advocates of license consider
excellent supplementary education for
the

nonoiono

nr»

a
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Maine

AND CAMDEN
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p. m. for Boste
except Sunday.
For

K
•

A

Wear |

Spring-Summer
Its not too bad, and
But I do like to see

too good,
men dress as tliey should'

not

day.

a. m.

Leave Boston at 5.00 p.

m.

Leave Rockland at 6.16

daily,

j

daily,
a. m.

of
of \\
deed
daft
Maine, by
mortgage
day of November, 1907, recorded in
Registry of Deeds. Book 2X5, Page
ed to the Ashland Company, a corpus
existing under the Laws of the Statand located at Bangor, County of
State of Maine, the undersigned, a c
cel of land situated in Stockton S|
County or Waldo, and bounded as f<

WHEREAS,
Springs, in

Jl
yu

;

not-

his

the

County

following described personal proper
estate situated in said Stockton M
1st—My three story frame house-anon the following described lot of i:.1
me under lease from the'Rangur !
Company for a term of ten years fr
1906, viz: Beginning at an iron bolt
erly line of the highway, on the wt
of Cape Jellison, said bolt being at t
easterly corner of a lot leased to
Grieve, March 22, 1906, by the Bang
ir.ent Company; thence north sixt
grees thirty minutes (69 deg. 30 t;
along the land leased to said Griev*
dred and ninety-one and six-tenths
more or less, to an iron bolt; thence nty degrees thirty minutes (20deg.
two hundred and thirty (230) feet, m
to an iron bolt; thence south sixty-n
thirty minutes (69 deg. 30 min.) eas;
dred and thirty (230) feet, more or
iron bolt in the westerly line of sai
thence southerly along said highwa

dred and thirty-four (234) feet, mon
the bound first mentioned. Containi
one-tenth acres, more or less. 2nd
right, title and interest as Lessee in
above described lot of land by virt
lease, dated April 21, 19C6; and wi
condition of said mortgage has been
Now, therefore, by reason of the
the condition thereof, the Ashlar
claims a foreclosure of said mortgagBangor, Maine, April 17, 11*12.
THE ASHLA N
By GEORGE C. CUTLER, Brest.

CO.,

MEDICINES.

11

Sweet Peas

..a

ALL COLORS.

j

Separate

Mixed,
Package.

A. A.Howes&Co.,

$10 A WEEK

^MEDICINES.

FOR SALE.

Weekly.

exc

(or

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
of

erans

-.-

exce

of steamer from Boston) daily, except
FRED W. ROTE, Agent, Belfast,

and Caps, Hathaway, Earl & Wilson Shirts and
£
&
Yale Union Suits—I am agent for these
Collars,
£
^
goods and they are not to be found elsewhere in
Ji
the city—Nice line of Hats and Caps foonestle
^4
DWIGHT
P.
Masonic
PALMER,
Temple %
^

""

at 7.30

Robert Cassidy

£

GROCERIES,

Bangor

day.

&

Thev can do it if they buy their Furnishing
Goods, Hats, Caps, Neckwear, Hosiery (Interwoven or Everwerr), Lamson & Hubbard Hats

$3.2.)
$6.00 Round 7 p

Way.

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS B ELI AST

-——-

A. A. HOWES &

....

,955
10 04
10 25
1035
10 50
11 00
til 10
11 30
,u 4„
,115,,
n 55

CORPORATION.

GARDEN.

a

IS

EASTERN STEAMSHIP

Everything

t«ta a

nr.

72 Main Street.

A SPECIALTY

r-i *-*

2 00

7 00

Portland,

Field-Garden Seeds

Arro

1 20
7

tFiag station.
Limited tickets for Poston are now
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on
H. D. WALDRON, General Passenger
MORRIS MCDONALD.
Vice President & General Manager.

I

of the Civil and Mexican wars. It
now goes to the President for his signathe young people.
ture.
Many Democrats voted for the
bill with the Republicans.
Rep. Kent
FORREST J. MARTIN DEAD.
of California cast the only Republican
vote against it.
Bangor, May 9. Forrest J. Martin,
Washington, May 11. The President
Two years ago we bought out the stock and seed business of
one of the most prominent members of
tonight signed the increased pension bill,
WILLIS E. HAMILTON, florist, and have since made
the Penobscot bar and a member of the passed by the House and Senate. The
was signed and became a law
faculty of the University of Maine Col- measure
just before midnight, in the executive
lege of Law, died very suddenly at an offices at the White House. A congresearly hour this morning of heart disease. sional committee including Senators Mc-—Of
in the Line of Seeds for—_
Mr. Martin was born in Newport 44 Cumber and Burnham and Reps. Sheryears ago, graduated from the Maine wood, the author of the original bill,
Central Institute in 1886 and from the Adair, Russell and Carl C. Anderson,
FARM AND
Boston University Law School in 1890, was awaiting the arrival of the PresiWe
have
this
season the largest and best line of seeds we have
cum
laude
honors.
He began dent when he reached the White House
taking
practice in Clinton, but came to Bangor or. his return from Princeton. He afever carried, and are prepared to fill all demands with the best
about 20 years ago and had since been fixed his signature to the bill in the
seeds obtainable.
associated with Howard F. Cook.
In presence of the committee.
1897 he was appointed professor of common law pleading in the
The pension bill agreed upon will inUniversity of
Maine College of Law, which he held to crease the amounts paid to the old soldiers
the time of his death. He took much and grade such payments according to
interest in that branch of his work, and the present age of the veteran and upon
DRUGS and
made that part of the Law School course the length of his service. The arrange11"
especially strong. He was prominent ment seems to be as just as could be de;-in Democratic politics, and always in de- vised, although it will increase the annual
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
mand as a campaign speaker.
He was 1 expenditures of the Pension Department offers
apply only to subscriptions paid in adelected to the Legislature in 1907, and by at least $25,000,000. The principle
vance; and when payment is made it should be
was a candidate for Mayor of Bangor upon which the size of the
pension is stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
several years ago. He was a leading fixed is upon a sliding scale—the older
member of the Penobscot Bar associa- the person and the longer his service the also necessary to say that none of these publition and of a number of other organiza- larger the pension.
For instance, a vet- I cations are mailed with The Journal or from
tions. His favorite diversion was high eran now 62 years old who served 90 days this office. We have to pay for these publicaUror) ^
rl La
/I 1
Iaaaam.m
a
but if he served three
tions one year in advance, and they are then
[ gets $13 month,
an importer and breeder of Great Danes.
years the pension will be $16, with intersent from their respective offices to our subHe is survived by his wife, who was mediate sums for shorter terms; the 66scribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
Clara R. Richardson of Clinton.
year man of 90 days’ service gets $15; for one
year’s subscription paid in advance:
the 70-year man of 90 days’ service gets
Journal and Farm and Home.$2.00 j
$18, rising to $25 for three years’ service; The
The Shoe Situation.
Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
and men who are 75 years old get $21 a The
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
Footwear whown improvement, and while month for 90 days’ service, rising to $30 The Journal and New Idea
or
Magazine. 2.25
r—
—-„» —n' u-—conservative buying is still noticed in some
The publications included in our clubbing ofquarters the majority of jobbers have placed wounded and are now unable to perform fers may be sent to different addresses.
in Bulk or
good-sized contracts for future heeds. Retail manual labor, or who incurred disease in
The publishers of the New Idea Magazine
trade was quiet owing to unseasonable weathof duty in the war and cannot work,
line
have
advised
us
of
an
in
their
suber.—Dun’s Review, May 11th.
increase
are to receive $30 a month without regard
scription price and a consequent advance in
to the length of their service.
clubbing rates, and The Journal and New Idea
are now $2.25.
A Happy Married Life.
The publishers of McCalls magazine have
“I married a suffragette, said Mr. sent us this notice: “The subscribers
may
of
for exclusive agency work. Send
Hyde Park, select their free patterns within 30 days aftec
Cholmondely Rippingate
GROCERIES, DRUGS
have
found
“and
for
five
years
unspeak- the receipt of their first magazine
Coupon to Protective Agency Co^
AND
by
making
able
happiness.
239 North Capitol St, Washington,
“I’m glad to hear it,” said the suf- a request on an ordinary post card, stating
O. C., for full information.
that the pattern desired is a free pattern to
fragette leader.
“Yes,” said Rippingate, “Mrs. Rippingate has been in jail four years and
three months altogether.”—Harper’s
thiB

—

7 21
7 30
S 35
*845
v
54
9 02
ti* 10
Brooks. 9 25
Waldo. ,935
City Point.
,9 46
Belfast, arrive. 9 50

•Sn?4

PENSION

minis-

s

Belfast and Boston,

BILL.

ters, physicians, and many others. Not the
least interesting is the letter from
Washington, by Mrs. Margaret Dye Ellis, telling of the

10 00

Bangor.
Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, leave.
Winnecook.
Unity.
Thorndike.
Knox.

One

A
CONFERENCE REPORT ON

^

ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND PRICES.

1

Children Cry

Union Signal, published at
Evanston,
111., by the National W. C. T. U., has started a
“Campaign Edition” at only 25 cents a year. A
monthly issue of 16 pages full of temperance
news, stories, letters from State, national and
foreign workers, articles by prominent men
The

t-

3 00
2 13
4 50
8 05

3 05 pm

Portland.

Register of Probate—Leroy C. Mansur,

«Ti

*

—

W fit Of villa

Monroe.

brought

heart,

COOMBS,

^

f,

12 15
tl2 20
tl2 30
12 42
tl2 54
1 00
1 08
1 18
130
1 59

ItKI.F.tST

Boston.

You
You CAN pay more.
Guaranteed for 10 years.
MA Y pay less. Bnt you CANNOT get anything to
EQUAL THE MONARCH. For sale by

Judge of Probate—David G. Richards,

bit of practical sentiment that has ever taken
hoid of the hearts of men.” It has
many

Waterville.
Portland.
Boston.

Montville.

Con-

the

an..n.

Bangor.

The Feather

County Commissioner—Volney Thomp-

ville.

frv

Winnecook.
Burnham, arrive.
Clinton.
Benton..

No Vibration,

Weight

son, Center Montville.

Next Sunday, May 12th, is Mother’s
Day. It
has been enthusiastically approved
by chief
executives and leading men all over the coun-

Weight.

The Price.

Representative to Legislature—John
Kinyon-Shefford R. Dunton, Belfast; Alfred L. Eaton,
bill? the interstate commerce bill, which if Troy; Rufus E. Page, Jackson; Alvah C.
passed will greatly aid prohibition States in Jones, Palermo; Lewis E. Pitcher, Northenforcing this law. It is held in committee port; Frank L. Sprague, Dark Harbor.
SOCIALIST.
an^J needs strong pressure on the members of
that committee by the home people.
State Senator—A, L. Young, Lincolnfor

Unity

No Noise,

3

Dickey, Belfast;

Waldo.
Brooks.
Knox.
Thorndike.....

P. M

7 05
t7 10
*7 20
7 32
17 44
7 50
7 58
t8 08
8 2u
8 39
8 48
11 35
8 54
11 50

ft. ®

1-2

Mixer,

Sheriff—Edwin Jenkins, Belfast.
J udge of Probate—J antes Libby, Unity;
James S. Mullen, Lincolnville.

Orrin J.

A.M.

Belfast, depart.
City Point.

King of Vacuum Cleaners.

1-3

Belfast.

wouniy
Belfast.

FKO.M BKLFAST.

To

State Senator—Edgar F. Hanson, Belfast.

County Attorney—Eben

atervilie

throughout the civilized world.

DEMOCRATIC.

F.

BURNHAM
On and after October 2, 1911, trains (nr,,.,
with tbr :.;,-,
ing at Burnham and U
trains for and from Bangor, WaterviU.,, 1|r
[and and Boston will run as follows:

Endorsed and adopted by the U. S. Navy, The New
York Police Department, The New York and Brooklyn Edison Electric Light Co.’s, the leading Churches,
Hospitals, Schools, Theatres and Public Institutions

Waldo.

County Treasurer—Clifford

ANI>

The Monarch
Vacuum Cleaner

prim-

State Senator—Chas. M. Conant, Winterport.

mer,

card,

a

1,1 ■■—
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WEBSTER’S
NEW

INTERNATIONAL!
DICTIONARY
MERRIAM WEBSTER
Only New unabridged
tionary in many years.
Contaips the pith and essi
THE

The

■

of an authoritative librir
Covers every field of kn
edge. An Encyclopedia ia

8

single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Pa

e.

2700 Pace!
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about this most
remarkable single volume.

400,000 Words.

Write fortnmplf
pages, full par'
ticulars. e*I
Name tlw

paper
v

we

i

free
*et of

sent:
a

I
PocXe* i
Map*:

A Permanent Possession.

...

“You can’t eat your cake and have it,

too,” said Dubbs.
“Oh, can't you?”

8ml8

retorted Hicks. “It’s
very evident you never ate any of my
wife’s cake.”-Harper’s Weekly.

A Maine party forming a big amusement corporation invites correspondence. Small investment; big profits.
EMPIRE AMUSEMENT COMPANY,
4tl8
P. 0. Box 181, Portland, Maine.

A Piano.

Inquire

of

MISS FRANCES A. SARGENT
44 Cedar

Streep

t6tf

*C. Berri.*^
Springfield, M »*

and Crafts Society.
o( the President, Mrs. E. R.
for 1911-’12.

l'1'1,irt

4^

Pierce,

members of the Belfast Arts

..

ripples

far its

...

\
m

1

to extend,

were

S

month, or so, we had seven or
mnt basket makers. The joy of
thing different shone on every
lowing winter, Miss Morison,
masses in Leather andBookbindto us and new benefits and
s were unfolded.

point

-t

developed

we

into

a

lOl Years

What other liniment has ever undergone such
test ? For over a century

ft= Society:
a time” the Reverend Mr.
t. upon
expressed the desire that I
w him how to make a basket.
dized when I tossed that bit of
,,
into the great ocean of ac-

..

In Constant Use
a

\

a

^

has been curing Sprains, Strains, Cuts, Lameness, etc.
Its long service tells of its merit. It is the household
K
liniment that does not go out. 25c and 50c bottles,

JB

y|

L S. JOHNSON A CO., Boston. Mass.

VOILES,

a

I

DAINTY CREATIONS FOR MANY
SUMMER COATS.

OCCASIONS.

[Correspondence of The Journal.]

called it the Arts and Crafts,
that we could live up to such

New York, May 13th. The dainty fussy frocks in which most women
delight
this season. Pannier lines have brought out the
aiding name, as that most of are especially pretty
flowered
to be made up after the new old fashion.
New, because the
■g clubs along this line have designs in the materials
1912 pannier clings closely to the figure, extends well down toward the foot of the
... 1 it describes our efforts as
skirt and adds not a whit to the expanse at the hips, so you see it is really a
into

-town

society

a

hardly

grad-

so

realize the cares

in its class and

rship

Silk and cotton combinations

are a

feature of the new models.
nan

fifty

and

date members.
we

,,

have had

no

dark

days,

ways been able to meet all
aid keep a balance in our

accumulating

besides

in.ent should have

chair-

a

charge, that has in,t particular line and to keep
nt up to the highest stands' workers are equal to.
Each
fide, direct and advise, or recin

to

the

con-

our

u

news

given

us

i-t-ngth,

of this we

owe

correspondents,

who

some

weakness,of

draperies

Sashes

hat you invest in it, that reguimt will come out of it.
When
n

our

and time, then will it rise to
place that its name implies, An

1 Crafts
to

.-i

place

Society.
ask

me

to

become their

through the troubled waters of a
."'s club work, and also all those
ve

to

come

minds.

since with their

us

And our Associate Mem-

:sh to thank them for their gennonage, and encouraging words,

■

needs.

!

These,

the illumthat will stand out in the fu-

<

are-

1 turn back the pages of this bit
: istory,
long after these little
.! activity have lost themselves

t.-rprises,
■

or

i i ft- where

sunk back to the

they originated.

ARBOR, ISLE AU HAUT.

-pendent of the Rockland
'.>'tte recently sailed across
Bay, through Fox Island
-ri.
to Head Harbor, Isle au
; made a call on
Capt. Dave
lie is known in Belfast.
his letter as follows:

:

We

! arbor is

a typical fishing hamfishing being its principal in-

r

veral fine residences are here

■

being the fruit of the fishernings, derived by drawing the
from its native abode,
v that we were well used would
it mildly; anything we wished
mted. As Capi. Young stated,
proved, you could leave your
n.mk, not empty, but full of cash,
valuable that you had, in the
u not even lock the door.
They
in

police protection there.

Being
Anglo-Saxon New Englanders
word is as good as their bond, and

is their watchword, but woe be> person who misuses them.
my great pleasure to stop sev1 edits
with D. M. Grant,who is now
id hearty at the age of 88.
He
s to
se a cane.
He can read the
1'without the aid of glasses. He
s ht school here for years, and has
tLc first selectman; in short,was the
factor in putting the hamlet in
I

■

'•

r.

sent

prosperous condition.

the reminiscences of his early
winch were unfolded to us were
I he
planting of an historic elm
•“■I'wcii,

uio

:,’h now
CO. 0.
ntinel
'■>
the

uu

iiipiauc

ou

years

stands just to the north
F. hall in that town, a
0f his youthful handiconstruction of the first
built in Maine extending from
angor to Old Town, 12 miles. The rol’"''k was constructed of wood, and
;""K j- hours to make the run.
1
''tarn was also recruiting officer
■'
1‘mvost Marshal Russ of Belfast,
;
for each recruit $15. He re"",IV|,IK
1 :‘hout
200 men for the 12th Maine
],'
II P'lient. In closing let me wish Mr.
!
many happy years of life. He
w'i. sons
Gwooden and Ulysses, both
who live nearby and grant his
as do
any of the other resi1 the
hamlet. He has two daugh‘fn married, one the wife of Frank
II
of Thomaston; the other the
n.r::'13
°f Charles
Gray of Brooksville.
■

"?sh'

O. E. Flint.

CASTOR IA
for Infants and Children.

he Kind You Have
We of

Always Bought

consolidating their forces in
order to make the next American Road
Congress the biggest affair of its kind in
history

of the movement.

figure.

are

lace

or

material

but are all

limp

very much in style and are in
made of the full width silk or

Sears the

■

one wide end with these that falls down
the middle of the back within a foot of the
bottom of the skirt, and has a heavy fringe

company ever
City of the Nation.

finish in many instances.
WHITE SATIN.

skirts, with or without a
matching short coat are the last word for
the luxuriously fitted summer wardrobe
The above designs are by The McCall and one-piece dresses of the same material
Company. New York. Designers and "are also used. For more general wear
Makers of McCall Patterns.
skirts' of wash corduroy and pique are
White satin

maue

up on plain tailored lines with nothing

in

way oi Trimming Dut pearl or

tne

crochet buttons at the left front flap where these skirts fasten.
SUMMER COATS.

For the long dust coat that completely
models
and

are

shown in

changeable

covers a dainty gown, many stylish
pongee silks, serges and the ubiquitous taffetas in plain
Some of the handsomest have long collars and cuffs of

rough

tints.

Macrame lace which is admirably suited for such trimmings. Sw art wraps of the
Turkish towellings that go under many different names, are prettiest and most
Verona Clark.
practical in ecru tints.

!

u.

or

Orono, Me.,

o,

May

Drtics

8.

4.

University

of
Maine defeated Bates, 8 to 7, in a 10inning game in the college State championship series here today. Maine, by
heavy and timely hitting, had a 7 to 0
lead up to the eighth, when Bates made
a batting rally and tied the score, assisted by costly errors by the Maine fielders.
Stobie for Maine steadied down, striking
.ARE FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY
out five men in the ninth and 10th, and
winning his own game by a triple in the
an
10th, coming home on
outfield
sacrifice by Witham.
Stobie led his
I team at the bat, while Ridlon did the
Who by special arrangement have all the best work for Bates with a
single and
The score:
two triples.
patterns all the time.

10c. and 15c.

CARLE & JONES,

MAINE.

S&^=NO WAITING TO SEND.
——

BH. PO. A. E.

———i

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A

I

AUTOMOBILE RULES FOR PEDESTRIANS.

BATES.

PO. A.
Gilman, 3b.. 2 2 4 0 Ridlon, 2b... 3 2 4
12
s.s.
12
lb..
1
10
Cobb,
0
Reagan,
Abbott, c.... 0 10 3 0 Talbot, cf... 10 0
Stobie, p.... 3 0 4 0 Griffin, c. 0 9 0
Witham,lb.. 1 11 1 0 Bates, If. 2 3 0
Baker, rf.... 0 0 0 0Coady,3b.. 12 2
Leonard, rf. 0 0 0 1 Danahy, rf.. 0 10
Pickard, 2b. 1 2 2 1 Keaney, as.. 10 3
McCarthycf 1 2 0 0 Stinson, p... 0 12
Cleaves, If.. 0 10 2
-Totals. 9*28 11
Totals. 9 30 15 6
BH.

E.

1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

•One out when winning run was scored.
Rule 1—Pedestrians crossing bouleInnings.1 2 3 456789 10
night shall wear a white light in Maine.0
04000300 1—8
front and red light in the rear.
Ba.es.0 00000700 0—7
Runs made, by Gilman 2. Cobb, Abbott,
Rule 2—Pedestrians, before turning to
Robie 2, Witham, Cleaves. Ridlon, Reagan,
the right or left, must give three short
Talbot, Griffin, Bates, Danahy, Stinson. Twovards at

blasts

!

base hits, Pickard, Talbot. Three-base hits,
Stobie, Ridlon 2. Home runs, Stobie, Witham.
Stolen bases, Abbott, Griffin, Bates. Base on
an in- ! balls, by Stobie 7, by Stinson.
Struck out, by
Stobie
by Stinson 9. Sacrifice hit, Witham.
experienced automobile driver is made i Double8, play,
Gilman and Witham.
Hit by
nervous by a pedestrian, hide behind a |
pitched ball, Keaney. Wild pitch, Stobie.
tree until the automobile has passed.
2h
25m.
Time,
Umpire, Pond.
Rule 4—Pedestrians shall not carry in
their pockets any sharp substances liable
ABOUT CHANTIES.
to cut automobile tires.
Rule 5—Pedestrians shall not, in dodgSongs known as "sea chanties” being automobiles, run faster than twenty long to the era of sailing ships, when
miles an hour.
i work on board was done by the
good will
Rule 6—Pedestrians will not be per- and muscle of the men.
The necessities
mitted to emit cigarette smoke on any of the work measured the
rhythm;
boulevard in a manner offensive to pas- “chanties” were
working songs. Such
sengers in gasoline automobile.
was “Tom’s Gone to Ho,” a “halyard”
Rule 7.
Pedestrians must register at chantie that
might have been sung by a
the beginning of each year and pay li- girl mourning the
departure of her lover,
cense fee of $5.
Numbered license tags as far as the words went. “Salt Horse”
will then be issued to them. No rebate tells of the
strange sort of meat that
will be allowed if they do not live through was “put down” to serve as food on
the entire year.
very long voyages, and from the barrels
Rule 8—Pedestrians, before license of which, when stored in the hold, the
will
be
issued
to
must
demontags
sailors declared they heard queer neighthem,
strate before an examining board their ings and
stampings, especially in a
skill in dodging, leaping, crawling, and storm.
extricating themselves from machinery.
Was
a Warrior” is a funny old
“Bony
Rule 9—Pedestrians not wearing num- song about
sung by sailors,
“Bonypart,”
bered license tags will be held responsible many of whom had had a taste of French
for all damages done to automobiles or prisons, and who therefore always roartheir occupants by collisions.—George ed in glee that “Bony was a Prisoner,”
Fitch in Collier’s.
etc.
“Heave Away, My Johnny,” “The
on a

horn at least three inches in

"
diameter.
Rule 3—Pedestrians must, when

Impure blood runs you down—makes you an
Burdock
easy victim for organic diseases.
Blood Bitters purifies the blood—cures the
eauae—builds you up.

Crocodile,” and “Henry Martin”
others; in fact, the old sailor’s repertoire
were

______.

MB

...

!n Use For Over 30 Years.

Memorial
We Have

not preserved so as to

Always
Bought
of

Signature

M

Day is Nearing

Anything You Need In

MORI ALS,

MAINE

CENTRAL

ITEMS.

It is

reported that the Maine Central
is
to huild a new railroad
station in
Rockland and that a new terminal
will
be established on the water front.
A proposition to increase the
capital
stock of the Maine Central Railroad
company from $10,000,000 to $15,000,000
will be considered at a
special meeting
of the stockholders to be held on Mav
J
24th.

~

brought together

a

It relieves TeethFriend.

The Kind You Have

Stock of Granite and
Marble Work in the State.

Largest

The summer time table of the Maine
Central railroad will go into effect June
24th, and as^in past seasons the schedule
will be considerably more extensive than
that in effect during the winter
months.
An important addition is to be made
in
sylvania, Michigan, Ohio, Illinois,
the Frenchman’s Bay
service, which is
York, Texas and Indiana trailing along to be resumed
June 3d, in that the
in the order given. One and a half billion steamers will include
Bass Harbor in
some
of
of
their
valued
at
over
four
pounds
butter,
daily trips. Heretofore
the
boats
have
gone
hundred million dollars, is going some
only as far as Manset, but this season, beginning with the
along the butter route.
above date and
continuing through the
summer, one trip will be continued to
Bass
The memorial exercises in honor of the
Harbor, thus giving an additional
late Major A. W. Butt, the President’s sail of a three quarters of an hour. The
steamers Norumbega and
Sappho will be
Aide who wae a victim in the Titartic
put on the Frenchman’s Bay service and
rlionotnr
Ilf....Lt
O

except the yoke and sleeves. There is only

as

thank all those who had the

me to

the

many cases
satin drawn tight about the figure so that
the sash forms all there is of the waist

fall

in

to

Puffings and flounces of
all greatly employed,
and floppy as possible.

whether it shall

low it to hold first

down close

are

the individuals that compose
-iis on their attitude towards

■

are

Colie.

Constipation. It regulates the
sleep.

roads are

MUSLINS.

PUFFINGS AND FLOUNCES.

inn

terest in it,

f®
Cl4fes Diarrhcea and Wind
ing Troubles and cures

Stomach and Bowels, giving
healthy nnd natural
The Children’s Panacea-Tho Mother’s

Statistics show that since the
enactment of the Pure

and

lood

the

w-ith lead-shot is often used to hold the

society

a

Castona is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. It destroys AVorms and allays Feverishness,

plain, narrow underskirts ot no was produced by the West North Central
greater width than prevailed last year, but division. Among the States, Wisconsin
the draperies and trimmings now used ! ranks first as a butter
producer, with
completely change the effect, though none Iowa second and Minnesota third, Pennof these are at all bouffant—in fact a tape
New

much valuable atten-

or

but there is no

maae wun

passed the experimental stage,
recognized as a society of imand for

Good roads

There were 1,620,766,000 pounds of
butter, valued at 5405,000,000, produced
on farms and in factories in the United
; States during the census year 1909, accourse of making for warm summer days. i
cording to a statement issued by the CenAlmost all have draperies, and many are sus Bureau. The
largest total quantity

to be well defined,

seems

narrow

muslins and other old timey
patterns in mull and organdie and the
various silk and cotton tissues are all in

delight,

a

ar

be
ing afflicted with ptomaine poisoning. 1
believe no better work can be done
bj
the press than to warn the public of
the
from
danger existing
partaking of foods

with

SPRIGGED

Easter sales were

profitable

-j. and
st rse

was

a

Sprigged^

say that we have been
in all we have undertaken,

Exhibition

The Journal: An

$34,053,000, being an in
$7,791,000 over the House
The increases are largely due

wide collar of white tucked
a ruffle of
Valenciennes

a

border,
these.contrasts.

rule for

we can

an

white, with

the colors in the

tments have done some very
but not all that they are

istmas and

are

of

will be ox

hem at the foot and belt will be in matchsilk or velvet in complete contrast to

doing.

:

uress

ing

when needed.
n

Very many

umiei

of

products
Secretary Wilson has autnorized Director
them in a hygienic condition
until
Logan .Valler Page of the Office of Good keep
lace. The belt of black ribbon velvet closed Roads to give a complete exhibit of the consumed. Such distressing conditions
in front with cameo buckle. Bordered government’s work on the public roads will continue to prevail as long as conmaterial in floral designs*lend themselves of the country, showing how unimproved sumers do not heed the warning ot the
in consuming food not
very well to pannier drapings and combi- roads hurt the farmer and how improved danger existing
nations of color are a feature of such roads aid not only the farmer but the kept in a hygienic condition.
Yours very truly,
gowns, .and such patterns come out best consumer. Four of the biggest associaH. L. Harris.
xtions of the country interested in public
over a white petticoat as a rule. Often
New York, May 9, 1912.
the

(mull edged)

mg departments are developlt has been my belief that
rson

taffeta in

finished with

some

he way of fixtures,

i.

me

Editor

Food law there has
improved waterways
panel front edged with narrow pleated go hand in hand, Congress having decided been 31,471 cases of ptomaine poisoning,
ruehings and ornamented with stuffed to deal generously with the good roads 1,322 of which were fatal. It is certainroses of the silk.
Over this is draped, movement during the present session of ly distressing to think of this vast numpannier fashion, soft mull printed in a wide Congress. In connection with the Ameri- i ber of persons becoming ill, and of so
border of pink roses, waist of the same can Road Congress to be held next fall. i many innocent lives lost, merely because

eigh-

active

xuj.

aim,

summer

started with

we

have

novelty
Watteau

than the old

SII.K AND COTTON.

vve

n-ssful one.
im-.v

generally becoming

to be much more

style.

have taken upon
However, in the first year as
ur experiment must be conthat

mis

likely

the

not properly preserved, and the
necessity of utilizing canned goods as soon as
after
possible
opening the can. Scienmeasure.
tific experiments have
determined time
to the demands of flooded sections of the
and time again that numerous
articles of
country, particularly along the Missisfood
when not kept in hygienic
condisippi and the Missouri, the necessity foi tion
readily deteriorate so as to become
to strengthen
appropriations
emergency
|
substances.
levees and repair crevasses adding con- poisonous
The formation of ptomaine
amount
the
which
to
the
bill
siderably
generally,
not always,
accompanies putreWhile the bill does not appro- although
carries.
faction.
Therefore, great care should
priate as large an amount as the National be taken that
meat, fish, fowl, oysters,
Rivers and Harbors Congress has stood
canned goods, etc., are eaten
for in its resolutions, the officers of the j
only when
! they are in good condition. It is not
j organization feel encouraged over the
to partake of food when
!
putregrowing sentiment for a generous water- economy
faction has commenced. Food can
be
j way bill making yearly appropriations
in
a
hygienic condition either by
Less and less kept
; for approved projects.
heat or refrigeration, by the
exclusion of
j does the personal side of legislation enter air, or by
the application of
into the consideration of the measure,
substances
which on account of their
and each project is coming to stand on ;
antiseptic propits own merits rather than on log-rolling erties prevent the growth of poisonous
which marked the bill in years gone by. germs.
crease

R )BES AND TISSUES.

so-

To

article in your April 19th issue
gives
account of Rev. Fr. Dennis McCabe

round numbers

COATS?

FUSSY FROCKS AND SUMMER

PTOMAINE POISONING.

Washington Whisperings.

Washington, D. C., May 13, 1912
| The river and harbor appropriation bil I
i which has been under consideration bi
! the Senate Committee on Commerce fo:
; the past month has been reported to th<
upper branch of Congress and will bi
It carries it
taken up immediately.

J \

\

Keep
tkebowele in

BORDERED

^

JOHNSON'S
ANODYNE LINIMENT

FILLS

V*°"

!

~

wav

*■**

win

ue

The exercises were
held under the auspices of a local lodge
of Ancient Free and Accepted Masons, of

tka krouiava nriH" Kn

you.
number

people, including
asking Congress

tir/il nnw,

irneu

TO POULTRY

Headaolies aid M Treatment.

of

some

Laws.

in circulation among the
churches and church societies seeking to
have the blue laws regarding the closing
of all places of business in Augusta on
SundayB enforced to the letter. The
movement has been going on very quietly for several weeks and it is understood
that the petitions now are very formidable in size.
The storekeepers who sell
confectionery and cigars have retained
counsel
and propose to fight the
legal
movement, as they claim that there is a
demand
for the selling of their
legitimate
goods on Sunday. It is now the custom
for the fruit stores, fountains and confectionery stores to keep open throughout the day, while the drug stores are
open a part of the day.
are

Sizes of Largest

OOULUM?

Ships.

The Great Eastern was 691 feet in
length, 83 feet in width, 48 feet in depth
anu 18,915 gross tonnage.
The Titanic
was 882.6 feet in length, 92 feet in
width,
94 feet in depth and 45,000 groBS
tonnage.
The Olympic, the sister ship of the

Titanic, is of the same length, width and
depth and has 45,324 gross tonnage. The

Mauretania and Lusitania ape each 790
feet long, 88 feet wide, 60.6 feet deep
and have gross tonnage of 32,000.
The A^uitania, now building at Glasgow for the Cunard Line, is 885 feet
long, 95 feet wide and has gross tonnage
of 50,000. The Imperator, now building
at Hamburg for the Hamburg-American
Line, is 900 feet long, 96 feet wide and
gross tonnage of 50,000.

of these old Bongs was almost endless.
Regulates the bowele, promotes easy natural
Some were funny, many pathetic—and movements, cures constipation—Doan's Regulets. Ask your druggist for them. 25c. a box
all were interesting.
•

Beauty—real beauty—is
more than skin
deep. No cosmetic in the world can
the wholesome color,

give

bright

CLEANING.
STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.

Now chicks

CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORCER

At 52high Street.

Write to the Dr. Williams Medicine Co.,
176, Schenectady, N. Y., for a free
booklet, “Plain Talks to Women.” It is an
outspoken but perfectly proper little book
and should be read by every woman and
growing girl. A free sample of the new lax*
ative "Pinklets” will alco be sent you.
Should you be unable to obtain Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills for Pale People in your locality
they will be sent postpaid on receipt of price,
60 cents per box, six boxes for $2.60.

over one

cent

each,

and

as

it costs

each to inoculate and

paying

a

Descriptive pamphlet free by mail
asking. Sob’, with an absolute
guarantee by your dealer.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

for the

Rachel E. Cushman of Burn- I
WHEREAS,
ham, in the Coun y of Waldo and State \

Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the
twenty-first day of September, A. D. 1908, and j
recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
j
289, Page 450, conveyed to John W. Manson,
trustee, a certain lot or parcel of land, together
with buildings thereon, situated in Burnham,
of

By her Attoruey,
3w20

SWAN' WHITTEN-B1C KFORD CO.
DISTRIBUTORS.

William Lincoln West

i

Ex-Veterinary Inspector
Industry I’.

J

S.

|

ALL

DISEASES OF

Hospital, Pharmacy
SPRING STREET,

;
!
i

of Animal

Ruveau

Department of Agriculture.

YETERINARIAN
TREATS

and

ANIMALS
office,

BELFAST MAINE,

Hospital Never Closed.
Phnnoo_Hncnitnl KQ-1Q'

GEORGE H. MORSE,

KD.1»

j
Announces

Belfast

I

Savings Bank.

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 11,930, issued by this bank, has been
lost and application has been made for a duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing
books.
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.
Belfast, April 25, 1912.—3wl8

to

that he has limited his practice

diseases of the

Eye. Ear, Nose and Ihroat
AND RtfRACTION.

new

Office hours—10

a.

7 to 8 p. m.,

I |

DR. E. S. WEBBER.

Room 5,

Masonic
Telephone 64-3

Tele;hen

tfl2

EYE

SPECIALIST

Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.
n ■

a- vi

anuijjcniuu.
Relieves sour stomach,
palpitation of the heart Dieesta what you eat
rx

fxrx

m

connection.

23tf

prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt attend
tion. Telephone connection
W. W. BLAZO,
14tf
126 Waldo Avenue Beitast.
I

Twenty-four years experience and skill in
fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.
44 South Main St., WINTERPORT, MAINE.

to 12 ,m., 1 to 3 p.

TRUCKING.

Temple.

DR, E. H. BOYINGTON

m.

and by appointment.

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS

DENTIST

pecially recommended),

Box

not

at*the age of 5 to 15 days

worth 15c.

save them, this is certainly
investment.

16tf

in said County of Waldo, and bounded and described as follows, to wit: On the north by land
of Everett Davis; on the east by land of Oliver
Maloon; on the south by land of Martin Parks
on the west by land of Isaac Dunton, and containing sixty five and two-thirds acres; and
whereas, the said John W. Manson, trustee,
thereafterwards, to wit: tn the twenty-third
day of March, A. D. 1912. assigned and transferred said mortgage to me, together with
the debt secured by said mortgage, which
assignment is recorded in the Waldo Registry
of Deeds, Book
Page 393; and whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been broken,
now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said

are

Dated at Pittsfield, in the County of Somerset and State of Maine, this eighth day of May,
A. D. 1912.
MARY L. COX.

give. A ?afe and efficient tonic

the
avoidance of foods which will
cause eruptions, and
regular
bathing of the skin. That is
all and it is the only way.

Tel. 216-13

ola

mortgage.

beauty which health alone can
if the blood is weak, thin or
impure (Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills for Pale People are es-

hatched out 78 chickens and
were sick and staggering around, and 1 thought 1 should
lose them. I got a bottle of OCULUM, treated them, and inside of
eight hours put them back into the
flock and could not distinguish
them from the rest. This was over
thre'e weeks ago and they are all
healthy. I consider it a WONDERFUL REMEDY.”
“I

12 of them

30$,

the

eyes, the clear, transskin
that is the natural
parent
result of pure blood, proper
diet and hygienic habits of
daily life.
It sounds easy and it is easy
for a woman to have the

Read what one of our citizens says
about it, name given on application.

■

///

New England
from Maine, are

Augusta May Have Blue

HAVE YOU TRIED

fknnlr

to authorize a prohibition amendment to the Constitution.
Thus far such petitions are not making
much of an impression upon Congress.

Petitions

_BELFAST, MAINE._

auuea.

In treating a headache, there is one
safe rule to follow:—Never use any
nedicine containing acetaniiid or similar
which “Archie” Butt was a member and
who lived the principles of Masonry coal-tar derivatives without the advice
of your physician. They may give
every day in the year. The exercises
temporary relief, hut they almost never
were profoundly impressive, the Presireach the cause of the trouble and are
dent finding it difficult to speak of the likely to weaken the heart. The most
form of headache, frequently
sterling qualities of his Aide, who had : common
called sick headache, arising from a
to
be
more
like
a
son
to
him
than
grown
disordered stomach, may be avoided
a military attache.
by care in the choice of food. Shun
pastry, candy and rich food, take time
PROHIBITION PETITIONS).
to eat, chew your food thoroughly and
keep your bowels in good condition by
Maine is Sending Many to Congress.
using one-half to one teaspoonful of
The heaviest business the two Demo- L. F. Atwood’s Medicine after each
cratic senators from Maine have seems meal. This old reliable remedy has
been a perfect blessing to thousands
to be the presentation of those petitions
which keep coming in from Maine for for sixty years. Get a bottle today,
the enactment of legislation to prohibit and prove it for yourself. Any dealer
the transportation of intoxi.ants into has it for thirty-five cents, or we mail
prohibition States. There appears to be a free sample on request. L. F. Medino end of those petitions.
They are sent cine Co., Portland.- Me.
to members of the House as well as to
senators, and the judiciary committees
of both houses have those documents in
their files by the thousands from the
State of Maine.
Many Southern Democrats are prohibitionists, and as the South dominates
the con mittee on judiciary of the House
it was thought that possibly some headway might be had with this measure in
the House. It has not been so, however,
’and, although there have been extended
hearings on the bill, it will apparently
be sidetracked. The Democratic House
is allowing about every kind of old bill
to come to a vote at this session, but
this brand of legislation to assist in the
enforcement of prohibition laws is not
within the Democratic comprehension of
proper legislation in a Presidential campaign year when the contributions from

a

MARBLE ROOMS ON PHENIX ROW,
GRANITE WORKS ON BRIDGE STREET,

the most

distinguished
assembled in the Capital

Quite

THE PRICES ARE RIGHT. It will be tor your interest
to eall end see this stock before buying.

am

For Sale
Very desirable house lots on Northport Avelue, commanding a fine view of the bay. ApP. D. H. CARTER,
y to
114 Waldo Avenue, Belfast Me.,
Or GEORGE P. CARTER, Searsport. Me.
17tf

the past twenty-five years, many of
which will readily come to mind. But
the other day we had a caller who,among
BELFAST. THURSDAY. MAY 16,1912.
other interesting things, said that there
was one piece of man’s handiwork in
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
which no improvement had been made
The Republican Jour. Pub. Co. for 400
years, and that was the fiddle. It
had not been and could not be changed in
CHARLES A. PILSBURY.
shape or construction, and the fiddles of
today, m ide on the same lines, only needSubscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a ed
age to make them equal to those proyear: $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
duced by the old masters.
months.

1

Republican Journal

The

%

Is Needed Now

| Bu^eS°JManuger

Advertising Terms. For on^ square, one
length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

evidently something doing in
the medical world, judging from the
pamphlets and bulletins received almost
Looks more and more like Governor
daily. The pamphlets are compilations
Shaw every day. —Bath Independent.
of articles that have appeared in The
Oh, pshaw!

Journal of the American Medical Association and deal with medical fakes and
fakirs. Per contra, The National Magazine for April, 1912, contains an article
by B. O. Flower under the caption of
“The National League, its aim and its
Contention for Medical Freedom,’’ in
which he denies the charges of the
American Medical Association and says
of the aim of the National League: “It
will seek through publicity and educa-

The result in Texas is in doubt and the
State convention will have to settle the

Taft-Roosevelt contest.
And now the Harmon campaign malingers have put Bryan into the Ananias
club. It is a growing organization.
1IUIIJ
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STARTING

Monday, May 20th.

4 GREAT PLAYS

|
|
|

Young-Adams

MONDAY,
Thorns and Orange

j

Blossoms.

(

COMPANY

j
s

upiuiuua

\

TUESDAY,

20people20

|

Wearing Apparel,

The Suits, Coats and Dresses for Women, the Dainty Garments for the
Children have been carefully selected for your inspection.
We invite you to

|

|

tend to do any State road work this year.

Perhaps

expecting
$2,000,000 bond

the others are

the benefit of that

to

on

the bill.

can make to better this store is our constant endeavor.
Every effort
Every
energy is bent toward improvement, that we may deserve and win your patronage.

1

SUMMER

issue.

YV ashington

YVhisperings.

A Washington special to the New York
Washington, D. C., May 13, 1912. ent.
Herald says that “Mr. Bryan is looming President Ransdell
A chimney in the Harris store on Main
of the National
op as a big factor in ,the situation.” Rivers and Harbors
street
occupied by Ralph D. Southworth was
a
memand
Congress,
Bryan is supporting Woodrow Wilson, ber of Congress from Louisiana, has pub- taken down yesterday. It was not used and
much to the disappointment of Champ
licly announced that the 9th annual con- had become dangerous.
out of town
Clark.
We are all apt to get the
vention of the biggest of the waterway
an article comes
Now it is

Congress
summer.
Well,

predicted

that

the
be in session all
At one time it looked as if this
6th.
Congressmen will earn their salaries—in
convention would be held in some
year’s
bread
the
sweat
their
earn
will
by
Jact,
It is some hot in Wash- city other than Washington, with the reof their brows.
sult that Spokane, Buffalo and New Orngton in summer.
leans became active candidates for the
Much of the present day fiction may honor of entertaining the Congresr, won’t lave to send away for, ard that is the
that are all the
be properly classified as rot, FortunateSpokane was particuiar’y diligent in new English fiat toed shoes
ly it is as ephemeral as the mushroom and pushing its campaign. When the men ; r;.ge in the big cities. The Dinsmo-e Store is
a very complete Woe of Reg da in
lasts only fora day. Perhaps it should bers of the
Advisory Committee of t! e j showing much
wanted styles. Look at their
these very
be likened to the toad-stool, for the

June
to

an

account of the

§

the four towns. New business £
life has been recently infused into
Belfast and
with it comes the inevitable desire for
good, A
"
honest baseball—and above all a
league. Many
of the business men have
already pledged
themselves to chip 10 cents a week throughout
(.
the season to help
defray the modest expenses. I W
Mr. Mudgett did lots of
work
in
missionary
Camden, Rockland and Thomaston in the short fl
time he was here, and in the
evening was in
conference with the manner or a i\f tho lunrma :
above
ilready
described. The idea meets with I
ready favor down this way, and all who met
Mr. Mudgett feel that it would be a
pleasure
meet nim frequently and renew the old-time
ir.ctories over our dearly-beloved
rival, Belfast. 0
'i he great barriers to the fulfilment of this
Vsire is the finding of men in each town willfjj
ng to manage and promote the teams. The I
i'Ourier-Gi zette will be glad to hear from
per- A

l

1

^

|

/}
1-

consulted at 11 Union street-Furnished
house, seven rooms and bath, to let. Inquire
of E. L. Macomber, 11 Bayview street, Bel-

JJ

*1
^

((

?ons

take

active interest, and

an

possible.

as
n

\

1

as

best

man.

The

which the ceremony
very prettily decorated

room

in

was performed was
\
with trailing arbutus, carnations and roses. (
The young couple, after an extended trip ]
through the south, will make their home in j 1
Providence, R. I., where the groom is engaged
in the electrical business, being a member of J 1
the firm- of the Union Electric Supply Co. 1
j
Some of the Belfast friends of the bride got
j
on

to their movements and met them

steamboat

wharf and

showered

them

1
with |

at the

\

confetti.

.•

—-

•reliable exponent of Republican principles but in its reference to Senator
it descends to the very lowest

Lodge
depths of political depravity

In the statistics gathered by the Centhe
sus Bureau Texas is included among
butter-making States, and Maine is not

included among the ten ranking States
in this production. Yet we recall a time
no butter was made in
-when

practically

T-axas and a man might own many hundred head of cattle and the family be
without milk even, as the cows were all
No ice was to be had in
on the range.
those days and when butter was made it
farmers
was about the consistency of
also ran at large and got
cream.

Hogs
their living as best they could.

The Journal has been asked several
give free advertising in the
form of reading matter to a so-called
at 2219
Philadelphia School for Nurses
in acChestnut street, Philadelphia, but
in such
cordance with its settled policy
We are now
cases has declined to do so.
advised that the graduates of this school
National Red
are not accepted by the
Cross Society nor the Nursing corps of
times to

[
In the discussion
bor

the river and har-

passed

the

Senate May 9th, carrying in round numbers $34,053,000, and which now goes to
conference unless the House should see fit

annual

wui

ux

xuouk..

river project should be segregated
and dealt with as the Panama Canal was
dealt with. The Mississippi river, he

sippi

said,
lems.

does not present a thousand probIt presents but one.
He thought

it would be a

dredge boats
Panama

good thing to move up the
machinery from

and other

when

the

government gets
through with them down there and locate them on the Mississippi from St.
Louis down and above St. Louis as well
and utilize this plant in dredging the
river to a depth of 12 or 14 feet.

THE INWARDNESS OF

are tick people.
They
lack vitality and resistive power.

people

Scott’s Emulsion
life to such people—
brings
it gives vigor and vitality to
mind and body. AU Dmggut».
new

i

Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield. N.

J

12-9

probably an
PILES.

Hem-Roid,
Remedy.
Use

Inward treatment is the secret of the successful cure for pileB. HEM-ROID, sold by Wm. O.
& Son, Belfast, Me., and all druggists under a
strict money-back guarantee of satisfaction.
HEM-ROID (sugar-coated tablets) acts inwardly, and livens up circulation of blood in
the flabby, swollen parts, curing permanently
where salves, etc., only give relief.
HEM-ROID costs but $1 for 24 days’ medicine. Dr. Leonhardt Co., Station B, Buffalo,
N. Y.

Write for booklet.

were

ine lunerai ui

Portland men
come and spend an

prandial exercises, of course, and
entertainment will follow.

The Cause Is Inside.
the Inward

Belfast,

the

evening with us in sociai intercourse and to
witness for themselves Belfast's beautiful environment and natural advantages. The parmen of
ty includes .leading and professional
Portland, many of them known the State over,
and Belfast will be honored by their presence
and hopes to make their brief stay here enjoyable. The program for the reception of the
visitors is not fully made up, but they will be
met at the railway station at 7.30 p. m. by
members of the Belfast Board of Trade and
the Belfast band and a banquet will be served
in the Opera House by the ladies of the Baptist society ;at 8 o’clock. There will be post

in all the soft shad.s and

j
1

brought
me

to

ciiurcii

[

j
j
]
]

SUMMER
All the newest and latest designs in Wash
Repp made in the new models.

aueiiutu

u,y

*

borhood sustained a great loss. He was always
active, useful and interested in everything that
tended to the general good; pleasant, cheer j,
social, full of life and energy; from early boyhood manifesting the same spirit that characterized his whole life. He was a favorite with
schoolmates, a faithful teacher, an honored
officer in the army and an unselfish, devoted
husband and father. All hearts go out in sympathy to the bereaved. Of his father’s family,
three brothers and three sisters remain, who
Mrs. Lewis Gray, nee
deeply feel their loss
...

Frank Carter, passed away Monday, may 6th,
at her home in West Troy, where services were
held Thursday, attended by Rev. F. S. Dolliff
of Jackson_Mrs. Lucy Rhodes of Northport
is the guest of Mrs. Georgie Woods.

Regulates the bowels, promotes easy natural
movements, cures constipation—Doan’s Regeta. Ask your druggist for them. 25c. a box

Department

cordially invite you for a visit to this department. Never have thesl\lesfor
children been daintier or more becoming to the little ones than this season. 0 .r
selection of Infants’ Slips, Rompers, Dresses and Bonnets is so complete that we know
you will find just what \ou want. Such pretty Wash Diesses for the children—to
14—Fresh and dainty in Chambray and Gingham, also a charming variety of White
Muslin and Allover Hamburg Dresses.
We

|
|

In

our

Hosiery department

|
I

we

FOWNES’ GLOVES in Silk, Lisle and Kid,

%

16-Button SILK

P

CESTER and BON-TON.
CHIC UNDERWEAR stands for the highest
Ask to see the Marcella Drawer Combination

models, THE D. H

1

|j

quality

in material and

workmanship

HOUSE-DRESSES and WRAPPERS
In fine quality ot Percales and Ginghams.
We are agents for the Baldwin Double-Service House-Dress.

If

IH

I

our Corset department you will find the NEMO in all the
AND C. and LA RESISTA, THE ROYAL WOR

Among the many styles in
new

|

GLOVES, 75c., $1.00, $1.50.

Corsets and Underwear.

I

§

HOME

FURNISHINGS

before that we can offer you an unsurpassed assort
We feel this
ment of Silkolines Cretons, Burlaps, Curtain Materials, Lace and Muslin Curtains
Portieres, Couch Covers, Table Covers, Rugs, Mattings, Carpetings and Linoleum.
season as never

-i

£9

331

I

are

H

of

(

The Merchandise in every case is absolutely new and desirable:
by far the lowest we have seen quoted anywhere this season for the

Lewandos’

Dye

The prices
same

qualitv

%
f

goods.

1 James H. Howes. I

House.

MML

0RDERS

B itterick
Pattern,

SOLICITED.

H

1

4
List of Officers and Corporators elected at
annual meeting of

■WANVILLE CENTER.
8th with Miss
The Industrial Club met May

ma

pastor, Rev. D. B. Phelan of Belfast. Among
the out of town friends present, beside the
wife and two daughters, were the son, A. C.
Myrick, Jr., and his wife of Auburn, one sister'
Mrs. Inzetta Small of Lewiston, Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Myrick of Unity, and Albert Chase
and daughter of Dixmont. Excellent music
was furnished by Mrs. Roy Knight and Mrs
Clarence Coffin. The floral offerings were
abundant and beautiful. A wreath of flowers
enclosing the vacant pew, where, previous to
his removal to Belfast, with his family he
always sat in church, where he was a constant
attendant, bore a touching tribute to his memory. The interment was in Fairview Cemetery, where a brief burial service was held.
When Mr. Myrick and family moved to Belfast
three years ago, Troy, the church, and neigh-

Skirts, Poplin, Cotton'Corduroy, Linen and

feature the well-known guaranteed “CADET ! Hose,
guaranteed to wear to the customer’s satisfaction. W;e also offer the “OYNX” Hose,
in Silk, Lisle and Cotton, the Hose that is superior to all others.

II
j
|

1

SKIRTS

Infants’ and Children’s

j

j

|

costume.

We feature the famous “MATINEE” Waist. Ask to see this waist of merit and
popularity for 98c. in the Linene and Poplin, to $3.50 in the Embroidered Pure
Linen. The most complete line of oopular priced waists in Belfast.

j

<
I

summer

SUMMER WAISTS

J ffiA

Troy Wednesday.

w«»

colorings

to harmonize with your

GLOVES and HOSIERY

lift
jn

death occurred last week at his late home in

v>

which includes some eighty of the prominent
business men of the Forest City,are due to arrive here on Thursday, May 23d, at 7.30 p. m.,
remaining until 1 a. m., when they leave for a
"Beautiful Belfast,” with
run to Ellsworth.
her wide-awake people and active Board of
Trade, has always played a prominent part in

to. accept theSenate amendments, Senator
John Sharp Williams of Mississippi ad- the State's activities and
vanced the proposition that the Missis- are making a big detour to

the Army and Navy; they are not admitted to the Directory for Nurses connected with the College of Physicians,
Philadelphia, nor are they recognized by
Exthe Pennsylvania State Board of
aminers for Registration of Nurses.
Some week3 ago a visitor to The Journal office spoke of the wonderful changes
and inventions of the past fifty,and even

appropriation

on

bill which

Second

4

an

|

|

|
V

ATTRACTIVE LINE OF PARASOLS

j [I

dies’ Aid society Wednesday evening. May 8th,
The
was a success financially and socially.
the
drama, “The Deacon’s Second Wife,” was
attraction of the evening and was well played.
The characters were well executed by the perThe stage
sons chosen to represent them.
settings were attractive and in keeping with
the requirements of the play. The cast of
characters was given last week in The Journal. The drama was given under the direc-

ocratic party finally will be thrown in world. It is illustrated with photographs
Important Letter to All Who
the Democratic convention,” says a of some of the principal features of the tion of Mrs. A. Roak Allen, who was untiring
|
Suffer.
While Champ park and is written in non-technical lan- in her
Washington despatch.
efforts, and to her is largely due the
not
is
it
now
“I
suffered
from
for a long time.
'
•
probindigestion
it
be
is
leading just
Clark
may
readily under- success of the event. Mrs. Nina Stevens, Last
guage so that
May I almost died. The doctor told me it
able that he will have a majority on the stood by persons without scientific train- cornetist, Mr. Will Mason, violinist, and Mrs. was acute
I
and
could
not be cured,
indigestion
Ned Mason, pianist, made up the orchestra, Since that time I have suffered very much, as
first ballot. What combination will fol- ing.
some days everything I ate, even light food, as
and dispensed fine music during the evening.
} ow no one can predict with certainty.
soft boiled eggs, would distress me. I lost fifThe whole entera solo.
teen pounds. Sometimes I felt that I could
Accident Bulletin No. 42 just issued by Mr. H. B. Ladd sang
The New Boston Journal they call it, the Interstate Commerce Commission tainment was given by home talent, fathers not live another day. A month ago I got a box
of MI-O-NA tablets. Before I had used them
sons and daughand it certainly does not in the least re- aVwanrc that 949 nprsnn«5 urprp lrill^rl anH and mothers vieing with their
a week 1 was better.
I have used two boxes
ters in faithfully executing the parts assigned
which
Journal
Boston
old
the
and I feel as well as I ever did.—Eunice A.
semble
4,706 were injured in train accidents dur- them. That they succeeded was attested by Peters, Jackson, Ga.
in
Maine,
■was held in such high regard
Use MI-O-NA stomach tablets for quick reing the months of October, November the interest and enthusiasm of the large audiand indeed all over New England. In a and December of
heaviness, heartburn,
1911, bringing the ence and the request that it be repeated the lief fromofsour stomach,
belching
gas and distress after eating. They
Senator
of
Lodge
recent issue it speaks
total for the year up to 2,726 killed following Wednesday.
bottles 50 cents at A.
are guaranteed.
grand
Large
“a wishy washy cypher,” and the
as
A. Howes & Co.’s and druggists everywhere.
and 19,956 injured. Of this number 1,419
Portland Board of Trade to Visit BelBiddeford Journal well says:
and
of
the
killed
were
the
of
1,335
_1_..
injured
The city of Belfast is to be included in
fast
TROY.
nine
mere v\a» <x
on railroad premises.
The remains of Augustus C. Myrick, whose
the itinerary of the Portland Board of Trade’s
Journal was regarded as a conservative, trespassers
v.*-

|
|
§
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showing
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Fa* k-Pitcher. A very pretty early May /
wedding took place at the home of Mr. and
^
Mrs. Lewis E. Pitcher of Northport on v
when
their
Wednesday', May 8th,
daughter, e
Edna Louise, became the bride of Mervyn F.
\
Falk of Providence, R. I. Rev. Arthur A. Blair !
of this city performed the ceremony, and the ;
bride was attended by her younger sister, »
Mary Blanche, her brother, Aurelius, acting
j

North Belfast. The supper and entertainment given under the auspices of the La-

geologic

to

WEDDINGBELLS.

fast, Me.

forces that have caused the wonderful
natural features that have made the
Yellowstone famous
throughout the

willing

3oon as

be

cation contains

(I

|
|

Rivers and Hat hors Congress
advertisement on page b ot in is i.-tue.
I
its final consideration of the que
N. W A DVERTISEK LNr. F. Jmccb II. Ilowes
tion, however, and ascertained what it ! O id Ft
Hows’xblock, is making a great display
would cost each delegate togo to the PaThe suits, coils
of hummer

The United Confederate Veterans in
The marvelous colors in the Grand
■convention at Macon, Ga., May 8th, acof the Yellowstone, according to
of the Grand Army Canyon
invitation
the
cepted
a publication just issued by the Interior
of
the
veterans
the
for
of the Republic
are mainly due to mineral
South to participate in the semi-centen- Department,
matter, the pigments being derived from
of
battle
the
of
Gettysnial celebration
the lavas. The harmonious and brilliant
can fight
burg in July, 1913. Then they
tints in the geysers and hot-spring pools
their battles o’er again—verbally—and
are due mainly to plant life.
The publiof
peace.
smoke the pipe
Underwood is the man in
whose favor all the great influence and
wealth of the heavyweights of the Dem-

participants f

serve

|

began

|

"Oscar W.

( f|
! id

middle of

land

'.General Bennett H. Young of Louiswearing apparel.
cific Northwest, to say nothing of the and d esres for women and the dainty ga:ville, Ky. commander of the Army of
time
it
would take to make the trip, the menls lor the children have been careful’y stTennessee, who was elected commandercommittee unanimously rescinded its lected, and an inspection of them is invitee'.,
VetConfederate
c.f
the
United
in-chief
former action and decided to hold the an- There is also an attractive line of paras >ls
erans at Macon, Ga., May 8th, boasts
nual convention in the Capital of the gloves and hoisery, corsets and underwear,
-il.r.t Vit. hss never sworn, lied or drank
The
Nation.
Of course there will be con- house dresses and house furnishings.....
from
he
hails
And
Kentucky!
whiskey.
received a shipment
siderable disappointment, particularly Dinsmore btore has just
of Regals in the latest city shapes. See them
Statistics from the Census Bureau ! among western friends of waterways, in their window or step in and try a pair on.
place the number of hens in the United j over the decision of the committee to re- They are made in Russia and Black King Calf,
•States as 500,000,000. Reports had been j v erse its action, but as this is Presiden- in both low and high cuts ...Penobscot river
received from mere than 49,000 Maine tial year and all the members of the salmon and lobsteis at Bramhall’s market.
.farms, showing a total of 2,601,733 fowl lower House are to be elected, besides First salmon of the season-Don’t forget
Store is selling Holeproof
raised, valued at $1,454,815. The num- j governors and State offi ers in half the that The Dinsmore
that are guarant ed just the same
ber of eggs produced was about 15,000,- j States of the Union, it was thought good silk hosiery
“Lay business sense to stay in Washington this as their other stockings-Madame Mona,
000 dozen valued at $3,792,335.
the Indian Queen palmist and life reader, may
year.

on”—biddy!

two games a week from the
until after Labor Day, “the

|j
[

i|

fashion note

I

(

without salary and prepared to
accept
criticism with true martyr spirit." The Rock-

National

mushroom is good while it lasts, but the
toadstool is poisonous.

play

;*

Courier-Gazette says:
i
While this league was being
and fj id
quietly
habit.” From the fact that
modestly arranged there suddenly appeared on h
from a large city makes it seem very much the scene Wednesday a breezy young gentle- v
man from Belfast
more exclusive and
stylish than if bought j Mudgett, himselt an by the name of Albert I. (i
ex-High school player and
same article could
the
very
manager of the Belfast base ball team.
locally. Usually
%
and
Mr.
in
Belfast
here
came
as an
Mudgett
been
have
bought right
emissary of the A
Belfast fans to see if a summer
in
the
have
been
could
would
league
differer.ee
the only
not be formed,with
Belfast, Camden, Rockland
price,which is very much less. However, there j and Thomaston as lactors. An amateur league jj
'i
town
in
men
ne has in mind, made
is one article that the >oung
up of the best players (( id
obtainable in

organizations will he held as usual in
Washington on Deeembei1 4th, Gih and

will

to

We

I

!

DRESSES.

predicts tremendous popularity for dresses this summer.
Large assortment—Gingham Muslin, Voile and Silk in distinctive styles.

Every

1

week in the interest of the Belfast Baseball
Association, seeking to arrange a league with
the teams in those and other places to be known
as the Knox and Waldo
League. Rockland had
previously decided to form an amateur league

annual meeting of John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R.t will be held with Mrs. Ada Kimball, Waldo avenue, Monday evening, May
2fth. All members are requested to be presThe

get

We want you to feel

j

vour

we

|j

Cowboy

season

how well we have succeeded.
more than ever that this is

—-STORE.-

!P

Vaudeville

come to see

this

I
Darling of Wiriterport
ST. ELMO.
lock with rod and line off Saturday Cove,
was one of the speakers before a comi»
why go so far away from home?
mittee of the Massachusetts legislature
AND
in opposition to a bill which the remonWEDNESDAY,
Mrs. Mary S. Hodgdon of Wenham,
strants declared looked to the formation
100th
her
who
observed
birthday
The
Mass.,
Preacher.
of a medical trust in Massachusetts. Mr.
May 7th, has never eaten butter or been
i
was the first speaker and was
Darling
ACTS
Does she use oleomargaat a dance.
POPULAR PRICES.
I
followed by ex-Gov. Bates, Hon. Samuel
rine?
J. Elder, Hon. Charles Bakstran and II_
An Augusta special of May 9th v.idi- many other noted people. The commitBase Ball. Albert Mudgett was in RockTHE NEWS OF BELFAST
land, Thomaston and Camden two days last j
eated that only 136 towns out of 475 in- tee on Public Health reported adversely
j
tice that John E.

|

Great Display of Summer j

] ffj

j

MARJIE

H. WILMOT

upon citizens who believe in other fofms
of healing.
In this connection we no-

The ice is out of Moosehead lake, but
when you can catch 12 and 15 pound pol-

Opera

Ever

The

system of healing and use the
government postage, money and machin-

meet with

3

James .Howes.

d ii)
__{

tion to unmask and oppose any legislation which endeavors to put into power

There is widespread opposition to the
proposed recall of judges. Recall for

§

Because the unhealthful modes of living during the
winter have made the blood impure, causing loss of
appetite and that tired feeling, as well as the sores
and eruptions that occur at this time.
Be sure to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla this spring.
It combines the great curative principles of roots,
barks and herbs, so as to raise them to their highest
efficiency in the treatment of all blood humors, blood
diseases and run-down conditions.
Get Hood’s Sarsaparilla today. All druggists.

There is

Inch

\

Medicine for the Blood

were chosen,
delissa McKeen and the officers
A. Robert15th the club met with Mrs. E.

day

for

Mrs.

and tacked two comfortables
the cemetery
Harden and hired a man to paint
who has been
ence.Miss Melissa McKeen,
to Princeit home for two weeks, returned
While she was at home
i0n, Mass., May 8th.
on her
dr. Fred Webb set a nice monument

1 on

blos-

...Wild strawberries were in
of Winter10m May 1st ...Mrs. Anna White
P. White, for
>ort is the guest of her son, H.
C. B. Jewett and
wo weeks ...Mr. and Mrs.
of her
wo sonB of Winterport were guests
and Mrs.
1 mother, H. P. White, Sunday-Mr.
of Mr.
3. A. Robertson were guests Sunday

amily

lot

Wilmd Mrs. John Palmer of Monroe-Mrs.
needed rest
not Robertson is taking a much
vith her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Maxim, and
drs. Pattee is caring for her aged mother and
who has
or the house....Little Hattie Allen,
her
men with Melissa McKeen, is now making
^ tome in Monroe with Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Small.
1

j

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Marden of Winterport
:alled on relatives in town Sunday-Mr. and
drs. James Rainey of Frankfort were guests
lunday of Mr. and Mrs. Lew Knowlton.
...

Searsport Savings Bank, Searsport,
May 11, 1912.
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TO
rooms

OFFICERS.

and bath.

Inquire

of

E. L. MACOMB I

Frank I. Pendleton, Pres.
James P.

Nichols, Treas.

TRUSTEES.

F. I. Pendleton, J. A. Clement, B F.
J. C. Blanchard, J. N. Pendleton, C. O.
and W. H. Goodell,

2w

11

Bay

View St., Belfast

Colcord
Sawyer,

CORI*t>RATORS.
F. I. Pendleton,
J. A. Clement,
A. M. Ross,
J. N. Pendleton,
W
H. Goodell,
J. E. Wentworth,
Fred Perkins,
W. C. Pendleton,
L. W. Wentworth,
Fred B. Smith,
W. M. Parse,
B. F. Colcord,
F. W. Treat,
L. M. Sargent,
C. O. Sawyer,
J. A. Colson,
E. W. Gilkey,
S. Lancaster,
James P. Nichols,
A. H. Nichols,
J. C. Blanchard,
F. C. Whitcomb,
W. R. Gilkey,
F. K. Sawyer,
Amos Nichols,
E. C. Pike,
H. C. Holmes,
J. W. Black,
S. M. Webber.
Fred E. Stinson,
Attest: JAMES P. NICHOLS, Clerk.

Parisian

LET

For the summer, furnished house

Sage

Edison

Phonographs
Any size and with
12 records, for

Nothing Like it for Removing Dandruff and

Stop Scalp

Itch.

Every man, every woman, boy and girl
Bhould fight the dandruff germs that are sure
j PROSPECT FERRY.
cause falling hair and baldness.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Avery of Brewer were to
PARISIAN SAGE is so delightful to use; it is
reek-end visitors at A. C. Avery’s-W. D. instantly refreshing and invigorating and best
j larrriman visited his daughter, Mrs. J. A. of all it kills the dandruff germs.
A. A. Howes & Co. guarantee it for itching
j ’ierce, in Sandypoint, last Sunday-Mark
scalp, falling hair, dandruff and for faded, dull
{ Jinn of Sandypoint is visiting his brother, W.
looking hair. Their guarantee is as good as a
j I. Ginn of this place... Sidney Harrison went bond.
“Mrs. Anna Brown, Rockville,’Conn., writes:
{ o Camden May 8th to join the yacht Seglinda.
used the first bottle of PARISIAN
“After
...Mrs. Phena Berry arrived from Boston SAGE &I hair
stopped falling. I do not think
my
at
her
summer
the
there is anything better for falling hair and
day 9th and will spend
of
< ottage here....Mrs. Alice Tripp
Winter-, itching scalp.”
Large bottle 60 cents.
j ort visited friends at Mt. Heagan last Sunday'

$1.00 Down
and 50c. per week at

CARLE & JONES',
Belfast.fMaine.

NEWS OF BELFAST
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report lobsters very
U- ut fishermen
low-18 cents.

price

lihoades will speak at Poor’s
19th, at 2.80 p. m.
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alewives have been sold this
Nickerson of Bucksport.
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dandelions in
-ting into leaf—spring is here.
.ire has bought the Ford runa\V. Clark and Mrs. White is
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Belfast, has bought a
•se power Maxwell touring
-Camden Herald.
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and markets are planning
Memorial Day, May 30th.
lish a precedent, but applies

bought of Henry Wes-

l

stance

with

i.

Jetf-•

Women’s

Silk

Guaranteed for 3

mos.,

The only
in town is

from James C. Durham.

Memorial hall after the

at

anquet

are

at

may be had

by

the
the

North

and Saturday morning.

g

of

.m

u

Belfast High
Castine

the

1

the steamer

tine on

Frank Wiley is overhauling old Hydrant No,
engine, so that it will be in working order

owners,

this, Thursday, after- i

.pen

rnoon, the excursion party
The local team played ;
80.
and were defeated by a

2 fire

if needed.

Capt. George Darby and Martin Webber
have posted fire notices received from Forest
Commissioner Mace.
Orrin J.

Dickey

has

replaced the

L at his cot-

tage, Tarratine Lodge, Temple Heights, with a
new 14 foot structure for a kitchen and sleepMr

Dickey

has

bought

ing
W., widow of the late
Overland touring car of the Read Garage.
who died at her home at !
William I. Sterling, grand chief templar of
ih. were taken to Montville, j
of Maine. I O. G. T., has anment in the Center ceme- I the Grand Lodge
a
accompanied by Mr. and ! nounced his appointment of deputies. The
VIiss Dora and Mr. Basil New- | deputies for Waldo county are George E.
Brackett of Belfast and M. J. Dow of Brooks.
Hatch and daughter Harriet,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis F. Pennington of New
1
me making extensive
room

Susan

improve-

ry store and market on
••■
front has been carried up
finished with a metal cornice,
*

u

has gone the rounds !
offices south of Memorial i

iwltoi

High streets to Main
keep paper and waste
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<-<l all to
o.l up,

otherwise the work

or

charged
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Haul

offender.

to the

the

The

waste away every !
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Albert Wentworth of
frightened at an auto,

aging

to

came

onping suddenly

1

running,

and

coming year: President,
president, Fred R. Poor;
Miss Charlotte W. Coli Mrs. Win B. Swan, N.
James H.

M. A.

Hazel tine, Mrs. Fred R.
Walden; sec -etary, Airs.
or. Miss Annie V. Field,

C.
’.
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■

!!

Howes,

me

T. U. held last Friday
for Aged Women was

At the close of

the business
a short special session of
directed by Mrs. Annie Frost,
.•« Arbor day by planting
All members who

;‘Tk

at

the

remomes.

■ill

:>e

can are

May

24th with

Mrs.

rxjon street.

ting of the Improvement
kith, three special commit-

•1;i

ted

to

look after the

erce was

^.

society’s

instructed to constreet commis-

burgess,

the roads at the Park, Mr.
«rce, Mrs. Martha B. Johnson
:

ton were
1

''r,*er and
t Me

r-

made

a

committee to

beds at the Park and

transplanting of shrubs
the work not to cost ex-

Elmer Small, Mr. E. R.
and Miss Sue M. Part‘•oimmttee to look after the
K ;ri.y bake,” which will be

1

'on

*ab°r and
v.hs

by popular

sub-

the Park

roads

gun on

a,l<l

arrangements have
three or four

the grass cut
the season.
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20,000 Rolls|
Wall Paper
For
1912 in Stock.

Hie (act that we have
'I°ul)le the amount of pa"

e

L !V,le
a-

usually carry

have
papers verY low. We
many 12 l-2c. and 15c.
we

pOR 10c.

or’
V"r'.

Patterns

have 50
Itlmr prices up to 50c.
‘1
he Pleased to show
we

Yqi the
line.

Vours

very

truly,

^
^Welfast,

& JONES,
Maine.
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(ROLLS

T

Agency for the following
the leading line in Boston

possibilities

beauty

LIGGETrS

Gandies

rbNWAY

Gandies

which is

of

great variety of the finest
granites for monumental work and are
prepared to fill orders promptly.

satisfied with just half your
for beauty.
Style and
line depend entirely upon

Call at
see our

proper corseting, which is guaranteed

by the

Spirella

-AND-

Barr’s

being

It is

GOODS

EClItUjiV

Markers.
We have

Beautiful Figure?

now:

Fam0llt
idniuus

Saturday Candy,

1

Corset.

—

They

are

Mrs. C. S.

try
THEM.

4 BELL

by

under peace.
I believe teachers throughout Maine will be
a little time on the 17th of
May lor a brief exercise in recognition of the
special purposes to which Peace Day is dedicated; and I am glad to recommend that this
be done.

WEBBER,

STREET, BELFAST.

Penobscot River Salmon

STORE.

-=ANP=-=

Notice.

With nineteen bright, active circles in the
State, and knowing that the Department President has visited them all, T. H. Marshall Circle, Ladies of the G. A. R., has reason to feel
complimented at receiving an invitation to exemplify the work at the Department Convention in Bangor in June.

glad to set apart

HUTCHINS BROS.

««

anteed for 12 months

sold only from Friday noon to closing
time Saturday night for

ress

our works on Front street and
finished work and get estimates.

fitted at your home and guar-

are

CITYJDRUG

a

j

full pound box of choice mixed
chocolates, and come fresh every week and
a

9Qe

LOBSTERS

After

April 10th, I would
be pleased to meet my

For the first three nights of the week of
Belfast customers at the
May 20th, Mgr. Clifford presents at the Belfast
House
the
ever popular Young Adams
Opera
store of Ralph D. SouthGo. Their repertoire is as follows: Monday,
Reception to a Pastor. The members of
Thorns and Orange Blossoms;
Tuesday. St. worth, Main St., where;
the Methodist church and society gave their
Jersey were here for a few days recently, pastor, Rev. D. B. Ph ;lan, and Mrs. Phelan, a Elmo; Wednesday, The Cowboy Preacher. This
line of my Spring
company carries 20 people and gives five big a full
stopping at the Colonial while looking after reception in the church vestry last
Friday vaudeville acts.
the work on their new cottage in Northport,
Popular prices will prevail.
evening. The vestry was made very attractive StOnta will ha
and
Summer
aula of Pit.. D-l
samples
which they expect to have ready for occuwith screens, couches, rugs, vases of cut flowurday at 9 a. m.
pancy early in June.
will be on
I willI
ers, potted plants and ferns.
Misses Lena
It will be good news to the many Belfast
Charles E. Knowlton has fitted up the rooms
Sanbo~n, Laverne Whitten, Sabina Morey and
friends of Mrs. Caroline Crosby and her daugh- be at this store to take
in his building on High street over the Stevens Gladys Marshall were the
decorating commitMiss Anne C. Cro3by, that they intend to
harness store for a tenement, and I. W. Parker tee. In the
receiving line were Rev. and Mrs. ter,
measurements and try
has arranged the rooms occupied by the late
Phelan, Mr. and Mrs. Tileston Wadlin, Mr. and build this season on the land on Northport
Dr. Isaac Hills in the building adjoining for a Mrs. Charles
Woods, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. avenue bought a few years ago of the Read o nevery Thursday.
tenement and enlarged the offices in the rear Frost and Mr. Edwin Frost. The ushers were heirs. They have leased for the summer the
occupied by Judge Knowlton.
Frank A Bramhall, W. A. Macomber, Vernon cottage of Mrs, Abby McLane, whose properRalph L. Cooper is having a cellar built on Titcomb, Frank Osser and F. A. Say ward of ty adjoins theirs, and are expected here within
Front street opposite the Belfast Fuel & Hay Pittsfield. Mr. Tileston Wadlin was master of a week or so, and would have been here earlier
but for illness in the family of the architect
Co., and will have his present office building ceremonies and in a happy manner gave the
moved there and made into a tenement. A cordial greetings of the church and read the who is to accompany them. Their property
consists of 20 acres extending from Northport
large building for storage will be erected where program, which was as follows: A selection by
t.

AT_
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supremacy of j
THEMichaels
Stern

Poultry

Clothes among readyto-wear

garments

Feeds

was

not the achievement of
one man

True

economy demands that you get
the best.
The following have been
proven to fill the bill. Try them and
you will always use:

but of many.

«•

rr

nn,

H. S. ’12,” were done in gold
and green.
Baccaleaurate and graduating
gowns and accessories were displayed in the
window.
and “B.

The last of the series of whist parties under
the auspices of the Pythian Sisters took place
in their hall Friday evening, May 10th. There
were ten tables.
Mrs. May Whitney won the
lady’s prize, a fancy plate, and Mr. John Frasier the gentleman’s prize, a cup and saucer.
The lady’s consolation, a tin go-cart, went to

Georgie Dickey and the toy dog to Mr.
Willard Johnson. Sandwiches, cake and cof-

Mrs.

fee

were

joyable

served. It was
series.

one

of

the most

en-

of the

The Monroe Fair We have received from
the secretary, Mr. A. D. Colcord, Winterport,
R. F. D 2, the 1912 premium list and program
of

races

of the 44th

annual cattle show and

fair of the Waldo & Penobscot Agricultural
Society, to be held on the grounds of the
society in Monroe Sept. 17th, 18th, and 19th.
These booklets, now ready for distribution,
are of a convenient size to carry in the pocket.
The management are making plans for the
best fair this season they have ever had.
They have secured Mr. F. H. Vining of St. Albans as starter of the races and Mr. S. C.
Thompson as judge of dairy products.
From Far Japan. A specimen of Japanwork in a heavy gold frame'24 by 36
inches, in the window of J. L. Sleeper &
Co. is attracting much attention.
It is
the United States coat of arms and accessories
embroidered with silk and gold and silver
thread on heavy black satin, and is the property of Mrs. Hiram P. Farrow of Belmont.
One of the boys she has befriended, Maurice
Nelson of Boston, after leaving her home enlisted in the navy and as a boatswain’s mate of
the U. S. battleship Ohio visited Japan in 1908
and bought this handsome piece of work in
Yokahama for presentation to Mrs. Farrow.
The Japanese make these coats of arms of
all nations and countries to sell to visitors for
souvenirs, and Mr. Nelson bought one of
Sweden for his own mother, who lives in Boston. The one on exhibition here has an eagle
in the center, holding in his talons a red ribbon
behring the motto “E Pluribus Unum.” Over
the eagle are thirteen stars, representing the
original thirteen States and Old Glory is shown
looped over the staff. Underneath are shells,
cannon, torpedo, anchor, life preserver, oars,
boathook, etc., all beautifully done. Mr. Nelson is now the guest of Mrs. Farrow in Belmont.
ese

wafers.

Shipping Items. The Nautical Gazette o
York says: “John Swan, of South street,
is in Mobile looking over the repairing and refitting of several of his vessels trading out of
that port.4 The barkentine “Mannie Swan,”
Captain, Higgins, has just completed a run
from Mobile to Fajardo, Porto Rico, making
the run in 17 days, which is considered excellent time for a sailing craft.” The Mannie
Swan was built at Camden in 1892 by the late
Capt. Joseph Conant, in a yard at the head of
the harbor_The big five-masted schooner
Singteton Palmer, Capt Bowen, was towed into
Boston May 8th from Portland. The vessel
arrived at the latter port April 22 from Norfolk with 4502 tons of coal. She lay at anchor
in the harbor there for 15 days and was then
ordered to Boston to unload. The vessel earned a large sum in demurrage, as for every
day’s detention after the time allotted for
loading and discharging the consignee had to
pay at the rate of 5 cents per ton per day
based on the carrying capacity of the vessel,
which amounted to over $225 each day... Sch.
James Slater, which has been laid up at this
port, has chartered to load lumber and laths at
Two Rivers, N. S., for New York_Sch.
Annie B. Mitchell has chartered to load paving
at Roberts Harbor, for New York-Sch. General Adelbert Ames is loading lumber at Windsor, N. S., for New York....The following
local charters are reported: Sch. N. E. Ayer,
lime, Rockport to New York; sch. Fannie &
Fay, lumber, Stockton to Boston; sch. Elsie A.
Bayies, lunber, St. John to New York; sch.
Mary Carter, paving, Vinalhaven to Nt.w York.
....The steamer Caroline, which stranded on
Metinic Island, off the Maine coast, last January, and was sold, together with her cargo, for
less than $1000, may engage in the carrying
trade again despite the fact that she was reported as a total loss. The vessel has been
purchased by a Boston concern and preparations are being made to get her off the ledge..
The American-Hawaiian Steamship Company
has given the Maryland Steel Company of
Sparrow Point, Md., a contract for three more
steamships, the same dimensions as the five
already under contract, making eight new
ships nbw building for this company, which iB
the largest number of ships building and to be
built for one concern in the United States at
the present time.Barge Brookside arrived
from Philadelphia last Sunday night with soft
coal for the Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.
New

Rendering Co’s
! Meat Scraps (Coarse for hens)
(fine for Chickens)

and commands

to Vote at the Primaries.
In beginthe use of this new law, voters should
understand their rights. Besides having their
names on the check list
they must enroll with
the city or town clerks in towns of two thousand or more. Voters must send to the
city or
town clerks for enrollment blanks,
sign them
and return them to the clerk. If
they forget
it, they can enroll at the primary election itself.
At the election, Republicans and Democrats will receive separate ballots. The
voting
is secret. A cross is made at the right of each
candidate favored. Signing a nomination petition does not bind the signer, legally or honorably, to vote for the candidate; it is only the
consent of the signer that the name of the
candidate be printed on the official
primary
ballot. A heavy vote at the primary means a

Sweet Peas

| ning
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How

I

1

Well,”

j Portland

THE TAILOR.

the shore, contains some fine trees
beautiful views of the river and
hay. It is one of the most desirable pieces of
property on the Maine coast.
to

Husted

|

IN BULK AT

CHAS. F. SWIFT’S.
j

regular meeting and chorus rehearsal of

Barley,
Corn (thoroughly screened)

j Oats

Musical Society will be held nixt
7.30 o’clock. A full at-

heavy vote in September. If you want the
Republican party to win in September, enroll Tuesday evening at
now and vote at the
tendance is desired.
primary.

(Husted Mi ling Co.’s meal and cracked
are as superior in their line
as
their poultry foods.)

corn

j

i

Spellman & Sons have finished making
repairs on the Eastern Steamship Co.’s whaif
There are painters and waiters. Which am at Northport, a portion of which was carried
I going to do? Paint or wait?
and are now at
away by the ice last spring,
Which is better?
How much am I worth with my property work on building a wharf at Camden, which
waiting? How much if I paint? Will my will take a good part of the summer to comhouse be worth more or less if I paint?
Say it costs $2.25 a gallon Devoe—I wouldn't plete.
The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
paint any other—and $3 or $4 more for putting
it on. That’s $50 or $60 a 10-gallon job.
Circle will be with Mrs. E. P. Frost, No. 42
The money is gone. Is it in the house?
Is
High street, Monday afternoon, May 20th.
it all in the house?
and thirSuppose I were selling; wiat should I get for The lesson will be chapters twelve
at Hullthat house fresh-painted and what should I
get teen of the C. L. S. C. book, -20 Years
for it needing paint?
House.” The program will be the one assignI wonder why men paint before
selling!
ed one week ago. Roll call, quotations on
DEVOE
Mason & Hall sell it.
“Peace.” A full attendance is requested.

Wait

no dust)
Grit (■coarse and fine)
Charcoal (four sizes)

Wheat,
;

The Belfast

are

_

James

Paint

Milling Co.’s

(absolutely grit less)
Laying Mash,
Scratch Feed,
Oyster Shells ( Triple screened,

==SEEDS=

The

Bone Meal,
Cracked Bone.

Chick Feed

And Nasturtium
l

#

--

Bramhall’s Market

BUCKLIN,

avenue

jj

Headstones,

WITHOUT A

I have taken the

Rexall

!

J

AA/'hat is a Monuments,

NOTICE
are

!

DISTRIBUTORS.

Fellows’

goods, which

>

as

SWAN-WHITTEN-BICKFORD CO.,
WHOLESALE

!

f
f

CITY BAKERY, CHURCH STREET,

yield,

destroys

FOR SALE BY YOUR DEALER.

JJ

I

them

j

Oats

the germ as you can readily see. We
can c,te you tR one of our citizens
who, to test ours, planted
t ItO kernels and EVERY ONE of them
grew. A strong statement you will say, but it is a fact.

Beautiful Face

Among these special days no other, not recognized by statute, is of greater importance
than Peace Day. In the study given by our
pupils to the growth and development of nations through conquest and war, it is well to
consider frequently the no less remarkable
achievements that have come through peaceful eras. Happily our school histories are giving increasing attention to these achievements
so that in their daily study our youth are being impressed with the possibilities of prog-

the church choir, Misses Lena Sanborn and
Laverne Whitten, Messrs. F. S. Hutchins and
Leroy Coombs. Rev. David L. Wilson extended greetings from the Congregational church
and society. Mrs. Clarence E. Read rendered
a vocal solo. Rev. Charles B. Ames, extended
greetings from the Unitarian church and parish. Miss Alice E. Simmons recited.
Rev.
Arthur A. Blair, pastor of the Universalist
church, was present with Mrs. Blair, and ex!
The steamer Castine has been on the marine
tended greetings from his church and society.
railway at Camden for painting and at the
The program closed with a solo by Miss Edith
same time had her machinery thoroughly overM. Davidson. Mr. Phelan expressed the aphauled and is in the finest possible condition
preciation of himself and Mrs. Phelan of the
Next Sunday she
! for the season's business.
welcome they had received and the efforts
will make her first excursion for the season
made for their pleasure. Miss Ruth Macomt from Belfast to Bangor, leaving Lewis’ wharf
ber, in behalf of the ladies of the church, preat 8.30 a. m.
*
sented M s. Phelan with a bunch of beautiful
1
Carle & Jones’ (dry goods window was at- pinks. Mrs. Alice C. B ram hall, Mrs. Frank L.
1
tractively arranged Monday in honor of the Whitten and Mrs. Mary Whitmore were the
The class committee on refreshments. Mrs. John Dow
; graduating class of B. H. S. ’12.
i colors, green and gold, were used for the deco- and Miss Laverne Whitten served fruit punch,
j rations and two hand-painted cards, one bear- and Miss Lena Sanborn and the girls of her
ir\
NT
Muni.
k.l
H
Sunday school class served fancy cakes and

park at 3 p. m. to
The next meeting

large

clipping

Block, Up Stairs,
Belfast, Maine.

Odd

Day. Tomorrow, May 17th, is Peace
Day and the Maine Branch of the American
School Peace League, through its secretary,
Alice May Douglas of Bath, has been making
arrangements for the most comprehensive observance ever attempted in connection with
any other regular school red letter day. State
Superintendent of Schools Payson Smith has
sent a letter to all local superintendents in
which, among other things, he says:

penetrated his bowels, i the office now stands with offices in the front.
badly injured that a veterJ. G. A born will be the builder.
nt later the horse died. Mr.
finger dislocated. The peoThomas P. Leaman of Cincinnati,who bought
everything possible to pre- j
in East Belfast formerly owni>.: helped all thejr could af- | Penobscot Farm
a
ed by Dana Lawrence, has made many changes
Herald.
and improvements including the installation of
eg of the Humane Society
three bath rooms, fireplaces, hardwood floors,
home of Mr. and Mrs. E. Rlater will have built a caretaker’s house
evening and the following j and
and make.other improvements.
t he

mieh

KKEVl)

)

display.

the work.
1

an

OUR

CURTIS1
FAMOUS BREAD

Optical Company

on

will be put in and other
Sanford
'.mpr.trements made.
front

>

above.

TKY

Oats free from foul seed.
Let us
Five to seven cents per bushel extra.

with you a little.
costs you only about 25c. more to seed a whole acre.
that have been clipped WILL NOT produce as
a

T
Y

TODAY.

s

Peace

there later in the year
has bought a section of
t

f

|

BUSHELS

l[

|

Baked in the cleanest of shops, delivered ALWAYS ON TIME. Always
fresh, deliciously browned and a delight to every home table.

H
i-

EYE SPECMCIST

nating color, black.
No. 3,345. W. L. Cargill, Liberty; roadster;
gasoline power; horse power, 22^; predominating color, blue.
No. 3,383. Thomas P. Leaman, Belfast; touring car; gasoline power; horse power, 30; predominating color, blue.
No. 3,388. A. B. Payson, Brooks; touring
car; gasoline power; horse power, 30; predominating color, blue.

Holeproof store

WE OFFER

$

reason

f

M ZLZT £ZZZX9^

runanout; gasoline power; horse power, 22h;
black.
No. 3,337. M. S. Jellison, Belfast;
touring
car; gasoline power; horse power, 22£. predomi-

bought of Miss Martha

has

know.

Roy E. Young, Belfast; touring

-,

&

Fancy NATURAL Ohio

DROPS,

predominating color,

Hose,
$3.00

for the delight of every family,
the finest

T

Of the University of Pennsylvania says:
“In all eye examinations POISONOUS
DROPS should he AVOIDED." They are
DANGEROUS and are used ONLY by
men UNSKILLED in modern methods of
eye examination. I DO NOT USE
it is DANGEROUS; but I have the most
modern equipment in Waldo County and
guarantee my glasses TO FIT JUST
RIGHT, because I grind my lenses and

Belfast

,-ir.r>nrifiry><wwr

|

v

DR. NORRIS

gasoline power; horse power, 28; predominating color, blue.
No. 3,260. Virgil P. Hall, Lincolnville; touring car; gasoline power; horse power, 34; predominating color, red.
No. 3,298 George H. Campbell, Winternortcar;

:

pairs

3

■’rercises by the schools for
h, or for Peace Day, which
the annual convention of
Teachers’ association is to
on the 17th.

rt

week:
No. 3,214.

teed for Three Months, $2.00

blue ball and the

a

the

Boy Scouts will go on a hike to Northport Campground tomorrow, Friday.
They
will meet at the*Cungregational
parsonage at
quarter past seven in the morning.
Buzz Wagons. The following
automobiles
from Waldo county were registered at the
office of the secretary of State during the past

3 pairs Men’s Silk Hose, Guar-

whUe*

'■

sermon

preached cn the subject by their pastor
Rev. William Wood.

was

The

Silk Hosiery are Guaranteed just the same as their
For inother stockings.

n.’oporated Belfast Yacht Club
,eir new burgee a plain blue
!angle of white. This suc-

I

The students of the Maine Wesleyan
Seminary at Kent's Hill observed Mother's
Day by
each wearing a white carnation. A

Don’t fail to see Dorothea Read &
Co at
Opera House in The Little Circus Waif
This is a comedy singing and
danoing act which
is sure to please. Four reels of
pictures, and
the price is the same as usual, 5 and 10
cents

*>r

f

KNEADED
EVERY
HOUR

SEED OATS! j
j
I
I
3,000
I Bread and Rolls I i3

The Belfast High school base ball team
went
by buckboard yesterday to Freedom to
play
the Academy team in the afternoon.

Work has begun preparatory to
building the
extension of Front street to the lower
bridge
The house of Mrs. S. B. Holt and the
shop adjoining will be moved up the hill as they are
directly in the line of the proposed road. The
other Holt house, opposite, will be left between
the new road and the railroad track.

holeproof

Dream, Capt. I. L. Chapin,
Isle au Haut from Camden,
been laid up for the winter
s owned by the
Point Look-

CM*''

“My Lady’s”

>jou

Meeting of the Waldo County
•ation will be held in Union
ort, tomorrow’, Friday. The pro; ublished in The Journal.

gra’

in

know that the celebrated

•rng car and will use it as a
Wescott has a Maxwell to

■

Grandmother’s day it
wasn't considered good form
to show too much of their
hosiery. But in these days
of short skirts (whether you
have the form or otherwise)
Hosiery plays a very imour

So you had better make
it Silk, for there is nothing
quite like the appearance
and feeling of Genuine Silk
Stockings. And by the way,

cs

has

Monday morning.

costume.

Augusta will
Opera House Monday
“Modern, Live Republi-

! fast

|

iN

portant part

Heath of

M.

;

The first Penobscot river salmon of
the seawaa received at Bramhall’s
market last

sw

try our

Red Arrow Brand

Bone

Fertilizer,
ABSOLUTELY ODORLESS.

j

|
I

J

If your grocer cannot fill
your orders,
let us know and we will see that
you
are

supplied.

SW^N-WHITTEN BICKFORD CO.,
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS.
17=^-

Ciias.R, Coombs

IA BALI and BUT FREE I
#

With

®

during

Knickerbocker Suit sold
the next 30 days at

every

V

®

Values!
Hood
Home
of
{The
#

NEW STOCK AND NEW STYLES of the

|

|

XTRA GOOD
From $3.00 to to
special

#

All

Boys have

a

9

to

look them

over.

RALPH D.

L*

12 Main

•

I

$8.001

invitation

SOUTWORTH,

Street, Belfast, Maine.

#

X

UNDERTAKER,
The finest tailoring talent,
the best workshop Jaciiities
and crowded years of experience— each contributes
to the perfection of

MICHAELS-STERN
Nowhere else, at
any price, under any circumstances, can you secure
such absolute satisfaction.
Clothes.

Ralph

D. Southworth,

“The Home of Good Values,”
12 Main Street, Belfast, Me.

WANTED
A girl or middle-aged woman for genera
housework in a family of two. Apply to
MRS. SELWYN THOMPSON,
11 Grove Street, Belfast.
19tf

2

For Rent

J

House 41 Miller street will be ready for rent
about May 1st. It has running water in the
house and land for a good garden. Inquire at

I8tf

9 HIGH STREET.

LICENSED EM3ALMER,

CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY
EVERYTHING MODERN IN

j

Caskets

j

and

Burial

Suits.
Home Telephone 48-3
Office
72 MAIN

48-4

STREET, BELFAST

Madam Mona
THE INDIAN

QUEEN

Palmist and Life Reader
She will tell you of your
Past, Present and
home, business and love affairs locate
lost, strayed or stolen articles. She fe one of
the few in America who understands
the secret
of the Hindoo Fortune
Telling correctly. Perfect satisfaction given each
patron. She has
read for the
leading people of this country,
J
and also of
ruture

Europe.
Don’t Fail to make her

_At

a

Visit

NO. 11 Union St.

fioeiol fRelievesindigestion^
stomack.
sour

palpitation of the heart. Digests what
you eti

A

the;; issues

Hero Honored.

Memorial Services to Major Butt, Who
VV'ent Down in the Titanic.
Brief mention was made last week of
the memorial services, May 5th, in Wash-

ington,
bald M.

§1

D. C., in honor of Major ArchiButt, U. S. A. Carter B. Keene,

formerly of Freedom, master of Temple
Lodge, paid the tribute of the lodge and

"""

Flour'for Every

I

of Maine
tember.

in

U. OK M. PRIZES.

Sep-

Scholarships
the

(Lewiston Journal.)
The Democratic press of Maine is having a hard time to get an audience on
their rehash of the finance and “A Bankrupt State” campaign which did them
service two years ago.
A writer of such fluent English and
such a delightful play of wit is conducting

Best

for Young Men Producing
Flint
Corn, Best Market
and best Potatoes.

Vegetables
The University of Maine offers a $30
scholarship in the College of Agriculture,
four years’ course, to the young man —a

^^Thirsty
Wood

resident of Maine—who shall grow and
exhibit the best 10 ears of'flint corn at
the Maine State Fair to be held at Lewiston in 1912, under the following conditions:

X

\

v

A little paint now will
press bureau from Augusta so
vigorously that one might wonder why
SO farther than twice the
1st—All
shall
be
of Masonry to “Major Butt, theMason,”
pontestants
residents
he fails to hold his audience as of old. Is
of the State of Maine.
M quantity later when the
and said in part:
his song no longer welcome? Has the.
2nd—All corn exhibited must be grown
surfaee of your house becomes
m
V
cake
of
Jester
and
lost the cap and bells? Or is there
Bread,
“It is impossible to speak
Major
pastry better than ever
the
exhibitor.
by
a
«
..9
B paint-bare with every pore thirsty
that he is taking, for partisan exclusively
Butt as a master Mason without reitersuspicion
3rd—Each
contestant
for
the above
uciuicjicwaiu
®nd ready to drink
uses, the high-salaried time that properup tile paint.
ating much that has been here said of
shall make a statement relative to
the cook
ly belongs to the People in an office that prize
Pa'nt C°StS 1CSS thaD y°U think'
him, for the sterling qualities which
the corn exhibited, and said statement
demands not merely perfunctory service to include name
characterized his eventful life illumined
of variety, size of plot
who uses
but also something more? This would be
His gentle birth and :
his Masonic life.
or field in rods, methods used in
preparaone reason why the people paid no longer
William
breeding in a Georgia home, his alertness
tion of ground, kind and amount of ferany attention to this rigmarole of insinu- tilizer
and reliability in the press galleries, his
Tell Flour.
used, date of planting, date of
ation, half-statement, inuendo and exagperfect sense of duty and his absolute
yield of crop in pounds
geration that is being put forth daily. harvesting,
respect for discipline in the army, his inblanks for making this report
(special
Milled
from
Ohio
This
reason
the
be
one
his
kindwould
to
flexible fidelity
why
peo- will be forwarded
every trust,
by the College of Ag■
(Dutch Boy Painter
ple were showing signs of being very,
ness and affability, his compassion and
Red Winter Wheat by our
I
Trade-Mark)
riculture, Orono, Maine, on request.)
estimable
and
that
tired
the
and
afof
for
very
prolific
unhappy
an(i pure linseed
thoughtfulness
4th—The
winner of this prize must enis
cM. and have
it
own
richest
special process,
person.
flicted, were conspicuous in his short but
ter the University in the
■
them mixed on tile
Agricultural
But there is something else. Parties
premises.
bdautiful Masonic career.
in nutritive qualities and goes
without condition at the be- |
■ White lead paint
are
but men.
When men keep their Department
spreads the best, p-o"Major Butt inherited his veneration
the
of
ginning
1912
flours.
tects
farther
than
most
College
■
year,
the
word
wood
When
A life-size portrait
for the fraternity.
they break
they make good.
thoroughly end lasts
5th—The above scholarship will be altheir word they lose their hold on the
of Jonathan Butt hangs on the walls of
« mnsrer thaii impure paint pcssibiy can.
lowed on the term bill for the Jyears
barrel
More
loaves
to
the
i
means
the
issues
!■
confidence.
in
a
public
I
Ga.
Franklin Lodge. No. 11, Warrenton,
To-day
j 1Q19 1Q19
-bay
tinted i.t.y cc
>
(sire.
Maine State political life are simply this i
tonij to us for your aint
It is the likeness of his great-grand6th—The judges for awarding the
big economy. Remember and order
supplies aud
—has
administration
lived
the
Plaisted
in
1821.
His
of
that
master
father,
lodge
above prize shall be named
1
by the Maine !
Ask for oral*
i
a barrel today.
(is)
up to its promises on the one great issue State Fair
grandfather and his father were likewise
Points
Association.
in Maine public life? Has it made good?
recorded on the roster of that lodge.
containing color sclienu and many
/■
And
thfi
gnawer is nn
It
nrnmisorl
hv
hciwul pamtir'-;, aincj-tioia.
W
I y,
“Major Butt was made a master Mason
SCHOLARSHIP FOR VEGETABLES.
But
in Temple Lodge January 29, 1909.
platform; by campaign promises; by the
SOLE BY
A
second announcement offers, on
governor’s inaugural; by uplifted hand
he undertook no duties in conflict with
in high places, to see to it that, the laws practically the same terms, a scholar& H4LL
those instinctively practiced by him. He
ship for the best exhibit of market vegewere respected and enforced by the dulylived tire serious and sublime tenets of
elected officers.
We have shown this in tables at the Central Maine Fair at
our faith. His Masonry was of the heart,
many ways, in exact reproduction of the Waterville, Sept. 2. 3, 4 and 5, tin ..mi
and not the Masonry of insignia and crearticle of the conditions reading; “The
FOR SALl AT YOUR OFCUfi,.
very words of the administration; by
den tials.
parallel columns; by liberal extracts of display of vegetables shall Pc* of market
“He was an active and earnest memand shall contain not less than live
the speeches of the leaders.
ber.
He loved the traditions and teachTo-day type
WHAT TEXANS ADMIRE
what is the condition of Maine? It is nor more than 10 varieties.”
ings of the order. His sincerity and
Belfast Free
The
outrageously and rottenly given over to “The last article of the conditions reads:
friendship won speedy recognition from is hearty, vigorous life, according to Hug!
judges for awarding the above
the control of the criminal classes in a
“We find,” h<
all his brethren, and in a short time Tallmun, of San Anton’o.
New Bocks, April, 1912.
large area of the State. The influence prize shall De named by the Central
’Archie’ was a part of our fraternal life. writes, “that Dr. King's New Life Pills surely
Maine
a
Wif«
new
life
and
into
Fair Company.”
person.
energy
and the sympathy of the Plaisted ad- ;
No assignment was too small for him to put
RELIGION.
and I believe they are the best made.” Excel
is with the open saloon.
ministration
to accept and none too large for him to lent for
Hodges, George.
stomach, liver or kidney troubles. 21
SCHOLARSHIP FOR POTATOES.
The chief end and aim of Plaistedistn
undertake. He delighted in meeting his cents at all druggists.
Everyman’s religion. 1911. 230 H 6 has been
A third scholarship prize is for the
to legalize the saloon. Plaistbrethren in the lodgeroom, and often re|
Kinsley, William Wirt.
edism has simply broken faith with the Pest display of potatoes at the Eastern I
marked that it was alike his pleasure and
Man’s tomorrow. 1911
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
218 K 6 Folks.
Maine
Fair
won
It
two
on
neld
at
false
in
years ago
Bangor 1912. The ;
duty to attend the communications of
j
SOCIOLOGY.
pretences. It fooled live thousand vot- second article in the conditions reads: i
the lodge. The charitable precepts of
The following transfers in real estatt
ers.
Kirkpatrick, Edwin Asbury.
Most of those voters are so mad “The display of potatoes shall be of
the fraternity appealed most strongly to
Waldo County Registry
that they don’t like to think about it i market type and shall consist of three
The individual iri the making; a
him, and he often expressed the hope were recorded in
that they would be enlarged and made of Deeds for the week ending May 13,
to-day.
They are disgusted with the varieties and of each variety t ere shall
subjective view of child developwhole business.
And I believe this hope 1912;
more effective.
They simply say that ne exhibited not less than one-half
ment with suggestions for parpushel.
don’t propose to be fooled again.
they
will be vitalized by the mastor Masons
1
ents
and
to
Herbert
L.
teachers. 1911. 370 K 63
Isa M. Hamlin, Belfast,
The last article reads: “The judges
we are up against a Condition
of this bro id land of ours in a Mascnic
To-day,
in
Belfast.
land
and
buildings
Curtis, do.;
Schreiner, Olive.
-or awarding the above
in Maine. Here in Androscoggin, nullimemorial home at the Nation’s Capital,
prize shall be
Abram L. Fish, Liberty, to Ralph A.
Woman and labor. 1911.
3S6 Sch
fication is a menace to the life and hap- lamed by the Eastern Maine Fair Assowhich shall be hallowed by the name of
Light, do.; land and buildings in Liberty.
of a decent people.
Men are :iation.”
piness
Archibald W. Butt. Every suggestion
SCIENCE.
Josephine M. Clark, Henniker, N. IL,
made by him to the master disclosed his
being shot dowm in cold blood at the i
to William H. Thomas, Belfast; land anc Geikie, Archibald.
Women are purrefined consideration for the rights of
Outlines of field-geology. 1882. 550 G 27 doors of their homes.
in Belfast.
buildings
sued by thugs and hold-up men. Masked
others, and his veneration for the ancient
A. J. Skidmore, Liberty, to Chester A. Ogden, James Gordon.
creatures lie in wait for the very angels
landmarks of the order.
Heat. 1911.
536 Og of
Pinkham, Montville; land and buildings
On the treatment of Horses, Cattle, I
“Deserved honors fell fast upon our
Mercy at the doors of our hospitals
in Montville.
USEFUL
and
seek to lay upon them violent and
ARTS.
and
with
them
came
the fnost
brother,
Sheep, Dogs, Hogs, Poultry, Birds and
Fred H. Hasty, et als., Thorndike, tc
profane hands of lust or murder. Inno- I’rained Animals, mailed free.
exacting responsibilities, but his success Willis L. Hasty, Hampden; land and Beard, Daniel Carter.
never impaired his simplicity, nor did the
Boat-building and boating. 1911.. 699 B 3 cent people are robbed by night in their
in Thorndike.
buildings
beds and the saloon sends out its emisFINE AKTSIMM) AMUSEMENTS.
exercise of authority warp his compasFor Every Living Thing on the Farm
Mary E. Bruce, Somerville, Me., to
saries to villify and malign.
The rum
sion.
In the greatest peril he was most
Erne3t B. Weeks, Jefferson; land in Pa- Addison, Julia DeWolf.
Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifics.
shop entertains the official and the comheroic, and in his utter helplessness he lermo.
Arts and crafts in the Middle
moner alike and is not disturbed.
was most helpful.
V. A. For FEVERS, Milk Fever, Lung Fever. !
They
Jessie L. Robbins, West Somerville,
Ages. 1908.
709 Ad j
hardly draw their curtains over their B. B. For SPRAINS,
“Many of our brethren on this stage Mass., to William H. Thomas, Belfast; Davis, Parke Hill.
Lameness, Rheumatism.
thousand dollar bars. And we are not
were led to the doors of Temple Lodge
land in Belfast.
Football, the American intercolalone. Waterville, in which the Socrates
C. For SORE Throat, Epizootic, Distemper. j
by his example. His last Masonic act of
John C. Lamb, Troy, to Burton T.
legiate game.
797 D 2 and the Alcibiades of the Democratic
record was the filing of the petition of
1. D, For WORMS, Dots, Grpbs.
Lamb, Portland; land and buildings in Hind, Charles Lewis.
party reside, is a shameful example of
Major Blanton Winship of the army, his \ Montville.
5. E. For COUGHS, Colds, Influenza,
deliberate
and intentional nullification;
A week ago
close and warm friend.
Turner’s
visions.
1910.
759.2
T-4
golden
Ralph Murphy, Monroe, to W. E. and
or else the uncontradicted stories of reF. For COLIC-, Bellyache, Diarrhea*
Thursday night Major Winship received C. J. Webber, do.; land and buildings in La Farge, John.
cent occurrences are false,
the entered apprentice degree in Temple
Portland is 3. G. Prevents MISCARRIAGE.
Considerations on painting. LecMonroe.
no
better.
State-wide
is
the growing
Lodge; today he is in Halifax, watching
Lizzie Ann Sherman, Isiesboro, to
tures given in the year 1893 at
3. H, For KIDNEY and Bladder oisordera.
sentiment of revolt at these conditions.
and hoping that an incoming steamer
j
Mary J. Beckett, do.; land and buildings
the Metropolitan Museum of
It is a struggle for the Home. It is a
1. I. For SKIN DISEASES, Mange, Eruptions.
bears all that is mortal of our brother
in Isiesboro.
New York.
for Public Safety.
It is strug750 L
and our friend. Major Butt’s last messtruggle
I. K. For BAD CONDITION. Indigestion.
Amander Rackliff, Unity, to Albert L.
Moore, Charles Herbert.
gle for our very lives and liberties. And
sage to us, mailed at Gibraltar March Blanchard, Bangor; land in Unity.
60 cts. each bottle.
no pretty humor or fanciful tales about
11th, was: 'Best wishes to those whose
Character
of
renaissance
architecEmily Loder, Pittsfield, to Walter N.
®SI ifiSE
Oil for Hoofs &c. $1.00.
that happened long ago will diStSMffSsiC® ®S n®5S®S« is'.® «£7»! £,w. ,,,
Veterinary
things
friendship is firmer than this rock. Love Cooley and David A. Adams, both of
ture. 1905
724 M 7
vert the people of Maine from a determito every one.’ Then it was a greeting,
Stable
full
outfit
$7.00.
Case,
in
and
land
and character of
buildings
Unity.
Development
Madison;
>857
LET
YOUR CROPS DECIDE1
nation
to
clean
house
in
Maine
now a benediction.
next Sep■rt-t
Asa Sholes, Belfast, to John H. Webb,
Gothic architecture.
druggists or sent prepaid on receipt
723 M 7
tember. There will be but one par"There is a responsive and sympain
and
land
Belfast.
n
buildings
Brooks;
Powell, Addison Monroe.
price.
They will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS, f.lanuf-.
amount issue.
And whether a man bethetic chord in the breast of every true
James E. Putnam, Jackson, to Frank
Humphreys’ Homeo. Medicine Co.. Cor. William
icvea in
in the Best Equipped Eastory m the Country at Belfast, Midi
I
Trailing and camping in Alaska.
woman the wide world
accuse ui
man and
over
%
piuiuuiuuii; wiieiner
E. Croxford, Dixmont; land in Jackson.
ind Ann Streets, New York.
when mention is made ot the virtues and
1909. 799 p 87 le believes in the saloon restricted, the
Geo. A. Mathews, Belfast, to Joseph
JACKSON ,‘d HALL, Belfast Agents.
saloon prohibited or the saloon wide
achievements of the heroic and illustri- Tvler. do. land and buildings in Belfast.
TRAVEL.
Big Revenue from Potatoes.
ous dead.
Seldom has there been a more
he will not entrust any longer the
>pen,
George A. Gilchrest, Belfast, to Chas. J Fox, Frank.
lecision of that question to those who
THE COE-v,own MLR
distinguished gathering in honor of an E. Knowlton, do.; land and buildings in
NEW YORK.
Since January 1st, this year, 1,645,111
nusiiuua.
iz.
run-page mustraAmerican.
Never has there been one
lave made a mock of our laws and enj
j iushels of potatoes have been received
Belfast.
tions in color. T 94 F 8
|
hroned in Maine that spirit of nullifies- t ,t Boston from
W. A. Thompson, Winterport, to Al- I
England. On these the
Ross, Edward Alsworth.
and memories of the hour.
But the
;ion, which, as Gov Fernald said in his lovernment collected $411,266 in duty,
bert R. and Alice P. Wellman, Fort Fairwords here spoken and the songs here
The changing Chinese; the con“rises like a menace or stalks
naugural,
.ssessment being at the rate of twentyfield; land and buildings in Winterport.
lehind us like an evil thing in the
flict of Oriental and western culsung will fall short of their full value
ive cents a bushel.
Sarah J. Bither, Troy, to Rul'us E.
Receipts this year !
1 light.’’
unless'we take away with us the inspiratures
in
I lave been unprecedented, owing to shortChina. 1911. T 51 R 73
land in Troy.
(
tion of our hero’s life and death. Noth- Stone, do.;
in
the
domestic
F. S. Dolliff, Jackson, to Lewis Her- Shepherd, William Robert.
ige
crop. The Govern- !
ing can add to his record and his glory; bert, Islesboro; land
nent
lias
in Jackson.
but
the
contreasury
profited,
Historical atlas. 1911. 911 Sh 5
the approval of all mankind abides and
umer has practically paid the duty, for
I
Emily Hyams, New York, to Charles
remains with him forever.
BIOUBAI-HV.
he price of foreign potatoes has been so
land and buildings in
O'Connell,
Belfast,
“He was a master Mason.”
Louis.
batiffol,
mich higher because of the tax.
Belfast.
When | y
Marie de Medicis and the French
*
he potatoes first began to arrive an efJohn C. Clark, Thorndike to Edgar J. |
Is situated cn Y\ fcshir *;*« n sheet jist < f! F'ain street. ) have sirFollowing is an original poem, “Kind
court of the 17th century. 1908. B 4 M 335
ort was made to have the duty taken off ■
Hunt, do.; land in Thorndike.
I
double
hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desire !. V
Memories,” written by Philander Chase
or the time being, but in vain.
Minettz F. Hoxie, Knox, to Olive S. Thayer, William Roscoe.
age is solicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 01-Li
Boston isn’t the only place where great
I The life and times of Cavour. 2
Johnson, as a personal tribute to Major Hatch, Montville; land in Knox.
( |uantities
of the foreign potatoes have •
James Coombs, Belfast, to Mabel H.
Butt and dramatically recited at the servols. 1911
B 5 C 31
icen and are being received.
From Janland and buildings in Bela
a
vices by Charles B. Hantord, the actor: Knox, Brooks;
HISTORY.
fast.
lary 1st to May 1st the receipts at PortLife—the Mysterious gift
Edwin Smith, Newburgh, to Charlie F. ! Hodsdon, John L.
and, Me., totaled 96,140 bushels, a record
Woman
Which
From the Eternal Source—
Annual reports of the Adjutant
1
.mount, and 100,000 bushels were landed
Smith, do.; land in Winterport.
How variously do we find it used
i here in bond for Canada.
Revenue colIsrael Woodbury, Morrill, to 0. B. j
General of the State of Maine,
Should Heed.
Ere it is claimed again,
We know not why or how!
1861-1866. 7 vols. Containing
Woodbury; land and buildings in Knox.
_i eeted on the Portland potatoes amount|
I
'd
to
the
We squander or we let it idly rust;
James S Harriman, Belfast, to John
$24,037. However,
receipts at
|
lists of soldiers, who served in
We ler.d our days in petty usury,
j ioston and Portland together are small
Backache is a symptom of organic
W. Jones, do.; land in Belfast.
I
the
Maine
the
jegiments during
Iri hope to add another’s little share
is compared wdth the quantities landed
L. L. Rogers, Troy, to M. E. Stevens,
weakness or derangement. If you have
Civil War.973.7441M2
Of earthly happiness unto our own.
it New York. One week recently the
do.; land in Troy.
backache don't neglect it. To get perAnd still the solemn shadows lurk beyond
Etta E. Savery, Belfast, to Leroy Sergeant, Philip Walsingham.
eeeipts at the metropolis totalled 449,manent relief you must reach the root
And bid us falter in our futile quest.
j
l»os?ai card and you will receiv
The great empress dowager of
76 bushels.
Staples, do.; land and buildings in BelIn weariness we pause and lift’our eyes
One
of the finest resiof the trouble. Read about Mrs. WoodWAIT FI* *
China. 1910. 951 Se 6
fast.
And wait for some one, wiser than th^ rest,
all’s experience.
Corner (’mss ;uui Federal >'
To show’ the way and teach us to defy
Amelia A. Clark, Belmont, to Flora A.
Reasons for Staying on the Farm.
FICTION.
( lences
in
The Darkness and the Silence—Over There!
Morton’s Gap,Kentucky. —“I suffered
Clark; do.; land and buildings in BelBrady, Cyrus Townsend.
The following reasons for staying on
two years with female disorders, my
Then from the Many Thousands one steps mont.
Hearts and the highway. 1911.
Hot f
L2 rooms and a bath.
B 72-5
Lizzie S. Sanford, Montville, to Wilhe farm are presented in the current
health was very bad
forth!
Corelli, Marie.
No stern, compelling soul, but kind of speech lard Vose, do.; land in Montville.
i ssue of Farm and Fireside:
and I had a continual
And generous of thought;
The life everlasting. 1911.
Dora E. and Ira G. White, Winter“It is the safest real estate invest- i ind cold water in six
C 8-9
backache which was
A man who loved this world of ours so well
1 nent.
port, to Walter H. Bickford, do.; lane Curwood, James Oliver.
awful. I could
simply
He felt no fear of what it might contain
and buildings in Winterport, (twodeeds.)
“It is the best place to avoid doctor
Flower of the North. 1912.
ooms.
Excellent closet and
C 943-3
And had a smile, even for death itself.
not stand on my feet
| nils.
Doyle, Arthur Conan.
long enough to cook
He showed the way,
“There is no place like it for bringing
The last galley. 1911.
D 77-16
accommodations. Fine 93 MAIN
And as he passed he found
a meal’s victuals
ip a family.
STREET, BELFAST MAt<
John.
The comradeship of natures like his own.
*
Galsworthy,
back
without
“It affords the greatest opportunity to
my
FOR FLETCHER’S
First among men because they were content
of property. 1912.
other
G 137-3
For
1
Thejnan
itable
connected.
mltivate
the
of
nearly killing me,
bump
optimism.
To he the last.
Garland, Hamlin.
“It is the foundation of all national
and I would have
J. H.WOOC
There was no stress of storm where he went
jarticulars
to
sensasuch dragging
rrosperity.
Tht» pactIp’r hpnrt
10011
Cl 10.1,1
down,
and
wear“It
the
eatables
produces
OBITUARY
tions I could hardly
No vengeful hate nor strife of jealous greed.
OP TOME1 Ill> i
Harker, Lizzie Allen.
ibles tor the nation s people.
bear it. I had soreOh, Splendid Rivalry!
H 223-2
Mr.Wycherly's wards. 1912.
“It offers the best chance to live in
Where loyal men stood forth in lofty calm
The body of Capt. Uriah Lamb oi
EYE
MEASURING SPECS
ness in each side, could»not stand tight
jeace with God and man, than which
And like the Master of our Christian faith,
this town, who died five years ago ii Hunting, Gardner.
was irregular. I was comand
clothing,
better
can
be
desired.
A hand in the game. 1911.
Unhesitating, gave their lives to show
MASONIC TEMPLE, R
H 92
lothing
Sailors’ Sung Harbor, New York, wai
The others how to Live.
“It is easier to leave the farm than it
Belfast. April 15, 1912.— 16tf
pletely run down. On advice I took
ucic
Eyes Examined, Glasses fittr
Pemberton, Max.
uiv/uguu
kjavuiuaj
uivtinug
Comonce
in
Pinkham’s
s
are
E.
to
back
to
it
after
Vegetable
Lydia
you
get
Now. as we say "farewell" we strive to speak
burial in Mountain cemetery.
His sons
principles. C all and exchange \
P 365-5
Captain Black. 1911.
for new ones.
The words which lingered often in our hearts
pound and am enjoying good health. It :he city working as carpenter, brickErnest Lamb and Henry, accom
Capt.
E.
Roe,
Vingie
Words of affection and admiring faith.
Tel. connection 228-12.
is now more than two years and I have j ayer, car-man, bookkeeper or clerk to
the body here and were met b;
panied
The
maid
of
the
Hills.
How tenderly we bring Earth’s sweetest flowWhispering
neet your financial obligations.
their sister, Mrs. Parker George of Win
not had an r.che or pain since. I do all
ers
R 622
1912.
“It gives a man room to build his own
.terport. A large company, nearly 50
To one who sees them not with mortal eyes;
my own work, washing and everything,
iome.
In town another is likely to build
Seltzer, Charles Alden.
Masons of Amity Lodge, of which the de
I
So men ’mongst men their gentlest thoughts
and never have backache any more.
the
home for you—and in the end own
man.
The two-gun
1911.
Se 48
ceased was a member, were at the boa
withhold
think your medicine is grand and I praise
it.”
Until they serve alone
and in automobiles accompanied the bod;
Sherman, Charles.
it to all my neighbors. If you think my
To soothe the selfish sadness of the living.
New six-room furnished o
to the cemetery, where there was a brie
He comes up smiling
1912.
Sh 52
ESCAPES AN AWFUL FATE.
K
head of Swan Lake, Me.
testimony will help others you may pub- |
This is undoubtedl;
Vance, Louis Joseph.
Farewell, dear friend. We recognize you now— Masonic service.
A
the
thousand
could
not
express
tongues
lish it”—Mrs. Ollie Woodall, Mormonths, $75. Address
the first time autos were ever used for 1
One of the favoi ed few to whom God gives
The bandbox. 1912.
V 27-8
of Mrs. J. E. Cox, of Joliet, 111., for
gratitude
E.
W.
CARTER, I
4tl7p
ton’s Gap, Kentucky.
A. mission to perform.
purpose of this kind in this section.her wonderful deliverance from an awful fate.
Waller, Mary Ellen.
We bid farewell unto the least of you.
and
If yon have the slightest doubt “Typhoid pneumonia had left me with a dreadCamden Herald.
Sanna of the Island Town. 1912...
W 16-6
Your mo tal self,
that Lydia E. Pinkliam’s Vegetaful cough,” she writes. “Sometimes I had such
Belfast
The real man you were—the man you are—
ble Compound will help you, write awful coughing spells I thought I would die. I
Miss Julia Harris May, an author, am 1 Wister, Annjs Lee. (Translator)
Will live among us always.
Notice is hereby given th;.
treatment
or
could
no
from
doctor’s
Co.
Medicine
bailiff’s
maid.
women
of
Maine
The
E.Pinkham
get
one of the best known
1909.
W 75-5
to Lydia
help
Book No. 15,840, issued by th.
till I used Dr. King’s New
The bugle will sound "taps." Our tears wil
died suddenly May 6th in Auburn. Sh<
A tamily feud. 1910.
(confidential) Lynn, Mass., for ad- other medicines
W 75-2
lost
and application has been m
1
owe
to
this
wonderBut
my life
fall
vice. Your letter will be opened, Discovery.
was born in Strong in 1833, but had livei 1
A noble name. 1906.
W 75-4
cate book according to laws r.
for I scarcely cough at all now.” j
Into the vastness of the silent sea.
It
the
answered by a woman, ful remedy
read
and
in Auburn many years, teaching in vari
new books.
Severa. 1907.
W 76-3
Quick and safe, its the most reliabie of all
The reverent Hymn will rise,
She was graduated fron
ous schools.
and held in strict confidence.
WILMER J. DORMAN
throat and lung medicines. Every bottle guarA requiem sweet in which the World must join,
W 75-1
No Nausea or Sickness
Why did he not die? 1910.
and
was in late
Mt.
at
anteed.
50c
and
Trial
bottle
free
Belfast, May 2, 1912.
College
$1.00.
Holyoke
And yet the Love that gives us men like you
JUVENILE.
all druggists.
3d District Republican Committee.
years a teacher of classes in art am |
Will never let the parting be complete,
i
No Confinement
For in this life, where souls like shadows flit,
literature, and prominent in club work Kaler, James Otis.
■
Old
Ben.
of
the
wrot
The
friend
A
of
The only great and true Realities
the
books
of
she
Toby
No Prostration or
Republican commitPITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
meeting
Among
poetry
Are such as Memory tenderly enfolds
were “Songs from the Woods of Maine,’
Tyler. 1911.J-K 12-10 tee of the 3d Congressional district, which
In changeless Love and Honor,
includes the counties of Kennebec,
and "Looking for the Stars.” She wa 1 Rankin, Carroll Wateon.
General health improves from the
Clarence E. Frost of Belfast was in
Evermore.
the daughter of Rev. William and Deli; i
Waldo, Somerset and Hancock, the com- town Monday.
The castaways of Pete’s Patch.
beginning. Healthful surround- B
mittee organizing, was held in WaterMaria (Johnson) May, was a member o
B
ings, skilled physicians, raA sequel to The adopting of Rosa
THE DEMONS OF THE SWAMP
A. H. Burse and son Morrill visited in
the Woman’s Literary Union of Auburi
Wanted a hustling man in ea
ville, May 10th. W. H. Wilds of Skowtional and honest methods
15-3
J-R
Marie.
1911.
are mosquitos
As they sting they put deadly and
G.
Maine to represent and sell stock
hegan was elected chairman, Roy Haines Burnham Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Lewiston, and often lectured befor
and a comfortable home.
I
malaria germs in the blood. Then follow the women’s clubs.
amusement corporation.
Stirling, Yates.
of Ellsworth, secretary. Those present E. Stevens.
Larg«
J.W
,T
United States Midshipman Series.
in addition were Fred Kinsman of Auicy chills and the fires of fever. The appetite
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Bagley and daugh5
West
INSTITUTE
4wl8
THE KEELEY
Street, Portia"
HELPS A JUDGE IN BAD FIX.
Vol. 1. A. U. S. Midshipman
flies and the strength fails; also malaria often
gusta and A. H. Nichols of Searsport.
Miss Mae Bagley, visited friends in
ter,
Justice Eli Cherry, of Gillis Mills, Tenn
151 Congress St., Portland, Maine
afloat. J-St 53-1
But Elecpaves the way for deadly typhoid.
Burnham Sunday.
tric Bitters kill and cast out the malaria germs was
Baby won’t suffer five minutes with croup if
Vol. 2. A. U. S. Midshipman in
plainly worried. A bad sore on his le I
TELEPHONE 2224
Thomaa’
Dr.
Eclectic
Oil
at once. It
from the blood; give you a fine appetite and
you apply
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Thompson went
had baffled several doctors and long resisted a 1
China. J-St 53-2 acta like magic.
renew your strength.
"After long suffering,"
to Unity Saturday to attend the funeral
Home Remedies for Tobacco Using
"I
it
a
fa
a
in
remedies.
was
cancer,”
Vol. 8. A. U. S. Midshipman
thought
wrote Wm. Fretwell, of Lucama, N.C., "three
of Mr. Thompson’s aunt, Mrs. Emma
House 41 Miller street will be re
and Nervousness.
the ......
iiE ST
bottles drove all the malaria from my system, wrote. “At last I used Bucklen’s Arnica Salvi >
the Philippine*.- J-St 58-8
about May 1st. It has running
^
Woods, whose death occurred May 1.
matter on request
Printed
and I've had good health ever since." Best for and waa completely cured.”
Cures berm *
‘T
house and land for a good garden
Vol. 4. A. U. S. Midshipman in
She was the wife of the late Benjamin
all stomach, liver and kidney ills, 60 cts. at all j boils, ulcers, cute, bruises and piles. 26 cent *
Woods.— Pittsfield Advertiser.
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KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUCH SYRUP

bestow upon his private affairs This
policy brought him
popularity
every county of the State, and has
ways helped pile up a big vote for
him
““
at election time.

to

wkje

t!

aj“

Although

the Democrats, of recAnt
been very active in central
Maine,
especially in Kennebec county, of which his home city of Augusta
is the seat, he has retained
many good
friends in their ranks, and but for an
unexpected defection in a couple of
cities, which might have been avoided
would have even survived the big
land’
e iana
slide of last September.
Maine has very few living former re
presentatives. Mr. Burleigh is the onlv
survivor in that class, save one who
served a term and a half. Maine Republicans have long followed the policv
of keeping their representatives at Washington, and of promoting representatives
of long
and
efficient
service
to
thp
ine
have
and

years,

Senate.”

These are but a few of the public
tributes to Governor Burleigh’s standing, selected as typical of the esteem
in which he is held both at home and

Washington.

ir.

How is “Influence" Acquired?
The Boston Herald, the leading independent paper in New England,
in an editorial on ^'Seniority in Congress,” has this to say:
“A man’3 standing in Congress is
gained by seniority. His influence
there conies from length of service.
New men, no matter how ambitious
and zealous, have very little influence.
They do not and cannot begin their work where their predecessors left off. Speech making does
not
bring them influence; work
brings it—committee work.
Members work in their committees by
.■viiivi

iij

JJV.01UVB|

11V. 11

UU

not get and cannot get, in the usual course of things, appointments
to the more important committees.”

For Maine Voters to Consider.
refer for U. S. Senator a Man of Experience and
.iiieied Record? Who Goes After Resalts and Gets

y
Im

Them?
ry election
this State

to
on

be held
June 17.

voters
will
publican
ballots a candidate
United States Sen••rm of six
years, comii 4. 1913.
We believe
e will depend, in large
their answer to
the
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and influential legisd pi send a new man to
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not
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propose to
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ability.
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Hon.
Washington- the
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by
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.biluy and his fourteen
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National
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a
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At this time,
Senator, he would be a
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Burleigh’s Standing.
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Burleigh, against
including the acCannon
of Mr.
House leaders, and in
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01.

uLier

ue-

to
the
bill
saving
representatives in the
-tv,, and by his brilliant
<>rk carried it through
he National Magazine,
bed a fine
portrait of
h igh at that time, deI

li ile there were
in the National

be counted
«>!' two hands, and that
igh was recognized as

nr/.ers

■

many

House,

It

could

further

declared

by him in secur'd' the Burleigh bill
h<
personal
greatest
■;1 hieved
by a member
il House.”
of a speech delivered
Hon. Thomas Leigh
f Governor Burleigh:
County and Castir.e.
ml the men of Waldo,
'.•■n

■
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i<etr.
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Citi
it.
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Y'r.
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n

"f Kennebec have honand benefited not only
third District but the enr M
iio by electing as the
'Tf si ntetive
in Congress our
Kdwin C. Burleigh of
Kennebec County.
WTe
Ve praise him because
'he benefits he has conU'-l'ly upon all the towns
f
'lie four counties
that
third District, but upon
h
districts of our State.
Burleigh is in Wash>rever he may be, he is
“!: ;1 -1V as the honored repre;i‘is district of ours, but as
Chend and helper of every
and daughter
Maine,
of
third District and all
'..'-hat this statement is true.
of Hancock, only last
-Gasman Burleigh secured fo?

The folk wing article, which appeared 1
fcidhe* a& trig Boston
on April 3, 1911,
Herald justly remarks, cmihts for but
the sentiments
little. The real work of Congress, the
of that great paper which accurately
framing of important measures, con\reflects public opinion in Washington:
mittee hearings thereon, their discussion by the public press, the personal
“SEEK LEADER IN MAINE.
interchange of views between members,
Republicans Consider Former Repreand all those things Which operate to
sentativ©
!
mould the sentiment of members of
Burleigh.
Congress and determine their votes—
HAS A STftONG FOLLOWING.
these things take place not oil the floor
of
the House or Senate, but in the
! Owing :o His Record as Governor and
Weeks and sometimes months of work
i Member of Congress. He Has Been
find consideration and conference which
Urged to Make Race for Seriate
precede their actual submission to vote.
Next
Year—Has
Not
Decided
Debate serves ft useful purpose in
Course of Future Action.
I
making clear to the country' and emThere is an interesting political situaI
balming in the public record the posi| Tioh on the northeasternmost corner of
tion of the contending parties. There
the
Union.
That
corner,
solidly
Repubj
are many brilliant orators in both the
! lican, with hardly an exception since the
Civil war, heralded last autumn's DemoHouse and Senate, but their oratory
| cratic landslide in unprecedented fashion,
rarely changes a single vote in either
is the one State of voting signifij1 Maine
branch. The Senate often listens with
cance that holds a
September election.
I It will vote in September, 1912, and Requiet amusement to the "inspired
who
are
concerned
naabout
publicans,
| tional
hursts of oratory” of those new mempolitics have begun already to
1
bers who have not yet "learned the
think about Maine. They want the Pine
Tree State to £iv«* the country the right
ropes/* and who fondly imagine that
j kind of an intimation of the
I
outcome of
the fine sounding phrases of a political
presidential campaign.
j! the
stump speech are effective in influencFormer Representative Edwin C. Burwho
a
left
few
weeks
leigh.
Washington
ing legislation in the national councils.
;
ago at the conclusion of 14 years’ service
The
United States Senate is hot unac! in the House, has been mentioned much
customed to talk. It is heard day in
connection
with
\ in
Republican efforts
and day out, for weeks, months and
| to reclaim the old-time stronghold. He
asI denies, however, any intention of
venrs. The proceedings of a single sessuming leadership, although his friends
sion of Congress often fill over 8,000 of
say he is eminently qualified to wear the
mantle. As the dean of the Maine delethe closely printed pages o*f the Con! cation in the House for a
number
of
gressional Record, equivalent to per| years and a great political force in cenhaps over 50.000 pages of an ordinary
I tral Maine, he has the experience of
many hard-fought campaigns, and enjoys
novel, and a considerable portion of it
the support of a very loyal following.
is talk. To actually and effectively influence legislation, is a matter of long
Strong Man Necessary.
service and training, combined with
He was defeated
for
re-election, in
•
ciiwoc
» imi;
t-itxijcina
uuvfiinn
dui*
spite of the fact, that, as usual, he ran
far ahead of the rest of the party ticket.
leigh possesses in a pre-eminent deLetters urging him to run again for the
gree.
Lacking these elements, a man
House from the Third District—substanmay fill many pages of the Congres; tially the distiict that Blaine long repre: sented,
comprising counties in the Kensional Record with his speeches withnebec valley—have been pouring in upon
out accomplishing anything for
1 him.
his
been
Other correspondents
have
constituents.
candidate for
Possessing them, he
! urging him to become a
the United States Senate. Besides electwi'lf get results.
ing a governor and legislature next year,
2. What has the candidate actually
Maine will choose a T’nited States senator.
The
will
undoubtedly
campaign
accompfished for Maine?
center much in this fight for a toga. A
I Democratic legislature lias redistricted
This is £i most important considerathe State for local representatives and
tion.
Words and promises count for
! senators, all of which is calculated to
naught if they are barren of results.
make it more difficult for Republicans
to regain a majority. This accentuates
We start with Governor Burleigh's recthe demand for a strong and experienced
ord in Congress.
for
senatorial
Republican to combat
honors.
The Re-apportionment Contests.
Mr. Burleigh has given no definite anIn the third year of his service as a
swer to these letters.
Just before he departed from Washington he said he was I member of the National House, the
not ready to announce whether he would j
question of re-apportionment arose,
nomination
for
another
the
; accept
consequent upon the taking of the cenHouse, or even whether ho would enter
\ the race for the Senate. It is undersus in 1900. Mr. Burleigh was then a
no
that
under
circumi stood, however,
member of the Census Committee, in
stance will he be a candidate against
which, by reason of continuous service,
Senator Frye.
His intimate friends at the Capitol here
be subsequently acquired the ]>osition
believe Mr. P.urleigh will ultimately beof ranking member.
come a candidate either for the House or
It was his membership of this comleft
j the Senate. He and Mrs. Burleigh
of
remittee which
enabled
! Washington with the intention
Maine, at the
I maining in Boston three or four weeks
time of the last apportionment, to reto
Maine.
Mr.
Burbefore
returning
j
tain
four
in
members
Congress instead
I leigh’s career in the House made him
of being reduced to three.
Ten years
j very popular with the folks hack home.
I In a quiet but effective manner he was
before, after the Maine delegation—
; successful in getting things done. He
composed then in the House of Thomas
nome
me
uacon,
Diougnt
generally
B. Reed, Nelson
it was a matter of a pension
Dingley, Charles A.
j whether
claim for a veteran constituent, better
Boutelle
and
Seth
L. Milliken—had
1 postal facilities for a remote rural comsucceeded in retailing four members of
an
for
river
appropriation
munity,
dredging, or an authorization for a new
Congress for our State in the apporpublic building.
tionment of that time, Mr. Dingley exSuccessful in House.
pressed the opinion that never again
•In such lines of activity Mr. Burleigh
could such a victory be won and that
was probably more successful than any
the next apportionment would certainly
other man Maine ever sent to the nasee Maine’s representation in the House
! tional House. He was indefatigable, and
were
the results of his industry
little
reduced from four to three.
Ten years
I short of surprising. He did not leave the
of
the
later, howrever, as a member
running of departmental errands to
Census Committee, Congressman Burthings and matters of corj others. Such he
his
diligent
gave
per1 respondence
leigh was able to organize and carry
! sonal attention, for which he has gained
through a bill, bearing his name, which
i a. wide reputation the length and breadth
t.fniri/lo/?
fnt* n
in
Pnn.
of the State. Although a sturdy parti| san in matters of general legislation, Mr.
to
enlarged
enable
gross sufficiently
1
knew
in
care
no
politics
taking
Burleigh
Maine to retain all four of its reprei of the interests of the home folks. He
He organized
has made personal friends among men
sentatives in Congress.
i of both parties.
and let the great fight against the comwere
Democrats
So
it
was
that
there
j
of
Mr.
Cannon and
as well as Republicans
in
the
House i bined opposition
the
of
who regretted his defeat for re-election.
great House
many
leaders,
I A successful business man, with a wide ! that resulted in
the
passage of the
knowledge of affairs, he showed sound
“Burleigh bill”, having personal charge
judgment in dealing with business legisin the Washington tost
is of interest as voicing

|

_

1

■

lation. He also is a very successful organizer. Ten years ago he was one of
the very foremost in blocking out the
campaign for the re-apportionment measure by which the
membership of the
House was fixed at 391 in spite of the
protests of the old leaders. As the ranking member of the census committee, he
had a like role in the framing of the reHouse
the
apportionment bill, which
passed and which w’as afterward killed
in the Senate during the closing hours
of the last session. Both apportionment
measures
were
carried
through the
House by non-partisan co-operation. In
that connection much was said on each
occasion about “taking care of Maine.”
That was the object of Mr. Burleigh’s
The
activity in behalf of both bills.
to
retain
Its
State has been anxious
four members of the House.

|hp

His W«rk

|

I

f

mm

Truer words were never written. Add
to this analysis the elements of a fine
personal character, a genial personality
and kindly disposition, keen insight into human nature, a ready appraisal of
men and their motives, and tact and
judgment in dealing with them, unsurpassed ability as an organizer, untiring
industry, and a sincere and unselfish
desire to be of service to his State and
country, and you have solved the secret of the influential position which
Mr. Burleigh has attained in Washington.

on

Building Bills.

Mr. Burleigh has borne no small part
in the public building legislation of the
last decade. He had a place on the public building committee, next to the chairman, and wras a champion of the government’s
transacting Its business in
buildings that it owned. He did much
hard preliminary work in preparing omnibus building bills, served as chairman
of one of the leading sub-committees,
the jurisdiction of which embraced all
the New England States, and conducted
to final authorization a great number of
public building projects. He always discouraged the injection of politics into
legislation of this sort and insisted upon consideration of the public business
as the sole basis for action.
Some years before coming to Congress
he served two terms as
of
governor
Maine, and is said to have given the
State the best business administration it
had had in a quarter of a century. He
gave to State affairs the same careful

attention that he had been accustomed*

of

all

debate

upon

that

measure,

and

winning a. victory which was universally conceded to be “one of the greatest personal triumphs ever achieved by
a

member of the National House.”
In 1910, when the question of re-ap-

portionment again arose, Mr. Burleigh
was alert to the interests of Maine, and
as a

consequence cf his efforts

we

have

retained, and shall retain until 1920 at
least, an undiminished representation
in the National House.
Record of

Unequalled

Appropriations.

achieved
The results
by
Burleigh in securing needed

Governor

appropria-

tions for His District
and
State
nothing short of remarkable.

are

They

brilliant page in the recwhose currency is deeds,
never
not words; who
promises more
than he can perform but performs far
more than he promises; who goes after
results, and gets them. When Mr. Burhis
in the
service
leigh completed
House in 1910 he was ranking member
of* the important committee on Public
Buildings, and in direct line for the
In
chairmanship of that committee.
the absence of the chairman it was his
From 1905 to 1910 he
duty to preside
was always appointed one of the three
conferees on the part of the House in
every disagreement between the House
land Senate with reference to omnibus
public building appropriation bills. In
1906 he was appointed one of the si*
constitute
ord of

a

a man

members of the Congressional Public I Congress in securing the benefits of
Building Commission which inveiitigafc. | this service for his constituents, with
ed and reported
tie
to
the result that no district in the counmatter of public parks in the District
try is better covered with these routes
of Columbia.
Thus Governor Burleigh
than the Third Disrict. of Maine. He
was not only thoroughly familiar with
has received many hundreds of letters
the subject of Public Buildings, but
from the people who live along these
was in a position where be could and
routes—both Republicans and Demodid effectively insist upon the rights of
crats—expressing their personal apprehis own constituents amid all the imciation of his prompt and efficient work
mense pressure and conflicting interin looking after their interests in this
ests of the representatives of the fortydirection.
five states of the union.

Advocated Parcels Post System.
Governor Burleigh has always been a
in
the parcels post.
firm
believer
Though the matter was before another
committee;* he took occasion, during his
last term of service, to personally urge
upon its chairman the desirability of
early and favorable action in this important matter.
Interests of Union Veterans.

District.

What He Secured for His

During his term of service Governor
Burleigh secured for his District larger
appropriations than have ever come to
it in any similar period of its history.
In that period of fourteen years the
following appropriations have been secured for the Kennebec River and
the Third Maine District:
Kennebec river, between Augusta arid Gardiner
Kennebec river, from Gardiner
to its mouth
Breakwater at Bar Harbor
Moosebac Bar (Bar Harbor)
Sullivan Falls
Bagaduce river
Union river
Improving Bucksport Harbor..

for

Burleigh has been an indefatigable worker in looking after the interests of the Union veterans, of whom he
has a large number in his district.
More than 3,000 of them (including widof veterans)—both Republicans
ows
and Democrats—will begr testimony to
his good work in this direction. At the
very beginning of his work in Congress
ho started a set of record books upon
which every case was entered as it
came to him.
Upon these books are
recorded all the facts relating to each
case—including copies of the communications relating to it received from the
Pension Department. When we consider the fact that these cases and the
communications relating to them run
into the many thousands the enormous
amount of work involved will at once
be appreciated.
Mr. Burleigh felt that
Mr.

$81,000.00

.—

275,000.00
50.000.00
11,000.00
5,000.00
6,000.00
130,000.00
20,000.00

...

..

$578,000.00
following tables show the amount
of appropriations for public buildings
Total

The

in the Third District in the years from
the organization of the State to 1897,
as compared with the appropriations se-

by Governor Burleigh
Congress in 1897.

cured

since

he

entered

Appropriations on Account of Public
Buildings in the Third Maine Con1820
to
gressional District from
1897.

nnlv V.V kponinp-

$195,781.20

Augusta
Belfast
Castine
Ellsworth

1,800.00
23,060.70

Total

$272,225.16

Buildings

in the Third
District
Secured by
Governor Burleigh Since 1897.
Augusta (enlargement)
$150,000.00
Waterville (new building)
120,000.00
Bar Harbor (new building)
82,000.00
Ellsworth (enlargement)
42,000.00
37 000.00
Belfast (enlargement)
Gardiner (for site and build—

ing)

105,000.00.-

..

(for site)
Skowhegan (for site)

Hallo well

Total

20,000.00
20,000.00

$676,000.00
Hallowell and
Skowhegan appropriations it is to be
noted that the appropriation for a Site
..

explanation

In

ensures

ing at

an

a

of

the

appropriation

«

pnmnlota

onrl

systematic record of this great work
could he hope to accomplish the best
possible results in handling it.
The
fact that he has been able since he has
been a member of Congress to assist in
the adjustment of more than 3,000 of
these cases is the best possible proof
of the soundness of this judgment. In
addition to these cases, Governor Burleigh has introduced nearly 230 special
pension and relief hills in cases which
could not be reached under the general
law, and has Secured favorable action
in a .'onsldprable proportion of them.
Fish from Government Hatcheries.
Since he has been in Congress Mr.
Burleigh has secured fish from the government hatcheries for important waters in all the counties in his district.
It is a matter of record that he has in
every instance been able to meet all
the requests of this character from his
district, and not once has any application of his been rejected by the United
States Pish Commission.

51.535.26

Appropriations for Public

Slip'll

for the build-

subsequent time.

as to Third District.
In the period of 77 years from the organisation of the State up to 1897, the
entered
Conyear that Mr Burleigh
gress, the total national appropriations
been
secured
for public
which had
buildings in the Third Congressional
was
District
$272,225.16. Since 1897

Summary

His State Record.
Governor Burleigh was tio new or untried man whevi fie was sent to represent the people of liis district in the
National House of Representatives. Me
the appropriations for public buildings
had been tried in positions of public
in the Third District have amounted to
trust and responsibility, and had meas$576,000.00.
ured Up to the expectations of the peoIn other words,
In
the fourteen j ple Whose confidence and esteem he
merited arid won, and which he retains
years Governor Burleigh has been in
today in undimihished force. He has
Congress he has secured for the Third
been all his life equal to' every emerDistrict
appropriations for* public
gency, and faithful to every trilst.
buildings exceeding by $303,774.84 the
During his service as treasurer of
Maine the public debt was decreased
total that had beeri secured for
the
more than $400,000, and the; rate of taxDistrict by all of hisf predecessors in
ation was reduced from four mills to
the previous 77 years' Sf the State’s
two and three-quarters mills upon the
dollar of the State valuation.
history.
In 1SSS he was elected Governor of
Appropriations Secured by Governor I Maine, by 18.053 plurality over Hon.
William L. Putnam, his Democratic
Burleigh for Other Sections of
competitor. He was re-elected in 1890,
Maine.
wliPli

Tn addition to these
for his own District, Mr.

appropriations
Burleigh, as a

Buildings, to which all these matters
referred, and as a conferee on the
part of the House, has had personal
charge of the securing of appropriaof
tions for other sections
the State.
The record of public building appropriations for this State is as follows:

in

Buildings

Maine Outside of Third

from 1820

District

to 1897.

Bangor
Bath

Eastport
Boulton
Kennebunkport
Lewiston
Portland ^postoffice)
Portland (custom house).
Machias
Rockland
Waldoboro
Wiscasset .;.

$173,114.03
99.S30.23
157,519.53
65,792.73
1,575.01)
84,027.11
541,214.64
635,481.03
25,766.00
144,<S2S.11
24.424.6*

32,257.25

.|f,885,830.34
Buildings
Appropriations for Public
Total

Outside of Third

District

Secured

by Governor Burleigh Since 1897.
Auburn
Bath

$75,000.00

Biddeford

95,000.00
82,000.00
85,000.00
70,000.00
350,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00

20.000.00

Calais
Camden
Old Town
Portland
Waldoboro
Rumford Falls
Caribou

Total

these

Buildings.

places.

Congress Mr. Burleigh
appropriation of $14,400.00
for a lighthouse and fog
signal at
Isle au-Haut.
In

the

secured

59th

an

Securing U. S. Arsenal Property.
Another matter in which it is genMr.
Burleigh
erally conceded that
his
service for
performed a signal
State was the securing of the United
States Arsenal property at
Augusta
When Mr.
for the State of Maine.
Burleigh received a favorable report
on the project from the War Department, the committee had
adjourned
for the session and it was said that it
an
was
for
action
any
impossibility
to be secured.
However, Mr. Burleigh got them together and secured
a unanimous report in favor of the
transfer
of
The
the
property.
Superintendent of the Maine Insane
Hospital has said that the property
is worth $500,000.00 to the State.
Summary of Appropriations Secured
for Maine by Governor Burleigh.
River and harbor appropria-

tions
Third Maine
District
Public buildings, other
Maine
Districts
Lighthouse and fog signal
U. S. Arsenal property

Public buildings,

Total

$578,000.00
576,000.00
802,000.00
14,400.00
500,000.00

.$2,470,000.00

Rural Free Delivery Service.
Governor Burleigh was one of the
earliest and most active supporters of
the Rural Free Delivery service. He
was one of the most active men In

rn

<->

nrooi.

Newspapers

of Both Par-

ties.

point.”
Governor Burleigh
were warmly commended by the press
of both parties, and, by common consent, are conceded to rank among the
ablest State papers in the history of
Tho messages

I

of

although It came in an off year, they
returned him to the office he had tilled
well by an increased

so

Early Recognition in Congress.
When Governor Burleigh,
therefore,

he was no new
His record as
able executive had preceded
him,
and he was known and addressed
by
his Congressional associates from
or

an

the
“Governor Burleigh.”
That
an
“open sesame” t > the
strength and Influence in which lie has
made steady growth. As
early as 1S98
a prominent citizen of Maine who
had
had
occasion to personally observe
Governor Burleigh’s work at the national Capitol, wrote to the editor of
his local paper as follows:
“It is a source of great gratification
and pride'to all Maine people here to
see and know that Governor
Burleigh
is
niversally classed among the strong
me’i of the House.”
start

as

record

was

3. What does the candidate stand
for, as evidenced by his past
record
and his present position?
Governor Burleigh’s attitude toward
the political questions of the
day may
be described, as wisely and
sanely progressive. No man has a keener
perception or a more practical grasp of
present issues and present
tendencies,
and that is because he is no mere
theol-izer or the rider of hobbles.
Ilis political convictions are not born of a
burst of rhetoric, nurtured
a meta-

by

phor,

or extinguished
by a simile. They
the product of years of practical
legislative experience, enriched and

are

The majority of
its
recommendations were accepted, and have been

Lc.iipeieu uy a great rund of common
sense, calm judgment, and a conscientious desire to do that which will best
serve the true interests of the

made law.
We have the State
of assessors and
equalization

board
which
was one of the principal reforms
urged
by the commission of 1889. We have
the license tax on dogs, we have the
taxation of collateral inheritances, the
tax on savings banks has been increased, there is taxation of palace
cars, foreign insurance companies and
trust and loan companies, and of corporate franchises, and the limit of the
railroad taxation has been raised.
Not only did Governor Burleigh inaugurate this movement for tax reform, but he stood strongly for the securing of practical legislation to carry
the principal recommendations of the
commission into effect, the outcome
being the passage of the practical tax
reform laws which resulted in increasing the valuation of the State from

$236,000,000

people.
Governor Burleigh’s own statement of
his position is of special interest and
significance. It is neither hysterical
nor declamatory, but the sane and
matured judgment of an experienced
legislator, whose past record sheds an informing light on his present utterances.
In defining his position on
issues which hie voluminous
correspondence in this campaign shows to
be of great concern to the people of

Maine,

$340,000,000.

to

Refunding of the Bonded Debt in 1889.
In his inaugural address of 1889, Governor Burleigh expressed the opinion
that
bond

State of Maine three per cent,
would command a considerable
premium. The State debt was then
bearing Interest at six per cent. Acting upon Go verb hr Burleigh’s suggestion, Lhe Legislature authorized an issue of bonds to cover the entire State
debt, amounting at that time to $2,384,000, about two-thirds of which became
due June 1, 1S89, and one-third October
1st.- of the same year.
On March- 15th,
two days after the adjournment of the
Legislature, the Governor and State
Treasurer inserted an advertisement In
the leading papers of New York, Massachusetts and Maine, soliciting propostils for the loan. These proposals
a

lOOJ.

~

‘itrnmfint

tv&S the sale of the entire loan
premium of $79,900, which amount
was directly applied to the payment of
the public debt.
Soon after the negotiation of these bonds there was an
unfavorable turn in the money market, and had these initiatory steps
been delayed it is altogether probable
that, these bonds could not have been
floated at par.
The annual saving in
the interest account effected by this
successful funding of the State debt
amounted to $71,520.00, and has very
materially lightened the burdens of the
taxpayers.
a

Made

State

a

Through
th$ recommendation of
Governor Burleigh, who has always I
been in sympathetic touch with the j
farmers of the State and their interests, the secretary of the Board of !
Agriculture was given a merited in- j
crease of salary a’nd assigned perm anent quarters at the State House, thus !
making his department convenient and
available to the public, and enabling

j

to

devote

his

whole

time

10

the

exacting and important duties of his
Increased

State

Appropriation

for

Pensions.
survivors of the late Civil War
had no truer friend in Maine than
Governor Burleigh. It was upon his
i very earnest recommendation that the
j Legislature of 18S9 increased the apI propriation for disabled veterans, and
| those dependent upon them, from $70,000 to $135,000.
The

have

was

upon

the recommendation of

Governor

Burleigh that the law was
passed providing heavy penalties for
the careless setting of forest fires, and
making the Land Agent the Forest
Commissioner of Maine, with wardens
in every section of the State.

Indexing of the State Library.
When the State
be moved into its

Library was about to
new quarters in the
State House extension, in 1891, Governor Burleigh called the attention of
the Legislature to the great importance
of supplying it with a modern card
catalogue, in order that its treasures of
jiijui niciLi' 'ii

uc

umut.-tveu

anu

+

t-.rv

snl.G!

For this reason T voted for the
“art
to amend an act to protect trade
and

Depart-

office.

says:

commerce

ment.

him

Burleigh

involved in the above principle of protection as expressed in the
Republican
platform.
I believe
in
adequate
legislation
against trusts
and
monopolies, so
framed and administered as not
to
injure legitimate capital and business.

111C

resuit

Agriculture

Mr.

I desh e at this time to
state, sucmy views on certain broad and
fundamental questions of vital importance to the people.
My record on
State issues is open and well
known,
and I abide by it. I stand
squarely for
the honest enforcement of all
laws, including the prohibitory law. In this,
and in all other respects, I
pledge my*
allegiance to the platform of the Republican party adopted at
Bangor.
“Passing to national issues, I desire,
first of ail, to express
my cordial support of the principles set forth in the
platform
of the Republican
party
adopted at Chicago in IMS. which declared that ‘in all tariff legislation
the
true principle of
protection is best'*”'
maintained by the imposition of such
duties as will equal the
cost of production at home and
abroad, together
with a reasonable piufil to American
Industries.’ In this connection I thoroughly believe in the work of the tariff
commission, whose chairman is one of
Maine’s most distinguished and brilliant young men.
I trust that that
commission may be made permanent
and so long as It continues to
tie efficient, expert and non-partisan, I believe it will abundantly justify its continuance as a proper and eff dive in-

cinctly,

The people of the State will always
remember to Governor Burleigh’s credit
that it was upon his Suggestion and
under hi# leadership that this great
work of tax reform in Maine was inaugurated and carrifed through.

It

sent to Congress,
inexperienced man.

was

tive.

at

plurality.

against unlawful restraints
and monopolies,” and for the act “requiring corporations engaged in interstate commerce to make
returns,
prohibiting rebates and discriminations and the use of interstate commerce in attempts to destroy
competition. and for other purposes.”
The regulation of
railroad
rates
with justice to the people and to the
railroads, is a subject of enormous
consequence and of great intr icy
1 \ oted for the bill for the
regulation
of railroad rates by
the
Interstate
'Commerce Commission,
and
believe
that it has already been fully justified
by the opportunity it has afforded the
people of having some voice in this
important matter.
Labor, equally with
has
capital,
many
rights and equities
which
should be secured and safeguarded.
As an illustration
of
my
attitude
toward these matters. I may
say that
I voted for the
Federal
employer’s
liability bill, and for the “bill to promote the safety
of
employees and
travelers upon railroads by
limiting
the hours of
service of
employees
thereon.” I have always
advocated
liberal treatment of government employees in the matter of compensation
and of hours of service.
The conservation of our natural resources, both state and national, will
command the support of all
rightthinking. far-seeing men.
The bill to
appropriate receipts from
sales
of
public lands for purposes of irrigation
had my support and vote
while
in
Congress, as did also the bill “to enable any state to co-operate with any
other state or states or
with
the
United States for the
protection of
the watersheds of navigable streams,
and to appoint a commission for the
acquisition of lands for the purpose
of conserving navigability of navigable
rivers.”
I
actively co-operated
with Congressman Weeks in securing
the passage of the latter measure, an
important feature of which was its
application tp the
White Mountain
system.

•January 15, 1891 voiced the general verrendered easily available to its patrons.
the following editorial under the
For this reason he advocated an ap- j
“A
Good
caption,
Message.”
propriation for the purchase of the j
have
the
“Rarely
political newspapers
necessary cabinets and other material,
of the State, of both parties, given such
and the employment of additional help.
hearty commendation to a State paper
in
me puuiiciiy <h
camThe Leg- ;
as they have accordel to the message of ! skilled in this class of work.
paign expenditures, and voted for the
Governor Burleigh, delivered last Thursto this appeal, and
islature^responded
Federal law under which, as amended
day. It is a document brimful of matter
today the State Library of Maine, in
of unusual interest ro all the people of
convenience and usefulness, is second \ in 1911, I must make return to Washthe State, dealing as it does
with
all
ington of
the
my
expenditures in
to none in New England.
questions of the hour which are demanding action of the present legislature.
present campaign.
Reduction
of
State
Tax
the
Rate.
In the first place, by a singularly clear
T stand squar-h
for parcels post,
statement of the State finances, the GovIt was upon the recommendation of
and personally urged upon the chairernor shows how the State debt, interest
Governor Burleigh, in his first inauand taxation, have been
man of the committee
growing less
that
having
until the State tax is the least of all the
gural message, that the rate of State
measure in charge the importance of
burdens of the citizens.
The Governor
taxation was reduced to 2M mills.
In
prompt and favorable action.
also makes apparent what Is so often
advocating this reduction Governor
In the 61st Congress I voted for the
forgotten in the discsusion of the tax
Burleigh said:
question, the fact that the tax rates
bill “to establish postal savings deoften
much
the
depend
very
upon
“The total taxation may safely be
positories for depositing
amount
of
savings at
extraordinary current exreduced for the year 1890 to two
penses in which towns and cities see fit
interest with the security of the govand one-quarter mills, which would
The
to indulge.
Governor
the
urges
ernment for repayment thereof, and
be a reduction of $117,799.94 per anadoption of the Australian ballot system
for other purposes.”
and sustains the special Tax
Commisnum.
The lightness of a State tax
sion in recommending a State board of
While in
I
Congress
gave
my
of two and one-quarter mills can
The document is not a mere
assessors.
cordial
to
the
legislation
support
be appreciated only by rememberperfunctory message, but an intelligent
recommended
Presidents
and judicious handling of the live subby
McKinley
ing that one mill of it is for the
treatment.
legislative
jects
requiring
and Roosevelt, and also to that recschool fund, levied according to
Governor Burleigh shows a thorough acommended by President Taft,
with
all
with
the
affairs
of the
quaintance
property and divided according to
the exception of the Canadian reciState and the current discussions touchpopulation. Excluding .the school
and
economic
the
benefit
questions,
ing
I
voted
procity measure.
against
tax (a wise and generous provision
of his accurate information is given to
that measure, and still
believe that
for the youth of the State in force
the people in a paper, which in point of
had
it
been
Canada It
accepted by
perspicuous statement and readableness,
now for seventeen years) it will be
need not fear comparison with any meswould have worked a hardship and
seen that the rate of taxation for
sage ever presented to a Maine Legislaan
to
the
injustice
agricultural intergeneral purposes of government
ture, and which cannot fail to have
ests of Maine and other states.
much influence in shaping the action of
will in 1890 be the lowest tax levied
the session.”
The commercial and ship building
for 30 years, and as loXv as any that
His Stand for Tax Reform.
New
interests of
should
has been levied for 50 years. The
England
entire State tax for next year will
command the enthusiastic and loyal
So much for the public verdict on
I
be $530,099.75 or less than was levied
her
most
Governor Burleigh’s
support of
presentation of
senators.
on
Cumberland county alone in
earnestly favor proper measures for
public questions with his accompany1865.”
and
restoration of
the
upbuilding
ing recommendations.’ Now for a few
So well pleased were the people of
I
Maine’s
of the practical results that came from
shipbuilding
industry.
Maine
with
Governor
able
for
the
stand firmly
them. In his first message Governor
Burleigh’s
development of
and
business-like
administration
of
marine
an
American
merchant
and
Burleigh said:
State affairs that at the next election,
“Our own State valuation finds
[Continued on page 8 Column 5.]
dict in

Lighthouse and Fog Signal.

wit ti

commendations with conservative
caution, and gives evidence throughout that
he intends to make a good Governor of
the whole people, not of a class or clique.
“If his presentation
of the
financial
condition of the treasury is slightly more
flattering than existing facts justify, it
is an error on the hopeful side, which we
shall all be glad to see more than realized. The Governor evidently sympathizes with the taxpayers of the State,
the farmers particularly.”
Of his second inaugural address the
Argus said:
“Governor Burleigh’s
is
a
message
well-written document. It is a plain,
business-like review of
Maine affairs,
with such comments on past legislation,
and recommendations for future legislation as seemed called for from his stand-

$802,000.00
words, the appropriations
secured by Governor Burleigh during
his fourteen years service on the Pubfor places
lic Buildings Committee,
‘outside of his own District, amounts
total
amount
one-half
to nearly
the
appropriate! for those three Districts
during the preceding 77 years.
(which
During the 61st
Congress
introcommenced Dec. 5, 1910), he
bills
duced
appropriations
carrying
for public buildings in Pittsfield and
Had he been returned to
Fairfield.
the House there is little doubt that
secure
he would have besn able to

worn

Of his first one. the Eastern Argus,
i then as now the
leading Democratic
newspaper of the State, spoke as follows in its issue of Jan. 5. 1889:
“Governor Burleigh’s address is good.
It discusses the usual topics in a candid,
straightforward manner, advances re-

.,•/..

Fairfield

£.vc

contest

Praise from

j

In other

Pittsfield and

tre <

to stimulate them to
political activity, by the increased plurality of 18.S99. His administration was
pre-eminently a constructive one. With
a wonderful capacity for hard work he
combined, in a marked degree, the executive faculty. His addresses to the
Legislature were models of clearness
and strength. Press and people united
in commending his administration. His
appointments were very strong, and
were
made
with
an
always
eye
to
the
needs
of
the public
service.
He has been a man of
action
rather
than
words,
and,
in his distinguished public career, has
left behind a record of substantial
achievement that speaks far more eloquently than words could possibly do.
His four years were in an eminent degree constructive years in the life of
the State government.

were

Appropriations for Public

tVio

dential

[

too large a proportion of our property in the farms of the State, and
makes the farmers pay an undue
share of the general taxes. On the
other hand, the United States census takes
cognizance of the less
tangible but more profitable investments that escape their fair share
of the public burdens.
If there
should be a closer inquiryinto other
forms of property than the real estate, taxation could be more equitably distributed, and more exact
justice could be done to all citizens
alike—which is indeed the highest
duty of a State government.”
As a result of this recommendation
the Legislature' authorized
tfie Governor to appoint a tax commission “to
inquire into the system adopted by
other states to raise revenue for State.
county and municipal expenses, and to
provide for a more equal, .just and
equitable system of taxation for all
property in this State, for the purpose
of said State, county and municipal expenses, that shall be better adapted to
the wants of this State, and reduce the
rate of taxation of the people; and to
provide for a better and more effectual
system of assessment and collection of
taxes, in this State.”
The
commissioners
appointed
by
Governor Burleigh for this work were
Hon. Oliver G. Hall, Hon. Samuel J.
Anderson and Hon. John L. Cutler,
three men of recognized character and
ability representing both of the great
political parties.
The work of this
commission was thorough and exhaus-

>

SOUTH MONTVILLE.
Mr. and Mrs. David Conner of Tryon, North ;
Carolina, who were with his brother, Mr. C. F. !
Conner, during the last of his sickness and
death, have gone to Lynn, Mass wher they
will make a visit of a few days and then re- 1
turn home_Mr. F. F. Phillips of Cambridge,
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gilman of South
Braintree, Mass., cime to attend the funeral
ofC. F. Conner.... Mr. and Mrs. Carl Adams
have a young son and Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Davis a daughter_B. F. Harriman has moved
to the Dr. Clough place in Liberty, which he
bought some time ago-Mrs. Pease and E. T.
Moore have moved into the house of B. F.
Harriman.. ..Mr. Charles Kirkup is living in
the William Pottle house.

SEARSPORT.

I ROYAL I
BAKING POWDER

and Mrs. E. C. Pike returned Fiiday

Mr.

from

trip

a

to

Egypt.

Mrs. Loomis Eames left Saturday to visit
relatives in Lawrence, Mass.
left Wednesday 10 join the
S.

Ralph

Meyers
bark Mabel I. Meyers

Portland.

in

Mrs. A. V. Nickels returned last week from
Boston, where she spent the winter.

Absolutely Pure

Goodell and daughter Danzy returned last week from Allston, Mass.
Mrs. W. M. Parse returned last week from a
two weeks’ visit with relatives in Bath.
Mrs. D. S.

The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Crape Cream ofTartar

The warm copious rains of Sunday night and
Monday started the grass in great sh; pe.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Blanchard, who spent

WO

the winter in Florida, have returned home.

York.
Mrs. Sewall Lancaster are visiting
and Mrs. Edmund B. Staples in ^ inthrop.

Mass.

CENTER

E. D. P. Nickels and Miss Lyca J. Curtis
to visit triends in Boston and New

West Belfast recently
lost a valuable horse.... Mrs. John Hartshorr
is quite iil at her home in this town.Mr. M
M. Nelson of the U. S. Navy is at home witl
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Farrow for a short visit ant
all are glad to see and welcome him.

Miss Inez Hanson is at home with her father

Monday

and Mrs. Wellman Hanson,
and mother,
Sandy point road, after a winter’s absence in
Mr.

York.

days
N. F. Gilkey is spending
with her husband. Capt. Nathan F. Gilkey, in
Boston.
few

a

Mrs.

West

returned recently
Mrs. Nicholas
from West Upton, Mass., and is with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford N. Fletcher, West
Main street. Welcome home!
B.

Fred M. Perkins, who had

a severe

attack of

again.

Kch. Northland, Capt. Saunders, arrived
Monday with ?,400 tons of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co.
Miss Olivia Harriman left Friday for Poland

Springs, where
phone office.

she has

a

position

A. Stevens

Whittum has returned from Portthe grand
land, where he was a delegate to
Lodge of Masons.
sch.
George Towle has gone as first officer of
Lizzie Lane, now loading lumber at Cape Jelli-

mo

auscuwc

Saturday

also went

.—-«-

Bangor

to

in

Barkentine Mabel I. Myers, Capt. C. N.
21 days
Meyers, arrived at Portland Sunday,
passage from Belfast, Ga.
A. B. Ferguson, who spent the winter in
New York with his son, Dr. J. S. Ferguson,

accompanied by
Mudgett, drove

returned home Thursday.
Steamer Kennebec, Capt. Wainwright, finished discharging coal at Mack’s Point Thursday,
and sailed for Newport, News.
arrived
of coal to the Penobscot Coal and W'harf Co. at Mack’s Point.

Capt. Burrs,

Eudavilla Cleaves, who underwent an
in the Waldo County Hospital in
Belfast last week is getting along very comMiss

operation
fortably.

Rev. A. A. Blair delivered an excellent, highly appreciated discourse, in the Universalist
pulpit last Sunday upon the proverbial
“spring cleaning,” the broad, religious applicakeeping i tions being most forceful and pertinent.

Mrs. Edna Cousens of Rockland
house for Mr. Loomis Eames during the
absence of his wife, w7ho is visiting in Law’rence, Mass.
is

Ethel Colcord, East Main street,
Portland the middle of last week to
resun e her position in the New England Telephone Co.’s office, after spending a fortnight
with her father, Capt. Melvin E. Colcord.
turned to

Blackbirds in large numbers have located
here this spring and last week the grey squirrels put in an appearance again after an abAll the veterans of- the Civil
were

much

sion

bill

year

w

pleased

Charles C. Park,
The village joins
West Main street, in her anxiety relative to
her son’s condition as he struggles w’ith ty-

Friday.

ill

now

get

war

in

town

at the passage of the penAll those who served one

one

phoid

the doctor’s

dollar per day.

memorial address at 1 p.

Mrs. Herbert L.
suffered

years and will use it
the accommodation of

during the summer for
summer visitors.

quarries

remaining

here.

sharpener,

as a

his

The

Epworth League of

family

day.

Along

Carver, grandmother of Mrs. Howard, who has
been quite seriously ill the past week with

shingles.
Marian P. Lewis died at the home of
F. Pendleton at Park, Saturday afternoon, very suddenly, of heart failure. She
was the daughter of the late Capt. Nathan
and Lydia (Gilkey) Pendleton, was born in
Bangor August 14, 18*9, and for several yeats
had made her home with Mrs. Pendleton. Funeral services were held at her late home
Thursday, Rev. C. H. McElhiney of the first
Cong’l church officiating. Interment was in
Bowditch cemetery at Park.
Mrs.

Mrs. B.

Park is fitting up his
automobile tea room, to be opened
about June 1st. He has put large windows in
W. A. Griffin of
an

the front of the store, thoroughly renovated
the interior and is fitting it up with all the con- j
veniences required by auto travelers, but patronage from the general public will also be
1
given careful attention as well. Capt. Griffin
formerly conducted a grocery business in the
store and the post office is also located there j

1

J

Eye Specialist of Belfast, Me.,

j-

announces to the people of Searsport that he
has engaged optical rooms over the millinery
store at corner of Mt. Ephraim and Main Sts.,
where he may be consulted Tuesdays of each
week on the various defects of vision to which
4w20
the eye is subject.

I

HOW'S

THIS?

offer One Hundred Dollars Reward foi
any case of Catarrh thSt cannot be cured b>
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the past 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all his business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 76 cents per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
We

again

Miss Alice
nf Mrs

Republicans

are

us of the night; what its
of promise are,”
the horizon of the coming morn.

!

|
j

!

|

|

of Mr.

SVmto

guest

.Mr. find Mrs.

rpppntlu

who

have been

Charles

Alley,

Skay’s father,

Robert

Skay_Everett

Grant and Warren Harriman have
gone to Seal Harbor for the summer-Miss
Allie Clark of Searsport was the guest >.f Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Dockham last week-Emery
Calderwood returned home May 6th from Dr.
and Walter

ex-

signs

Cuddy of Frankfort was

the

have returned home_Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Cuddy of Frankfort wjith their guests, Mrs.
Lena Grindle and Mrs. Florence Green of Bluehill, were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cunningham May 5th.... Mr. and Mrs. H*R. Shay
were called to Belfast last week by the illness

numerous

interestedly

Alir<>

Henry Marks of Bass Harbor,
visiting their daughter, Mrs.

about her

things run one way or the other at
Chicago? Who can solve the puzzle at this
Will

H. L. Marston, chief
Mrs. Annie L.,
engineer of the Brockton, Mass., fire department, and Mrs. Alice G. Howard, wife of
Mayor How ard, of Brockton arrived Saturday,
called here by the illness of Mrs. Lydia C.

WOOD,

this date she is

claiming:
“Watchman tell

wife of

J. H.

PROSPECT-

Dr.

Stockton

gent cemetery.

flieannl inned

At

MONTViLLE.

Mrs. Orilla Merithew of Morrill is the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Adams....Mr. and
Mrs. Austin Wentworth of South Montville
were Sunday guests of Mrs. D. C. Cain....
Mrs. Ethel Jordan is at home from Lewiston...
Mrs. A. D. Baker visited her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Mayhew, in Searsmont Sunday...
Albert McKenney of Belmont was at A. B.

Wing’s Sunday

Mr. and Mrs. D. K McFarland are on their farm in Freedom this week..
A. D. Baker recently bought a horse in Belfast.
Mrs. Elizabeth Bartlett is soon to move
to Waterville. She will be accompanied by her
...

!

Tapley’s hospital

in

Belfast,

where he hac

been for several weeks. His friends are glac
to see him among them once more_Mrs

1

I

the protection of our coastwise shipIn the 59th Congress I voted
ping.
for the ship subsidy bill, and the bill
to remove
discriminations
against
American sailing vessels in the coasting trade.
I shall always recall with pleasure
the service I have been able to render to our Union veterans.
It is for
them to say whether I have been attentive to their
interests.
I
took
great satisfaction in voting for
the
bill to give preference to
honorably
discharged soldiers and sailors in appointments under civil service."
4. Will the candidate add
strengtl
to his party?
The Republican party of this State
desires not only to nominate, but to
elect, a United States Senator. Governor Burleigh’s record as a vote
getter surpasses that of any other
single
individual in the State of Maine. He
is pre-eminently a man of the
people,
and has a strong and permanent
grip
on their affections.
In 1897
Governor
was
Burleigh
chosen at a special election
Representative to Congress from the Third
Congressional District to All the vacancy caused by the
death of Hon.
Seth L. Milliken.
Since
that time
he has been continuously
re-elected
to that position until the Democratic
landslide of 1910 whiclt swept everything in his District before it. Even
then he largely led his ticket. Governor
Plaisted's plurality
being 2651.
while Mr. Gould's plurality over Mr.
Burleigh was but 13S9. a reduction of
1262 votes in the Democratic
plurality.
Hundreds of voters in his
District
who vast a straight Demor •:tic ballot
have since expressed their regret and
sorrow at his defeat, which
neither
they nor anybody
else
anticipated.
The following record speaks eloquently for itself.
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Comparison of Republican Gubernatorial Plurality in Third Maine District with
Plurality of Governor
Burleigh as Representative.

I

Burleigh’s I
Plurality
Plurality
6172.6220
7324.0816
7181.7581
.6473.6863
.1533.1881
1290. 2671
Governor’s

1S98

1900
1902
1904
1906
1908

"

—

I

do you want to be “In” absolutely right? You
know how it is you fix up regardless-take a
trip to the Big City only to see some fellow
dressed with that little “difference” that makes
you feel like a Back number.
But there’s

thing

be sure of
if you’ll just listen to us, and that’s your feet.
We say, and we say it loud, “Flat toes, My Boy
Fiat Toes.” The Kind our Cousins wear aero:
the seas, those sturdy English Brogan Shape
with low flange heels and wide custom shanks.
one

you

can

We

have just received a shipment
REGALS in these very much wanted city
shapes. Fact is they were taken right out of
lot that were intended for their 28 stores in New
York City. Look at them in our windows—or
better still, step in and try a pair on. Made in
Russia and Black King Calf, in both low and

high

cuts.

$4.00, $4.50 and $5.00.
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Miss

THORNDIKE,

Smith,

a

terville, held

a

student at Colhy College, Waservice at the Center church
last Sunday forenoon and delivered an interesting sermon, Mrs. Oliver presided at the
organ. In the afternoon Mr. Smith preached
in the Baptist church on Knox Ridge...It is currently reported that William Moulton of Unity
has bought of Mr. Hodges the large farm
known as the Charles White farm. We hear
that Mr. Moulton will plant some hoed crops
and cut the hay, but will not move his family
The sudden death of Mrs. M*
here until fall
A. P. Say ward, which occurred last week in
Brighton, Colo., at the home of her sister-inlaw, Mrs. Margaret McCool, brings sorrow and
sadness to the hearts of her many friends in
this vicinity. Mrs. Say ward had been a faithful and efficient member of Harvest Moon
Mr.

May 30th, in the

m.,

nish music.

hoping

very soon, the

and Susan (Webber) Colson. The re.
mains were brought here for burial Friday
and were interred in the family lot in the Sar-

Kiiuinacu has haon

are

thf»

G. A. Stevens was in attendance
patient show ing some favorable
symptoms toward night. Sympathy is freely
extended to the invalid, husband and daughter.

the M. E. church

a

nrnoaviT

We

nnnn

Mrs. Frank Heath, Cross street, was suddenly seized with an alarming sickness Mon-

raim

TKo

sufficiently

vpntnrp

her
in which condition
house,
iriends trust she may continue.

Miss Meivina E. Colson died in Bangor, May
10th, w ith bronchial pneumonia, aged 7G years.
She was the daughter of the late Capt. Eph-

Capt,

severe

was

C.

Stevens.

May festival at I'nion Hall, this,
Thursday, May 16th. Features of the evening
will be crowning of the May Queen and draping the May pole, closing with the farce
“Packing the Missionary Barrel.”

store for

to

but

I CENTER

im-

Congregational church. Music will be furnished by the choir_The Samoset club will
give a dance in the Grange hall Friday evening, May 17th. Tozier’s orchestra will fur-

street,
stomach

E. Britto suffered an ill-turn last
week, which in the absence of Dr. B. necessitated several professional calls from Dr. G. A.
Mrs.

Bustle

give

uue

street at this date. Monday.
the gain may continue.

Boston to the

will

turn,

oxoacionallv

t<,

arrived Friday, light, from
Penobscot Coal and Wharf Co,
She will be used in deliverat. Mack's Point.
ing coal from the plant to customers on the
bay and river. Her tonnage is 300.

Barge

bad ill

a

Church

Hopkins,

complications, recently

Henry Davis has sold his blacksmith shop in
Mechanic’s Hollow to Edward C. Pike. Mr.
Davis will go to Frankfort to work in one of
the stone

are

covery.

leased the “Brookside”

Mr. Edmun Eno has

daily hoping to hear of
turning into the path toward reAll

fever.

|

Brown were in Unity on business May 9th....
Mrs. Amy Bryant is in Waterville, called there
by the sickness of her father.... Mrs. Murch
from Thorndike is visiting her son Lewis
Murch-Mrs. Charles Sampson has returned
home after a visit of several weeks with her
mother and sister in Bath-Rev. Edwin C.
Carey, D. D., of Waterville will deliver the

with Mrs.

of two years.

sence

j

_Miss Flora Farnum of Thorndike was the
guest of her sister, Mrs. W. R. Sparrow, recently... Misses Bertha Bryant and Anna

re-

Miss

are

rp«*pntlv sail*

....

^

little shopping.
The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet this,Thursday, afternoon, for sewing, with Mrs. J. G.
Lambert, West Main street. All are cordially
invited to join in the good work for the Universalist parish.

tons

twe

Havnps

the dock of the Mount Waldo Granite
Works with granite for the new Jersey City,
N. J., postoffice building-Frank P. Laffir,
who has attended the Baltimore, Md., Denta1
college for the past year, has arrived home
for the summer vacation.

sister-in-law,
Mary Bartlett.Mark
Sprague and Mrs. Emily Parker were in town J.
Bartlett, Esq., of Waterville was a guest at
last week to attend the funeral of Mr. J. A.
his old home here Sunday.... Mrs. Elnora BarSprague-At the annual business meeting of ton is at home from
Waban, Mass., and is sta\
the Free Baptist Sunday school the following
ing with Mrs. L. F. Aiey... .Mr. and Mrs. Will
officers were elected: Miss Lena M. Rose, supAdams of Morrill were at Eugene Adams’Sunerintendent; Mrs. Fannie Trim, assistant supMr. and Mrs. Herbert Pay son of Knox,
day
erintendent; Mrs. Edna Coombs, 2nd assistant with Mrs. Sarah
Thompson and S. K. ThompsecMrs.
Pendleton,
Georgia
superintendent;
son of North Montville, were at Mr. and Mrs.
and
Mr.
Curtis
litreasurer;
Thomas,
retary
West P. Jones’ Sunday_Mrs. Gracia C. Luce
brarian; Mrs. Helen E. Ryder, organist_Mr.
! was a recent guest of Miss Judith Banton....
and and Mrs. E. S. Preble have moved to Dark
I Miss Hattie Sargent is at home from Bangor..
Harbor for the summer.
| Miss Geneva A. Varney is in Belfast, the guest
of Mrs. R. M. Carter-F. A. Cushman bought
FREEDOM.
Henry and S. G. Linderman of New York re- a yoke of steers of Frank Hall last week....
cently sold a piano to Dr. M. M. Small... .Mr. John Morrow, who bought his grandfather's
and Mrs. F. P. Webb of Swanville visited Mrs. old home for a summer home, has gone to
Webb’s mother, Mrs. S. J. Flye, the past week. Mexico after his family.

tastic toe.”
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Titcomb of Sylvan street,
Mrs. Brown and Miss Fannie
to Belfast last Saturday to
call upon relatives of Mr. T. and attend to a

a

Miss Evelyn Pendleton arrived home last
week from South Framingham, Mass., where
she had been employed in the straw shop. .Mr.
Fred Coombs is at home for a short visit with
his family_Mis. Helen Ryder has returned
from Belfast-Rev. Harry Hull, Mr. W. W.

company

The Stockton Springs Gun Club held practice
drill last Saturday and in the evening enjoyed
a pleasant social dance in Denslow Hall. Quite
a company joined in “tripping the .light, fan-

Water streets Saturday

school have returned from

The schooner Hnrrv W
ed from

NORTH ISLESBORO

with Miss T.

C. H. Monroe placed a large and handsome
Main and
sign at his garage at the corner of

High

days_All the pneumonia patients
proving rapidly.

Miss Vivian Titcomb, Sylvan street, left
Saturday to visit her uncle in Brewer for a
few days. Miss Theresa Ellis of Cape Jellison

|

Herman

weeks’ visit to Boston. They did not go tc
Washington. The debate which was to have
been May 16th has been postponed indefinitely_The May basket sale held at Union Hall
Tuesdav nitrht was well attended... Mr. Geo.
S. Parker of Boston has been in town for a few

is her attending physician.

Li cauuein.

for New’ York.

Kanawha,

of the

Dr. C. E. Britto left May 7th by steamer
MilJinocket for a business trip to New \ork.
An annoying eye trouble demanded expert

Clifton

Sunday with 3,460

Ginn

Mrs. George Weymouth, Railroad avenue,
has been quite ill the past week, tut is somewhat better at this writing, Monday. Dr. G.

in the tele-

j

Farrow and family have gon<
to Jacksonville, Florida, en route for Colon anc
the Panama Canal.Mr. and Mrs. J. T
Atterbury of New York have been in town foi
a few days_Mr. George Tiffany of St. Louis
expects to occupy his new cottage at Darfc
Harbor for the season by the middle of June.
_Mrs. Inez Pendleton and the Senior class

Capt.

FRANKFORT.
Three cars of rough granite have been shipped from the Mount Waldo Granite Works
yard for building purposes in Bangor... .Mr.
and Mrs. George Hastey of Jackson were
week-end visitors at the home of Mrs. Hastey's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. K. Drake_E. P.
Treat, Esq., has returned after spending the
winter months in Boston, and has removed his
law office to Winterport, where he will reside.
The selectmen have leased the E. P. Treat
office and‘moved the town books, etc there.
Nightly rehearsals are being he'd for the
drama, Mrs. Briggs of the Poultry Yard, which
will be given in the near future for the benefit
of the Congregational church_Mrs. Charles
Green and Mrs. Forest Grindle have returned
to their homes in Bluehill after being the
guests of Mrs. T. C. Cuddy for two weeks_
....

ISLESBORO.

Alvah C. Treat, Church street,
drove to Prospect last Sunday to call upon an
aged uncle of Mrs. T., Capt. Robert Killman,
who is in poor health.

along finely.

Steamer

Mass.

Mr. and Mrs.

Edward W. Gilkey, who underwent an operation for intestinal trouble May 2nd, is getting

be out

Upton,

BELMONT.
of

George Frisbee

night.

Mrs.

son

County Correspondence.

Orilla G. Libby was in the village
Saturday, the guest of her sister, Mrs. Avelina
C. Griffin, Sylvan street, returning home at
Mrs.

Capt. and

left

man’s motto.

If the old saying, “a wet May brings plenty
of hay" proves true, judging by indications at
present, the crop will be abundant this year!

Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Colcord returned Thursday from a vis.t of several weeks in New

Mr.

Pierce” will make a home in Massachusetts
Business before pleasure must be an active

*

SPRINGS.

STOCKTON

E. Sargent of Hampden was in
Capt.
town a few days last week calling on friends.
R.

WO LIME PHOSPHATE

ALUM,

For Maine Voters to Consider.

..

1

Grange

for many years and her death

fell for her son,
...

Joseph Sayward and
Richard C. Higgins and mother were
Monday on business.... Mr. Harry

jn Belfast
Staples of Brooks called

j Sunday-Mr.

Chester

on

friends

Brailey

and

m

town

family

have moved into Joseph Prentiss vacant house
in the north part of the town_Mr. H. M.
Higgins passed Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. M.
S. Hatch in Jackson.... Mrs. Richard Higgins
and Mrs. Leroy Pickett were in Brooks on business last Thursday afternoon_Mrs. Fred
Patterson

passed

daughter,

Mrs.

last week in

Jessie

Brooks, with.her
Hogan, who recently

Brooks.... Miss Let| tie M. Hunt was in Brooks, shopping, SaturJessie Cookson* who has been quite ill foi
date?.
day-Mr. Smith of Wate ville was entersome time, went to Bangor Friday to enter the
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur A. Blair remained
I tained at the home of Mr. and Mrs. James Gilfor
Eastern
Maine
General
treatHospital
over last Sunday evening, and through Monliatt while in town.
ment.
She was accompanied by her sister
day, in town, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E.
Mrs. Minnie KeUy of Waterviile.
LIBERTY.
the
street.
Church
Unfortunately
Thompson,
Messrs. R. F. Dunton and Ralph I. Morse, atskies opened and the rain descended steadily
torneys at law from Belfast, won their case on
during the entire time, confining Mrs. B. with- W1NTERPORT.
“Mother’s Day” was duly observed at the Georges Lake last Friday. This is the home
in doors.
port of the junior member of the firm and it
Methodist Church and a very fine sermon wa
has been their custom for several years to
Mrs. S. Frances Bridges, who had been with given by the pastor, Rev A. J. Lockhart
come annually tc this lake to fish for jthe big
her niece and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Everett ....Mr. C. R. Hill was thrown from his car
Staples, Church street, since coming from riage and badly hurt while driving to Frank salmon therein contained, but heretofore with
indifferent success. But they are both endowBrewer early in March, opened her home, fort Tuesday evening, May 7th. He is recov
ed with the true spirit of the thorough fisherMiddle street, the first of the’present week. ering, and it is hoped has received no perma
She has as a companion and assistant for the nent injury... .Mrs. C. R. Hill has returnee man, having both grit and endurance, and can
coming summer Miss Irene Dodge from Fort from a visit to Boston... .Mr. H. M. Varney fish for an entire day without getting a nibble,
Point.
received a bad cut in the leg while working ir and hold their temper.
Ever ready to crack a joke,
Last week Stockton bad the following spring the shipyard at Bath and was obliged to come
And always refuse to drink or smoke.
weather: Sunday, nice day, quite cool toward home. He hopes to be able to go back before
But laat Friday they obtained their reward
has
D.
H.
Smith
returnhowever_Mrs.
dull
with
drizzling long,
night; Monday,
morning,
by capturing two of the biggest fish ever
ed from a visit in Orono....Mrs. C. M. Chase
rain during portion of day; Tuesday, foggy
taken from these waters, weighing respectiveand
oth a
through entire day; Wednesday, overcast, is visiting her brother, W. B. Rich,
ly 16 and 13 pounds, when first taken from the
threatening rain; Thursday, dripping rain in relatives in Bangor.... Mr. Ernest Lamb oi water, though they shrank one-half
pound
forenoon, clear afternoon and rain storm in Camden is visiting his sister, Mrs. P. C. Goorge each by reason of being several hours out of
.Mrs. M. C. Arey spent the week-end with hex
the evening; Friday, rain in morning* with
water. Inasmuch as they are partners in
half-clear afternoon; Saturday a lovely day, parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Ca-r pbell-The business it made no difference who
caught the
nice
25
will
serve
a
cent
dinand
warm
Epworth League
spring-like.
very
biggest fish, and t.;ey both seemed equally
ner at the vestry tomorrow, Friday, for the
From Cape Jellison piers, the following
pleased. L-ouId you nave seen them as they
convenience ui iiiubc who <uienu cue icacners
marched into town over Bean’s hill, with the
shipping report was telephoned Monday even- convention on that date.
tails of those leviathans dragging on the
ing: May 7th, sch. Sarah sailed light for Bangr und, you would have witnessed a joyous
gor. May 8th, steamer Millinocket sailed with
EAST NORTHPORT.
spectacle. Though in fighting parlance they
paper for Boston and New York. May 13th,
Among the arrivals the past week to spend
are but light weights, you would have seen
sch. Charles H. Trickey arrived, light, from
the summer are Mr. and Mr. W. E. Kotman a1
two men who thought that they were at least
Bath for lumber, sch. Leora M. Thurlow with
their cottage on the North Shore, C. C. Nicka cargo of acid-phosophate from Cartaret, N.
eight feet high and well built in every particerson, South Shore, Mrs. Freeland Harlow ol
ular. Why, Daniel Lambert was but a pigmy
J.; sch. Willie L. Maxwell with cement from Brewer at the Harlow
cottage, Bayside, Mrs
in comparison, and the countenance of each
Hoboken, N. J., and sch. Abdon Keene with
Knowles of Bangor at the Stubbs cottage, and
was so open that it was easy to see as to
lime from Rockland. May 14th, sch. Bfina G
Mrs. F. O. Smith at her cottage on the South
whether or not they each had gold filling in
Pendleton arrived with railroad iron, (rails)
Shore-Mrs. John Harlow, who has beer
from Sparrow's Point, N. J., and steamer Milltheir teeth. The entire community rejoiced
a few days at Bayside. returned tc
spending
with them, and it is hoped that they will come
inocket with general cargo from New York;
Bangor Monday.Mr. and Mrs. Charles
again soon and capture still bigger fish, which
Mrs. Pierce ,D. Lancaster of Cambridge, Catell of Bangor spent Sunday at their cot*
we know await the lucky one.... I saw by The
Mass.*, accompanied by her mother, Mrs. Syl- tage on the South Shore....Mrs. L. C. Ross Journal that Arthur V. Martin of this town
has opened the Waquoit and is prepared tc
vester B. Pendleton of Middle street, is at this
had been drawn as juryman to the U. S. Court.
writing, Monday, expected to arrive in town serve lobsters at any time.... One of our old He is the first and only juryman overdrawn
early the present week. Mrs. L. will arrange landmarks has disappeared. The workmen from this town. Several years ago,
noticing
who have been tearing down the house or
the leasing of their house—formerly the late
that the town of Montville frequently sent
Capt. David G. Ames place—on East Main Hillside Farm, now owned by Ira M. Cobe,
jurymen to the U. S. Court and that Liberty
street, to Mr. J. A. Flanders, agent for the have completed the work and there is nothing sent
none, I called on the clerk of the U. S.
Bull Steamship Co. of New York, running a left of the old house.... Harold Patch is verj
Court in Portland to learn, if I could, the rearegular line from Cape Jellison piers to New sick with an attack of the grip; he is a little son why. He informed me that under the law
York, during her stay in the village. She will better at this writing.....J. N. V. Lane, F. E
only bo many jurymen could be had in the
be the guest of her husband's parents, Mr. and Thompson, E. L. Bran of Bangor and Prof State and as the population was
greatly in exMrs. E. M. Lancaster, and her sister and hus- F. E. Bragdon of Bucksport were in town Maj cess of the number of jurymen required they
all
towns
had
out
that
had not nine
dropped
in
the
of
the
Middle
8th
interests
band, Mr. and Mrs. James Crocker,
Campmeeting
hundred inhabitants, and that the list was reAssociation, returning to their respective vised once in twenty years. It is presumed
street, until her return. Old friends gladly
homes Thursday morning.C. O. Dickej that there has been a new revision which has
welcome "Gertrude” in her native community
regretting that for the present she and ,has bought a large grey hone of B. O. Norton let us in.—J. O. J.
moved from this town to

What

his

are

personal characto the people?

near

Governor Burleigh’s
boyhood and
youth were spent upon the farm in
his native town of Linneus,
Maine.
He displayed from the
start
those
characteristics which have
won
for
him success in every activity of life.
At the age. of -16, keenly realizing tlio
value of a good education, he cheereach
fully
five
tramped
morning
miles to the Academy at Houlton, and
back again at night to his home on
the Linneus farm.
Step by step, by
his own energy
and
ambition, and
with his own two hands, he made his
He has been sucway in the world.
cessful
in
business, because he
brought to it the same qualities which
won him success in
affairs.
public
His promise needed no writing and no
seal to make it binding.
vvnne

in

congress

lie

was,

the

in

broadest sense the representative of
his whole District, and the interests
of those of different political
views
were looked
after
the
same
wifh
that
have
promptness and
fidelity
characterized his relations
with all
his constituents.
In this fact will be
found the reason why so many members of other parties besides his own
of the Republican party subserved.
have voted for him on election day.
A man of absolute ly stainless publie record, of immaculate private life,
of gracious neighborliness, of modest
bearing and of the finest business
qualities. Governor Burleigh is
entitled to the consideration of
every
voter who desires to see the welfare
of the Republican party subserved.

means a

serious loss to the order. She is he sixth
member claimed by death from this Grange
since one year ago this month. Much sympa-

thy is
family

5.

teristics, and is he
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Enamel Ware.
We have

just got

in what

Barbour. In Bluthill, April
Hugh Barbour, a son.
Davis. In Montville, April 2P
Mrs. Charles E. Davis, a
daughter
I
j Everett. In Belfast, May 1!.
Mrs. Alfred Everett, a son.
Hills. In Searsmont, May li.
Mrs. Jr A. Hills, a daughter.
I
Kenniston. In Warren, May
j Mrs. Fred Kenniston, a son.
Ladd. In Vinalhaven, May 6,
I
Mrs.

we

believe to be the best line of

ever

j

piece

T.

Rogers. In Rockland, May
W. Rogers, a son.
Snowman. In Orland, May 4.
Mrs. Burleigh M. Snowman, a sot:
Soper. In Orland, May 2, to
;
Mrs. J.

Pearl II.

is

Soper,

j

j
I
j

1

a son.

Tapley, In South Brooksvillt
Olden D. Tapley, adaugi

and Mrs.

i

j

Ladd, a daughter

Hall.

;

everything in that lint

—all sizes—and every

Henry

Overlook. In Warren, April
Mrs. Clinton Overlook, a daugl

;

shown in Belfast.

! It includes

Mrs.

|

Enamel Ware

MAIUtlEI)

PERFECT.
I

CALL AND SEE THE GOODS

|

>

Eaton-Eaton, In Deer Ish
Eaton and Miss Laura Eaton, hot
I’alk-Pitcher.
In Northport
Rev. A. A. Blair of Belfast, Met\
Providence, R. I., and Miss Edna i
of

Northport.
Fernald-MESEKVEY.
In T:
and Miss Daisy Mt

Mitchell & Trussell,

Guy Fernald
1 Troy.
i

Knight-Schwartz.
In Can:
B. Knight and Priscilla
Camden.
j 8MITH-SW
1NB01 RNE.
In R(
Charles S. Smith of Sunset. 1
Charlotte
M.
i
Swinbourne of Stun

Joseph

both of

STUVES,

_

KITCHEN WARE

;> 11:

and PL LIMBING

Want

Long Hair?

And you would like long
hair? Rich, heavy hair?
Beautiful, luxuriant hair?
That is perfectly natural, and
we are here to help you.
Ayer’s Hair Vigor is a great
aid to nature in producing
just the kind of hair you desire.
Do not be afraid to
use it.
No danger of its coloring your hair. The ingredients are all given on each
label, thus enabling your
doctor to wisely advise you
concerning its use. Consult
him freely. He knows.
by thd J.

O.

AYER CO., Lowell, Mmi.

THEY COME TOGETHER.
and Kidney Ache are Usually
Inseparable. Some Belfast People .Are
Learning How to Get Rid of Both.

Backache

ache?
Feel lame, weak—so sore you
work?
Does you back

Are you

making
f.,-

To

ever

cure

;+

the

the

common

naoa

can

hardly

Wanted at (dice
A good live man to sell strictly high-grade
fully guaranteed nursery stock, both fruits an j
ill turn over an establish*1 j
ornamentals.
trade on good territory in the State of Main
who wants steady work. ihi
man
to the right
is a special offer and if y >1 ar interested ir

1

Colson. In Bangor, May it
E. Colson of Searsport, aged 7*
Coburn, ill Vinaihavvn, Ai.
! D. Coburn, aged 84 year-.
Conner. In South Montville.
F. Conner, aged about 62 v» ai
j Gakcelon. In St. Mary’s 11
ton, April L’J, Nelson Garre!
! Troy, aged 81 years and 6 monti
Gray, in South Penobscot, M
Gray, aged 66 yer.rs, 2 months a
:
Gray. In Troy, May 6, Frank
! Gray, aged 70 years,
Hamm. In Everett, Mass., M
f trank Hamm, age
widow
months
and 7 days,
j
Haney. In Bangor, May 8,
i of Alvin Haney.
Holt. In Bangor, May 8,
j
widow of Capt. Jan es W. 11
hillswortn, agio iZ years.
!
Lermond. In Lincoln ville, !'>
Lermond, aged 28 years.
Leighton. In Bucksport, M
; Leighton, aged 75 years.
Lewis.
1
In Searsport, May 1
| P. Lewis, aged 62 years, 8 moot
MoRGRAGE. In Castine, May 1.
son Morgrage, aged 83 years, '•

5

We will establish any good reliable man a
our local agent if he can only devote spar
time to the work.

j

4

THE CHASE NURSERIES.
Established 18G0,
GEN K V A

SHIP

N

Y

j

6120

NEWS.
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Atwood. In Bucks port, Apr
Atwood, aged 81 years.
Atwood. In East Bucksport,
Atwood, aged 86 years.
Bryant. In Su.nington, M
Bryant, aged 7(5 years. I month
Condon. In Belfast, May 12.
son Condon, aged 71 years, 10
days.

j
!

j

PORTS.

New York, May 8. Ar, sch Annie B Mitch
ell, Itockland; sld, schs Susie P Oliver, Bangoi
Charlie & Willie, eastern port; Samuel Hart
Thomaaton; 10, sld, schs Melbourn P Smith
Fernandina; Daniel McLoud, Rockland; Emm 1
S Briggs, eastern port; 11. ar, stmr Millinocket
j
Stockton via Boston; 12, ar, schs Warre \
Moore, Stonington via Providence; Emma I s
Lord, Charleston, S C; John Bossert, George
town, S C; sld, stmr Millinocket, Stockton; 13
ar, sch Thomas H Lawrence, Vinalhaven.
Boston, May 8. Ar, stmr Millinocket, Stock : days.
ton; 9, sld, bark Antioch, Concepcion de 1
Macomber.
In Brattlebom.
Uraguay; 10, sld, Bchs A F Kindberg, Bango’ I Dorothy, daughter of George an.
R L Tay, do.
Macomber, formerly of Castine.
Philadelphia, May 7. Cld, sch Blanche I j Moore. In Belfast, May 14, I
King, Mayport; 9, cld, sch Mark Pendleton j aged 61 years, 7 months and 22 da
Yabucca, P R.; 13, ar, sch Etna, New York.
Pierce. In Reno, Nevada, May
Baltimore, May 8. Cld, sch Gen E S Gree
Elene Pierce of Belfast, aged 26 >
sch
Alice
Jack
Holbrook,
9,
cld,
Mayport;
and
22 days.
ley,
sonville; 11, ar, sch Horace A Stone, Tampa.
Spear.
In Mont ville, May
stmr
8.
Kanawha
Sld,
Newport News, May
Spear, aged 72 years, 2 months uu
Shute. In Belfast, May 9, La.
Searsport; 13, sld, sch Clifford N Carver, Port
land.
Shute, aged 62 years, 10 months
Norfolk, May 9. Sld, sch Northland, Sears
Wiggin. In Ashville, N. (\,
Alice B. Wiggin, formerly of P.
port; Adelaide Barbour, Port Tampa and Nor
folk; Ella M Willey, Savannah.
years.
Tampa, Fla, May 8. Ar, sell Edward H Cole
Baltimore.
Jacksonville, May 9. Ar, sch Theoline
BELFAST PRICE CURRl
1

►

..

mistake—

?

backache, you must

I

>

cure

the

kidneys.
The pain

may cease, but is sure to return.
You may feel tired and worn-out all the time.
Urinary troubles may annoy you, headache
and dizziness.
Make up your mind your kidneys need attention.
Begin taking Doan’s Kidney Pills at once.
Doan’s have strengthened thousands of sick,

Boston.
San Francisco, May 4. Sld, ship Wm 1
Frye, Honolulu and Delaware Breakwater.
Brunswick, Ga. May 10. Ar, sch Lizzie I ;
Willey, Jacksonville; 13, sld, sch Mary A Hall
Norwich, Ct.
Humacoa, P R, May 10. Ar, sch Robert H

I

Corrected Weekly for Tin
PRODUCE

MARKET.

Apples,

per Du, 75al.09|
7i
dried, per lb.,
2.75a2.90
Beans, pea,
Beans, Y. E., 2.25&2.50

PAM

Hay,
Hides,

Lamb.
Lamb Sk
Butter,
30; Mutton.
Darien, Ga, May 11. Cld, sch Hugh d
6Aa7 Oats, 32
i Beef, sides,
Payentf, Portland, Me.
61 Potatoes.
Bangor, May 8. Ar, sch Mary E Palmer Beei,forequarters,
60 Round lb
Newport News; 10, sld, sch Mary E Palmer Barley, bu,
19 Straw,
weakened kidneys.
Newport News; 11, ar, sch L Snow, Jr, Belfast ; Cheese,
schs Mary Augusta, Boston; R L Tay ►. Chicken,
16 Turkey.
Have driven out kidney backaches for good. 12, ar,
Calf Skins,
15 Tallow.
do; sld, sch A F Kindherg, Boston; 14, sch Su
No Belfast reader can doubt *the following sie P Oliver, New York.
; Duck.
20 Veal,
20 Wool, ui a
statement.
Stockton, May 12. Ar, schs Leora M Thur Eggs,
14 Wood, hari
low, New York; Willie L Maxwell, do; Charle i Fowl,
from
a resident of this locality:
It’s
I
14
Abdon
18 Wood, s»
Keene, Rockland;
H Trickey,-;
J Geese,
Mrs. Hattie Wallace, 86 Waldo avenue, Belar, stmr Millinocket, New York; sch Brina 1
RETAIL PRICE.
| RET A11
fast, Me., says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills are a fine Pendleton, Baltimore.
13al4 Lime,
Searsport, May 9. Ar, barge Bustle, Bostor Beef, Corned,
kidney remedy. They have been used in my
Oat Meal.
Butter
18a22
’;
Salt, 141b.,
stmr Kanawha, Newport News; 13, ar 1
household for the past four years and I and 12, ar,
98 Onions.
j Corn.
sch Northland, Newport News.
93 Oil, kem.se!
other members of my family have derived
Portland, May 7. Cld, sch Henry R Tiltor \ ; Cracked Coni,
93 Pollock.
bark Mabel 1 Meyers, Sa j Corn Meal,
great benefit from their use. 1 willingly recom- New York; 12, ar,
24 Pork,
I Cheese,
vannah.
mend this remedy to other kidney sufferers.”
1.80 Plaster,
1 Cotton Seed,
FOREIGN PORTS.
10 Rye Meal.
i Codfish, dry,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. FosPuerto Mexico, May 8, 5 p m. Ar, stmr Cali ! Cranberries,
13 Shorts,
New
sole
ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
York,
agents
stm
r
4
New
sld,
York;
pm,
28 Sugar.
fornian, Blake,
j Clover Seed,
for the United States.
Texan, Parse, Delaware Breakwater (for or
6.25a7.60 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
Remember the name—Doan’s—'and take no ders); 10, 2 pm, sld, stmr Kansan, Colcorc
H. G. Seed,
8.75a9.G0Sweet Pnt.i
Delaware Breakwater; 12, 3 pm, ar, stmr Hi
14 Wheat MemLard,
other.
waiian, Dow, New York.
stmr
Isth
m.
Salina Cruz, May 8,1 p
Ar,
“Doan’s Ointment cured me of
mian. Hall, Tacoma and San Francisco; 9, 4 ; )
m, sld, stmr Nebraskan, Knight, San Diego.
had annoyed me along time. Ibe
St John, N B, May 11. Ar, schrs Hattie I
S. W. Matlhews,
FOR FLETCHER’S
Barbour, Portland; F C Pendleton, Belfast permanent.”—Hon.
sioner Labor Statistics, Augusta, M‘‘
Me.

McCurdy, Philadelphia.
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Children Cry

CASTORIA

y

